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FOUR DECADES OF
SOTON-MIN-FOSSICKING
An Introduction
by Founder Member John Thomas

On 29th April 1971, a group of sixteen Southampton people sharing an interest in the up-andcoming hobby of cutting and polishing semi-precious stones for jewellery, decided to form a
society for like-minded enthusiasts. They named it the Southampton Lapidary Society and monthly
meetings were held at the Temperance Hall in Carlton Crescent.
Few of the members of the newly-formed Society had much experience of lapidary work. Also,
there were no dedicated British magazines at this time and very few books on the subject had
been published in this country, so expertise had to be gained from American journals and books
and through experimentation, often with home-made equipment.
Through the 1970’s lapidary increased in popularity in Britain this was accompanied by a
growing interest in the raw materials of lapidary – minerals and rocks. In the Southampton
Society, as in many others, more and more people were becoming involved in collecting and
finding out about these materials. Group field trips to collect minerals at quarries, mine spoil tips
and coastal exposures became an important part of Society activities. Localities from Cornwall to
Cumbria were visited – at a time when attitudes to access to private sites were considerably more
relaxed than today!
In the early 1980’s, responding to demand, we extended the scope of the Society’s meetings
and field trips to include fossil collecting and later changed our name to Southampton Mineral,
Fossil and Lapidary Society to reflect the wider coverage. At this time we transferred our venue for
monthly meetings from an unpopular out-of- town location to the Friends’ Meeting House in the
centre of Southampton – this has now been our home for the past 30 years.
Lapidary never achieved prominence in the Society’s activities, despite the enthusiasm of the
founder members. In the early years, this was largely because we could not find premises where
members could collectively carry out practical work. Equipment for cutting and polishing stone
was retained by the Society for loan to members but by the late 1980’s interest in this branch of
the hobby had dwindled virtually to zero and the use of the word “Lapidary” in the title of the
Society was no longer justifiable.
Under the new name of Southampton Mineral and Fossil Society we set out to broaden the
aspirations of the group and everyone can be justly proud of its achievements over the following
two decades.
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“Some forty years ago I decid ed I wan ted a new hobby. Lapidary was the fashion
at the time. So I tumbl ed, ground and polished semi-precious stones and I lea rnt
how to work with si lver to show th em to their best advantage.
Then I discovered I could go out and find beautiful crystals and pretty coloured
stones for myself, as well as all sorts of min erals whose names I just cannot
remember.
But what does that matter! To find them I travelled the British Isles, searching on
beaches, in china clay pits and stone quarries, and even down mines. The joy of
discovering something so intriguing and beautiful , just as nature made i t, was so
fascinating and exciting and in the process made me good friend s. I was hooked on
collecting!”

Barbara Thomas
(From the Society’s “Members’ Miscellany” display, 2009)
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EARLY DAYS
It is now a full forty years since a group of employees at the Ordnance Survey discovered in
the course of conversations round the coffee urn that they shared a common interest in the
cutting and polishing of gem stones, this eventually leading to the suggestion that a club or society
should be formed with this as its main aim.
An advertisement was accordingly placed in the Evening Echo announcing an inaugural meeting
on 29th April 1971. This took place at 128 Gordon Avenue, Portswood, the home of Mr Don Epps,
and sixteen prospective members turned up to discuss the idea in more detail. They decided to
call themselves the Southampton Lapidary Society and it was agreed that a Committee should be
formed consisting of a Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer and one other member; the nominees for
these positions were respectively Mr Epps, Mr John W Thomas, Mrs J Cowie and Mr William J
Lane. It was proposed that there should be an entry fee of £1 and that in addition an annual
subscription of £2 would be due as from the first AGM.
On 13th May the Committee met for the first time. The subject of a suitable meeting place for
the fledgling Society was discussed, and all agreed that the “Temperance Institute” premises at 30
Carlton Crescent would provide an ideal venue. It was also decided to rent a stand at the
Southampton
Show at a cost of £8.50. Initial fund-raising ideas included guessing the number of pebbles in a
jar, and an auction of tumbled stones. Annual Subs would be £2 for an adult, £3 for a married
couple, and £1 for juveniles with a minimum joining age of ten.
On 2nd June some thirty-two people arrived at the
Temperance Institute to attend the first full meeting of the
Society. They were welcomed by the Chairman who passed
on apologies for the Treasurer’s absence due to illness. The
Secretary read out a letter from the “Lapidary Journal of
USA” and said he had a supply of subscription forms if
anyone would like to buy it. Mr Lane read out an interesting
article which he had written some time ago for the New
Milton Times and the Chairman read out a letter from a Mr
Lester Stevenson of California announcing that he would be
touring Britain in July and would be happy to give talks on
gemmology and lapidary work in the States. This concluded
the official business of the evening and was followed by a
demonstration of hand-polishing of a beautiful blue stone
named sodalite. The event was marked by a modest
announcement in the Southampton Echo on the following
day.
At the next Committee meeting the Treasurer reported
that a bank account had now been opened at the May bush
Branch of the National Westminster Bank.
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THE SEVENTIES
1972
During 1972 Committee meetings continued to be held monthly, Mr and Mrs Lane had kindly
volunteered their home at “Merrie Meade”, 40, Greenfields Avenue, Totton, as a regular venue. In
January Mr Epps produced a first proof of the Society’s magazine with which everyone was most
impressed, especially when he announced he could get it printed for free. The possibility of a trip
to Portland quarry was also discussed – Mrs Cowie suggested that more such outings should be
put on and that the Society should subsidize part of the costs.
In March the Secretary reported that a couple from Australia named the Batchelors were
prepared to give a lecture and slide show. Mrs Cowie had bought a paper- weight costing £2.20 for
Professor Hodson who had given a talk to the Society at the University, and a book for the library
costing £1.00. She proposed also purchasing a book entitled “Discovering Lapidary Work” by J
Wainwright at a cost of £3.60 and this was agreed.
In April an outing scheduled for May had to be cancelled due to lack of support and Mr Holmes
sent in a letter of resignation. The Australian couple would be coming to give their talk on 7th
June. The Society Bank balance now stood at £106.30 – the last raffle had brought in £1.90. As
previously agreed, £14 had been paid out for a stand at the Southampton Show consisting of a 10foot-square covered bay, including electricity supply. Exhibitors would be expected to give 50% of
any profits from sales to the Society and it was decided to try and make extra money through
“pebbles in a bottle” again, at 2p a guess. Nothing had been planned for May and it was decided
to ask Miss Bailey if she would be available and willing to give a talk.
In May Mrs Cowie tendered her resignation and balance sheets were distributed by the
Secretary. He was instructed to circulate the membership requesting a volunteer to take on the
now vacant position of Treasurer at least until October. He was also asked to look into the chances
of a subsidized outing to a quarry such as Portland and to arrange a trip to Barton-on-Sea for a
Saturday evening in July. Due to the Southampton Show, there would be no regular meeting in
July and the next one would be the “bring and buy” sale to be held on 6th September.
A new Treasurer, Miss Esme Bailey, was welcomed on to the Committee in June. The Secretary
proposed that an Outings Secretary should be appointed which the Committee agreed should be
brought up at the AGM. In the meantime, he would write to Mr Linham at Perry Field quarry on
Portland and also circulate the member- ship about an outing to Barton and to Watchet in
Somerset. Complimentary tickets to the Southampton Common Show were allocated to Mr Payne,
Mr Potts and Mr Gerrard, with the remainder going to Committee members.
It was reported in July that the Show had been a great success and that numerous enquiries
had been received about the Society in spite of it raining all day on the Saturday. Takings had
amounted to £13 plus other money donated by members.
The Secretary had been approached by a Mr Young of the Bournemouth Department Store to
ask if the Society could provide a fully-manned exhibition for ten days over the Christmas period;
he was instructed to reply that this would not be possible. Seconded by Mr Dawkins, the Secretary
then proposed that with the increasing interest shown by members in mineral-collecting, the
Society should have a change of name and that as from the AGM it should be known as the
Southampton Mineral & Lapidary Society.
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In September the Secretary reported that an advertisement for the Society had been placed in
the Evening Echo at a cost of £8. The bank balance now stood at £108.35½ - this included the sum
of £3.50 from the “bring and buy” sale. It was agreed to purchase £40 worth of lapidary
equipment from Mr Lane for the use by members . Miss Bailey proposed purchasing two dozen
“Rock Hound” badges in stainless steel at a cost of 35p each for sale to members.
At the October AGM the following Committee changes took place:
Chairman:
Outings Secretary:

Mr J. Thomas (proposed Miss Bailey, seconded Mrs Harrison);
Mrs Doreen Hamerton (proposed Mr Dawkins, seconded Mr Thomas);

Miss Bailey would carry on as Treasurer (proposed Mr Dawkins, seconded Mr Lane);
Mr D. Williams was appointed on to the Committee (proposed Mrs Leon, seconded Mr Leon).
The Committee on behalf of the Society proposed a Vote of Thanks to Mr & Mrs Lane for all the
help they have given the Society and said that as a small gesture of appreciation they would be
presented with Rock Hound badges.
Rule 14B of the Constitution was amended to show that the Committee would now consist of
the Chairman, Hon Secretary, Hon Treasurer and four other members (instead of three). Two
officers and two committee members would now form a quorum.
Mr J. Greaves subsequently agreed to take over the position of Honorary Secretary vacated by
Mr Thomas and it was further decided that the Outings Secretary should in future be known as the
Field Trip Secretary.
In November the new Chairman reported that the Rock Hound badges had been ordered but
there had been a slight error in description and price – instead of being stainless steel and costing
35p they were actually silver-plated stainless steel and cost 45p!
In response to the Chairman’s broadcast on Radio Solent, four people had phoned to enquire
about the Society. He had contacted Radio Solent to ask if there was any chance of a repeat but
was told that this “wasn’t done”.
Mr Dawkins proposed the following:






planning a long-term programme of the Society’s future activities so that members would
be able to plan ahead. In this way he felt that field trips etc. would be better supported
than activities planned at short notice. This was agreed and a provisional programme
decided upon;
that the Society should produce membership cards, perhaps outlining the year’s
programme and displaying a simple motif which would be peculiar to the Society. One
design suggested was of an open or split geode with the letters SMLS round it. D. Williams
said he would get one drawn up by a friend for approval, and the Chairman undertook to
investigate the price of production;
that enquiries should be made about registering the Society with the Southampton
Education Authority as an educational institution or similar and thereby perhaps getting
the use of a room one night a month, possibly one where we could leave a permanent
showcase for specimens and other equipment.
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Mrs Hamerton proposed that the £1 entrance fee should be dropped. It was agreed that a new
blade should be purchased for the club saw and that an effort should be made to enlarge the
library, the Treasurer being allocated £10 for this purpose. It was decided to subscribe to the
Lapidary Journal.
In December it was suggested that an attempt should be made to get the Society’s evening
meetings publicized on Radio Solent. It was reported that some members thought the
Temperance Institute was a bit dismal as a meeting room and agreed that the Committee should
cast around for an alternative venue, preferably one where equipment could be stored.
-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-

By the end of 1972, the increasing interest
shown by members in mineral- collecting
brought about the first of several changes to
the Society’s name.
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1973
As a result of some members’ dissatisfaction with the Temperance Institute, the Chairman
announced at the February committee meeting that he had been offered the use of the Scout Hut
at Causeway Crescent, Totton, on the first Monday of each month. It was agreed that this offer
should be accepted and £1 a month be donated to Scout funds. The Treasurer reported
expenditure of £42 - £8.90 on books and saw blade, the remainder on rent and prizes. A
photographer friend of the Chair- man had offered his services to produce a set of slides of
mineral specimens if the Society provided the film, and it was agreed that this was a good idea.
The outline programme for the year included the following:
 An American Supper and display of members’ own work (jewellery etc);
 Mini-Lectures (few-minute talks by members on how they first became interested in the
hobby, experiences, trips etc.);
 talks by Professor Hodson at Southampton University; Ross Polkington of the Camborne
School of Mines; Mr Jerrard (Silver-Smithing); and Mr Payne (Gemmology and
Fluorescence);
 a slide show by Miss Bailey;
 a “Bring & Buy” plus “Blue & Red” evening; a Practical Evening;
 an evening field trip to Barton.
Day trips at weekends included visits to the Natural History Museum, Charmouth, Shelford
Sandpit, Malden quarry, Alton quarry, the Forest of Dean, the Wessex Impex factory in
Winchester, Radstock and Batscombe quarry near Cheddar plus Parkinson’s mineral dealership.
The Club again took a stand at the Southampton Show in July and this time took along the club
saw and tumbler for demonstration purposes. However the stand ran at a loss and it was decided
not to attend the next one.
The Secretary received a wholesale price list for rough specimens from a firm in Yarmouth and
it was agreed that the Society should purchase a selection for resale to members. Mr Thomas said
he would make enquiries about a bulk order of grits.
With the approach of the October AGM, the Chairman announced that he would not be
standing again but was willing to remain on the committee as Librarian. The Treasurer gave notice,
as did the Secretary who was going abroad. Twenty members attended the AGM and the following
committee changes took place;

Position
Secretary
Treasurer
Field Trip Sec.
Member
Member

Retiring
J. Greaves
Miss E. Bailey
Mrs D. Hamerton
D. Epps
D. Williams

Elected
M. Dawkins
C. Pollard
Mrs D. Hamerton
P. Bond
J. Thomas (Library & Equipment)
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1974
The New Year found the club £78.12 in credit. A new saw blade had cost £10.50. £4 was
advanced to Mrs Hamerton towards the cost of car stickers. The Treasurer (Chris Pollard) would
purchase 10 lb of amethyst and 10 lbs of rutilated quartz. The Secretary (M. Dawkins) would
obtain a quotation for lapel badges and write to America regarding possible “twinning” with
Southampton. No payment had yet come in for the maps nor had the film slides been returned but
these were eventually received in February. In March the long-awaited Lapidary Journal finally
arrived from Kernowcraft and the car stickers became available for sale at 15p.
Evening meetings during the year included the following (figures in brackets indicate numbers
attending):











Talk and display on jewellery-making by Mr T. Solman (22);
Talk and display by Mr I. Turnbull (18);
Film Show on Lapidary (20)
Film Show on the Kimmeridge Field Trip by Mr J. Thomas.
18 members attended a talk by Mr T. Clayton at Southampton University on “Modern
Methods of Identifying Minerals”;
17 went to a talk by Sam Weller in Winchester to which they had been invited by the
Wessex Club, and five attended a talk at Southampton University to which they had been
invited by the Christchurch Club.
An American Supper at the Scout Hut was attended by 35 members and their families.
Society film slides were shown followed by Mr R. Coombes slides of his holiday in Tenerife.
21 members turned up to a Mineral Recognition evening - there were junior, medium and
expert tables for which Committee members had supplied eight specimens apiece.
A very successful Bring and Buy Sale at the Scout Hut (27) was followed by two more later
in the year – one of these included a competition for a recruitment advert to be placed in
the Echo.

Field trips included Parkinson’s Mineral Dealers and days out to Barton-on-Sea and Seatown to
which the Wessex Club were invited - 29 members booked for a coach trip to Kimmeridge and a
summer picnic was held at Lepe (23).
18 members were present at the AGM in October. The Chairman stated that the retiring
Committee were not available for re-election. A new Committee was eventually elected as follows:
Chairman:
D. Griffiths,
Secretary:
Mrs C. Butcher,
Treasurer:
A. Scott,
Ordinary Members: P. Nelmes, D. Turpin.
A motion by the retiring committee to increase the members hip fee was discussed and
approved as follows:
Family (with children at school): £3.50.
Ordinary (single membership wage-earning): £2.50.
OAP: £1.
Junior/student (school, college, university): £1.
The AGM was followed by a Cider and Hot Dog Supper funded by the Society.
-=-=-=-0-=-=-=13

1975
3 Jan:

Fifteen members attended a talk on Silverware.

3 Feb:

Mineral Identification with American Supper – this light-hearted competition was
very well-received, particularly by junior members. A competition entitled “Artistic
arrangement of minerals or polished stones with natural substances” also took place
but attracted only 5 entries, mainly from juniors. Rock prizes were awarded for both
competitions.

3 Mar:

28 people attended an illustrated talk by Mr A. R. Manser of Jacinth Gems on “Faceting
of Gems”. Several prospective members turned up in response to recent advertising of
the Society in local papers. The talk was designed to appeal to the uninitiated,
however it was later reported that some of the beginners had found it too advanced.

10 Mar:

Social Evening – Beer and Skittles at the Bold Forester, Marchwood. This was poorly
supported and was only saved from being a complete flop by the Wessex Lapidary
Society who made up half the party of about 30. Funds suffered a loss of about £3 on
account of several unclaimed snacks (chicken & chips at 48p) which had been ordered
in advance. It all went to confirm previous experience that the members did not in
general “go” for this type of event.

29 Mar:

Combined with Wessex Lapidary Society on a coach outing to Gemcraft Expo,
Rembrandt Hotel, London. Also Westcott Antiques, a rock shop near Dorking. 35 of the
39 seats were taken. The 80p seat price was subsidized from Society funds by 25p,
expenditure on the event being around £11 including losses incurred by a few people
failing to turn up.

25 April:

25 members of the Southampton and Wessex Lapidary Societies attended a lecture on
Fossils by Dr R. L. Austin at Southampton University – a good talk but a little too
advanced for outright beginners. It was followed by a visit to the university’s fossil
collection – a first for most people as it is rarely open to the public.

27 April:

Field Trip to Charmouth – “The cliffs and beach at Charmouth in Dorset are a good
hunting ground for several species of fossil, particularly ammonites”.

5 May:

Talk and practical demonstration of enamelling by Mrs Annette Finch of Dibden
Purlieu.

18 May:

Lapidary Practical Afternoon. This was organized mainly to give beginners an
introduction to some of the tools of the trade. A variety of equipment including
diamond saws, tumblers, grinders and vibratory polishers was on show and some of
the more experienced members were on hand to give guidance on their operation.
David Turpin also brought along his UV light for examining fluorescent minerals and
this proved very popular.
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2 June:

“Fluorescent Minerals in the Field” – talk by Ian Turnbull who drew strongly on his
caving experiences in various parts of England and illustrated it with a splendid set of
colour slides which drew frequent ‘oohs’ and ‘aahs’ from the audience. He also
brought along a selection of fluorescent and phosphorescent minerals and a UV lamp
to demonstrate these characteristics.

15 June:

A hired 29-seater coach took a
combined group of members from the
Southampton and New Forest Lapidary
Societies to the East Weare quarries on
Portland where they had been granted
permission by the owners of the
Kingston Mineral Co to hunt for
minerals and fossils. Finds included
clusters of almost clear, perfect
rhombohedral calcite crystals, orange
dripstone, fossil wood, ammonites and
other fossils.

7 July:

Showing of two films hired through the
Teaching Media Centre at Southampton
University: “Rocks that originate
underground” – explaining in simple
terms the formation of igneous, plutonic
and metamorphic rocks - followed by “A
Hundred Million to One”, describing the
recovery of diamonds from ancient
beach deposits in South West Africa,
where vast quantities of sand and gravel
must be removed to recover one carat
of diamonds.

7 Aug:

Talk on Jade by Mr Manser of Jacinth
Gems.

1 Sept:

Mineral Exchange and Mart with seven
stall holders.

6 Oct:

AGM: A new Committee was formed
and there was an extensive discussion
regarding the continuation of the Club,
finances, change of premises etc.

3 Nov:

Demons tration of various machines.

1 Dec:

Club Meeting attended by only six
members.

Club members at East
Weare quarry.

Fossilised shark fin spine collected by Phil Bampton
on a club field trip to Durlston Bay in 1975. It was
passed on to Steve Etches in 1996.

-=-=-=-0-=-=-=15

1976
On 8th January members went to have a look at Hightown Community Centre which had the
advantage of providing workshop facilities, and after a chat with the warden it was decided that
Club meetings would be held there as from 15th January, with the meeting night being changed to
the third Thursday of the month.
15 Jan:

Open evening – good attendance for the first meeting at the new venue.

18 Feb:

Film Show.

18 Mar:

3D photography – Morocco – UV Fluorescence.

31 Mar:

Committee Meeting at which it was decided to elect a Lapidary Club Sub-Committee
for those specifically interested in lapidary.

15 April:

Practical evening with various items of machinery demonstrated. Mr and Mrs ClintonCarter on holiday from Kenya came to visit. A coach had been booked for the Gemcraft
Expo but not everyone who had said they wanted tickets turned up which was very
disappointing. Mr Thomas said he would phone the absent members and try to fill the
coach.

12 May:

Committee meeting at Mrs Hamerton’s house. It was decided to return to a formal
start to each meeting to give members a chance to bring up any points of interest. It
was also decided not to try and arrange any more coach trips “as they only fail and the
money lost has to come out of the Society’s funds”.

20 May:

Dr Hollyhock’s interesting talk and practical demonstration of silverwork with lapidary
was somewhat marred by band practice in the next room. In lieu of a fee he requested
that a donation should be sent to the RNLI.

9 June:

Committee meeting at Mr Pollard’s house. Discussion on setting up workshop: Mr
Epps and Mr Dyke had spent time cleaning out the Hightown cellar and setting up
machinery. Mr Epps suggested charging 10p for workshop evenings to help offset the
cost of new equipment.

17 June:

Bring and Buy and Practical Evening rather poorly attended. Don Epps gave tuition in
the workshop.

2 July:

Committee meeting at Mrs Bond’s house. The Chairman reported on a Users’ meeting
he had attended at the Community Centre at which the fee for their Autumn Fair was
suggested as 100 % of profit, this money to be put towards the purchase of a coach for
the benefit of all who use the Centre. This was thought to be far too high and the fee
eventually reached was 50 % of profit – the Committee thought this was still too much.
(The Minutes include the figure of £75 in brackets after the word “coach”, but nobody is quite sure what
is meant by this ).
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15 July:

Talk and practical demonstration of enamelling by Mr Duckworth.

19 Aug:

Mrs Ruth Compton gave a talk on bottle-collecting and the use of metal detectors.

6 Sept:

Committee meeting at Mrs MacArthur’s house. It was felt that the Society was not
being treated very well at the Centre. Mrs Bond would phone the coordinator to
ensure that we had a room and seating for the next meeting, and that there would be
no musical accompaniment. “The committee feel that we must have the co-operation
of the Centre so that we can invite speakers to come along with no fear of
embarrassing them with pop groups practising in the next room.”

16 Sept:

Mr Duckworth’s talk on “Setting of Unusual Stones in Silver”. Members advised of the
forthcoming AGM and the need for a new Committee to be formed, as the old one felt
they had done all they could for the time being and that new ideas were needed.

7 Oct:

Committee meeting at Mr Thomas’ house. It was agreed to hold a sale of minerals
through a lucky dip at 10p a dip. The Society’s books would be put up for sale at the
AGM with all proceeds going to Society funds.

21 Oct:

AGM attended by 18 members. Ian Turnbull, the intended speaker for the event, had
double-booked himself and therefore had to cancel. A new Committee was appointed
as follows; Chairman: J. Thomas, Secretary: Mr G. MacArthur, Treasurer: C. Pollard,
Members: D. Griffiths, Ruth Compton, T. Diaper. There was a sale of mineral specimens
and books, and a draw was held for two prizes, an ash tray and a pendant.

Mem bers on a 1976 Field Trip to Dorset
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18 Nov:

Talk on Minerals by Chris Pollard illustrated by large drawings and eight specimens –
pyrite, galena, fluorite, quartz, hematite, malachite, sphalerite, calcite and also using a
UV lamp to demonstrate fluorescence. This was followed by a mineral identification
competition with a terrific display of mineral specimens to guess from. Subs were
collected at £2 single, £3.50 family – also each member had to join the Hightown
Centre for 25p + 10p or a year’s membership at £1.50.

20 Dec:

Committee Meeting at Chris Pollard’s house. Mr Griffiths who had been acting as
secretary since the resignation of Mrs MacArthur, agreed to carry on in this role
officially with immediate effect. Mrs Compton expected to attend the first formal
meeting of a newly-formed small society in Southampton whose interest was in fossils
and would report back to the Committee. The Society had been invited to visit the
New Forest Lapidary Society but it was thought preferable for the Committee to make
a preliminary visit before taking members along. There would be another Gemcraft
Expo at Easter and the Committee agreed unanimously that a trip should be organized
to this event and that, as there were obvious advantages in combining with another
group, the New Forest Lapidary Society should be asked whether they would be
interested in sharing a coach.
-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-

1977
A Social Evening held in January included a free buffet (expenses met from Society funds) and
an Auction of items provided by Committee members and conducted by J. Thomas. There were
also various competitions (for amusement only!) such as “Cheese – taste and guess the variety” (J.
Thomas), “Guess the Advertisement” (D. Griffiths); “Guess the Smell” (Mrs Compton); “Guess the
Mineral/Product Association” (Mr Pollard). These appeared to be enjoyed by all and it was voted a
successful evening in spite of a disappointingly low attendance (14).
At the end of the month, Mrs Barbara Thomas (no relation to John) who had newly volunteered
to serve on the Committee, was welcomed to a meeting at Chris Pollard’s house during which
considerable dissatisfaction was voiced on various aspects of the Society’s use of the Hightown
Centre:




The Art Room was often dirty, with furniture untidily (and sometimes dangerously)

stacked.
A virtual embargo had been placed on the use of the TV Lounge, although the Centre’s
Committee had originally promised SM&LS exclusive use of it for their monthly meetings.
Litter on the benches and floor of the basement deterred members from using the
workshop facilities.

The Secretary agreed to write a letter of complaint to Mr Bob Mayfield, the Centre Coordinator,
and later reported that he had met with him to discuss the state of the basement. Committee
members also paid an exploratory visit to the workshop of the New Forest Lapidary Society.
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The programme for the year included the following:







A Film Show evening (“Gold Mining in South Africa” and “Natural Life in the Vicinity of Fawley” by
Oliver Pike);
a talk on Opals by Mr P. Clark of the Wessex Lapidary Society;
“Fossils for Beginners”, a talk with slides and exhibits;
“Idar Oberstein” – an illustrated account by Mr R. Jerrard, of his visit to the world famous centre
for gem-cutting, polishing and marketing;
“Opals, prospecting and mining” a talk by Mr R Goodall based on personal experiences in Australia;
a talk on Neolithic Implements from Mr Mulholland of the Ordnance Survey.

There was also a coach trip to the Gemcraft Expo in London and a fund-raising Flea Market at
the Avenue Hall. There was no meeting in August as the Hightown Centre was closed during school
holidays.
-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-

1978
It was announced that the workshop would be open to members every Thursday evening – an
additional turntable polishing machine had been purchased and would be brought into operation
as soon as possible.
In the first quarter of the year a series of introductory talks on mineralogy was held, the aim
being to present in a simple manner, basic information on minerals, to help newcomers to
mineral-collecting or lapidary work gain a better understanding of the materials they are handling.
Session 1 – “What are Minerals?” Session 2 – “How Minerals are Formed”. Session 3 – “Mineral
Identification”.

Rhodochrosite “Slice”

Other talks included “Opal cutting and polishing” (a follow-on talk and workshop
demonstration by Ray Goodall) “Uses of minerals in industry and everyday life” – (John Thomas)
plus some guidance from John, Chris Pollard and David Griffiths on where to find mineral
specimens during summer holidays in B ritain. Also “Glass Engraving” – an illustrated talk by Mr
Redding.
Members attended the annual Gemcraft Expo at the Grosvenor House Hotel in Park Lane.
Another Flea Market at the Avenue Hall raised about £90 for the SMLS.
This year the AGM was for the first time put back to December.
-=-=-=-0-=-=-=19

THROUGH THE EIGHTIES
1980
At the start of 1980 the Committee was as follows: John Thomas (Chairman), David Griffiths
(Secretary); Chris Pollard (Treasurer), Ruth Compton, Barbara Thomas. The Club had a credit
balance of £155.82 and had applied for a grant from the Arts Council (see p.25) who would submit
their recommendations to the Southampton Council – approval appeared to be just a formality
and SMLS expected to receive £200. However, in the short term the current subs barely covered
the hire of the meeting room at the Friends Meeting House and it would be necessary to consider
fund-raising from other sources. Various schemes were discussed and a flea market was once
again considered the best bet – however this does not appear to have happened due to problems
in finding a suitable venue.
The proposed programme for the year included the following: a Practical Evening; various talks
including “Silver and Gold Jewellery Work” (Chris Haslett); “Faceting” (Roy Fielder); “Fossil
Collecting” (Phil James); and, in response to members’ request for guidance on finding minerals
during their summer holidays, a talk by Chris Pollard on “Mineral Collecting in Cornwall”. There
was also an illustrated talk and demonstration of Micromounts, “the inexpensive way of making a
compact mineral collection”, by John Thomas who had specially studied up on the subject in
preparation as no-one in the Society had any experience of it. There was no formal meeting in
May as the date coincided with the Spring Bank Holiday, but some members went to a Gemstone
Exhibition at Lymington Community Centre put on by Elizabeth Percy and Eric Shore of Southern
Gemstones, Hythe.
There were summer field trips to Kimmeridge, “a stretch of coastline noted for its oil shales and
many fossils”, and to Worbarrow Bay “where excellent satin spar can be collected and other
attractions include fossil dinosaur footprints in rock strata at the base of the cliffs” and the
deserted village of Tyneham, “an interesting relic of the not so distant past, now preserved as a
memorial”.
A £200 cheque was received in due course from Southampton Council and the Committee
agreed that this should be used for the proposed purchase of a micro- scope and UV lamp. At the
Southampton Show on the Common in July, the Society took two tables in the Arts Council tent to
put on a display of minerals and lapidary work, including the microscope and an operating vibropolisher. The saw and turntable polisher and tumble polisher were also on show but not
functioning. Throughout the Show there were demonstrations of tumbled stones, cabochons and
assorted findings being assembled into jewellery.
The Society had also received an invitation to exhibit at a forthcoming craft show at Applemore
Recreation Centre but the Committee felt the £40 table fee was too high. However, there was to
be a Southampton Festival of Arts at the Mountbatten Theatre on 1st November and it was
decided that the Society should mount a static display based on the one used for the
Southampton Show.
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1981
In addition to the Committee, the January AGM was attended by seventeen members.
Chairman John Thomas delivered the Annual Report, noting that the change of venue for Society
meetings from Hightown Community Centre to the Friends’ Meeting House had been very
successful although the problem of inadequate facilities for practical work remai ned. The Society
had lost a few members as a result of the move but overall there had been an increase in
membership.
The Treasurer reported a credit balance of £357.22, but this included the £200 grant from
Southampton Council which had not yet been spent although the money was committed. He
advised members that for some time the Society’s expenditure had exceeded income and that the
Committee had therefore reluctantly been forced to increase fees.
The Rules of the Society were circulated, David Griffiths explaining that these represented the
code of practice since the failure of the Society to meet the former constitution two years ago
when the Society had virtually gone into liquidation. Comments or amendments were invited.
Shirley King voiced a sentiment shared by many other members that the Rules should contain a
clause which specified that changes could only be made with reference to members. The following
additional rule was formulated, proposed (Roy Fielder) and seconded (Bert Whitlock):
“Rules may only be changed at an ordinary meeting or AGM of the Society and notice of motion
shall have been given to all members at least one month in advance.” Voting was unanimously in
favour.
Election of the Committee for the forthcoming year followed, chaired by Aileen Batson. John
Thomas was re-elected as Chairman. David Griffiths wished to stand down as Secretary and John
Bartlett was elected to take his place. Chris Pollard was re-elected as Treasurer. On the
recommendation of the outgoing Committee, it was decided that there should be two additional
members, making a total of four ordinary members in addition to the officers, and these were
elected as follows: Ruth Compton, Barbara Thomas, Philip James, David Griffiths. In July Ben Dye
was additionally co-opted on to the Committee as Field Trip Secretary.
In April problems arose regarding hire of equipment due to the Health and Safety at Work Act
and suitable insurance cover! Enquiries were made of various insurance companies but in the
meantime members were advised that the club equipment could only be used during practical
evenings.
In June the Committee agreed to apply for members hip of the Southern Federation of Lapidary
and Geological Societies (FLAGS) which involved a representative occasionally attending meetings
in London.
A programme of activities for the year was in due course formulated as follows: Evening
meetings included:






a practical evening devoted to mineral identification,
a talk by Peter Mulholland on “Stone Age Man in Hampshire”,
an audio-visual presentation by Chris Pollard and Phil James on “The Cornish Mining
Industry, past and present”;
a practical evening demonstrating basic lapidary techniques by local expert Don Green;
an evening where members were invited to show up to six slides apiece of minerals, mines,
tips, fossils, or items geological.
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In June there was an AV presentation by Derek and Bridget Joseph entitled “Gold Panning and
the Midnight Sun in Finnish Lapland” to which it was agreed to invite members of Wessex Lapidary
Society, New Forest Lapidary Club, Southampton Geology Field Study Group, and Hampshire
Detector Club at a nominal entrance fee of 25p (it was intended that this should help cover the
cost of hiring larger premises if there was sufficient response, but in the event this proved
unnecessary).
A couple of evenings were also given over to reviewing various field trips with members
bringing along up to six of their best finds; members were also invited to give 10-minute talks on
their choice of subject relating to the hobby. There were no meetings in May, August or December
due to clashing with Bank Holidays.
There were two long weekend field trips to Cornwall, the first in April for which a minibus was
hired and accommodation again booked at the Sheridan Hotel, Mitchell, at an inclusive cost of £25
per head. Douglas Creba once again acted as guide and at his request the party was restricted to
fifteen in number.
The second took place in October and this time it was decided to dispense with the services of a
guide. But according to John Bartlett’s report of the event, Mr Creba still appears to have been
very much on the scene:
“On Friday evening Douglas Creba gave an interesting lecture about Cornish and English
minerals and mining history, illustrated with mineral specimens. The weather on Saturday wasn’t
kind during the trip to Trelavour Downs to collect biotite mica, followed by Gunheath and
Goonbarrow, so the day was rounded off with a visit to see Douglas’ collection in the Wheal
Martyn museum. Sunday’s excursions took the party to a disused quarry near Ruthern looking for
dendritic pyrolusite; afterwards to Bodmin and the famous Shallow Water Mine.”
Other field trips took members fossilling at Barton-on-Sea and to Dulcote quarry near Shepton
Mallett for classic dogtooth calcite crystals combined with a visit to Mrs Fisher’s (formerly
Parkinson’s) mineral warehouse at Doulting Sidings, which was conveniently en route. There was
also a minibus outing to the British Mineral & Gem Show in Leicester.
The Society exhibited as usual at the Southampton Show, John Bartlett reporting in Newsletter
No.3 1981 that:
“Our stand in the Arts Council tent seemed more popular than ever due I think to the display of
minerals supplied by our Chairman, and also to David’s case of British minerals plus specimens
from Ben Dye and Jon Bundy, fossils supplied by Phil James, rough and polished gem stones from
Ruth Compton and, last but not least, the delicate and ridiculously low-priced articles of jewellery
which Barbara Thomas contributed”.
However, due to pilfering it was later decided that covered display cabinets should be made for
future exhibitions. In the meantime displays were also mounted at the King Edward VI School’s
Autumn Village Show, and at a Southampton Arts Council Afternoon Show at the Mountbatten
Theatre.
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ARTS COUNCIL
In the days when the main focus of the Society was on lapidary work they
qualified for membership of the Southampton City Arts Council. Meetings of the
Arts Council were held in the main Council Chamber at the Guildhall and for a
good many years these were regularly attended by a Society representative
(usually John or Barbara). Membership entitled the Society to use the Council’s
registered charity number and also to put in an annual application for a grant;
from 1980 onwards they usually received around £200 towards the purchase of
lapidary equipment etc. In return they were expected to demonstrate this at
the annual Southampton Show, the Arts Council having its own large marquee
where over time the Society display grew to fill a table some 45 feet long and 8
feet wide!
By 1987 equipment included the following: daylight slide projector, large UV
lamp, geological maps, Griffin stereoscopic microscope plus 3 lenses, carrying
case and bulbs. Bench 6” combination unit, 2 main distribution boards, display
equipment (sign, lights, boom), Gilbert stereoscopic microscope and bulbs,
small UV lamp, Evans 10” vibro-lap, hardness pencils, 2½lb geo hammer, various
books and journals including numerous Photostat copies of the Mineral
Geological Record, streak plates etc. and a field first aid kit.
Storage was however always an issue – it had been less problematical at
Hightown but there was nowhere suitable at the Friends’ Meeting House –
various items were farmed out to Committee members who then had the task
of bringing them in to every meeting in case anyone wanted to hire/borrow
them or use them on the night.
At one point there were high hopes that an Arts Centre would be established
in which we could have our own room, but after numerous disappointments on
this score it was finally decided to give up membership. In any case, lapidary
was by now very much sidelined in favour of mineral and fossil collecting and
eligibility depended on being rather more “art-related”. Moreover, the success
of the Society’s newly-established own show meant that the additional funding
obtained through the Arts Council was no longer really necessary.

-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-
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1982
Cheese and wine were served at the January AGM. Chris Pollard retired as Treasurer and Ruth
Compton was elected to take his place. The rest of the Committee remained the same with the
addition of Norman King. The Chairman said that in his view 1981 had been the Society’s most
successful year to date. David Griffiths reported the death of former member Albert Hawkins
whose son had been in contact to ask for help in disposing of equipment and specimens.





In the course of the year the following subjects came under discussion by the Committee:
Establishment of safety rules for field trips,
Looking for new premises
A competition to design a Society lapel badge—Ben Dye offered to organise this and asked
for submissions by 22nd November.

Equipment available for hire and held by John Thomas included: – 10” diamond saw £3.00;
double grinder £2..50; cabochon masks, trim saw and guide £3.00; double table lap £2.00; ultra
violet lamp £5.00; tumbler (small) £1.00; 10” horizontal bench lap £3.00; small microscope £5.00;
large microscope £5.00; double barrelled tumbler £1.00
Evening meetings included










a talk by Ruth Compton on “Manmade and treated Gemstones”,
a preview by Ben Dye on the proposed trip to Derbyshire,
a discussion on “The Occurrence of Minerals in Cornwall”;
Identification of members’ minerals and sale of specimens and rough rock belonging to
deceased ex-member Mr Albert Hawkins;
a visit to Southampton University with a talk by Professor F Hodson of the Geology Dept
about the formation of minerals;
a talk by John Compton on “Firkling in the field”;
a “Bring, buy and exchange” of minerals, fossils, equipment and books;
cutting, polishing and cleaning of Minerals and Fossils;
a film show and a talk by Geoff Deverell on micromounts which John Bartlett rated as one
of the year’s highlights.

A long weekend to Derbyshire in April included a visit to Don Edwards’ shop at Tideswell, and
there were return forays to Cornwall in June and October; at a cost of £36 the latter attracted ten
takers and included a stop-off at Okehampton en route in order to check out Meldon quarry.
There was also an extremely successful field trip to Drybrook where specimens found included
limonite, dendritic pyrolusite and nailhead calcite; others took members to Taff's Well,
Senghenydd Colliery to look for millerite, white siderite and doubly-terminated quartz crystals and
to Whatley quarry for hematite and clear cal- cite. A proposed visit to Chickerell unfortunately had
to be pos tponed.
Other days out included a minibus trip to the Leicester Gems Show; and an invitation to join
members of the Hants Detector Club on a visit to the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford. A proposed
trip (at a cost of £2.50) to the Geological and Natural History Museums, combined with a visit to
Gregory Botley Lloyd or Hilary Corke at Abinger Hammer, regrettably had to be cancelled due to
lack of support, and £10 deposit was lost on the minibus hire.
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The Society exhibited as usual at the Southampton Show, a popular feature of this year’s
display being the “Silver and Gold” for children, thanks to the galena and iron pyrites kindly
donated by Geoff Deverell. A display was also mounted at the Arts Council Festival at Hill College,
but one the Society had agreed to put on at the King Edward VI School’s Autumn Show,
unfortunately had to be cancelled out at the last minute as insufficient volunteers could be
mustered to man the display.
-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-

1983
The Treasurer was unable to attend the January AGM due to her car breaking down in
Brighton! Retiring Committee members John Bartlett, Ruth Compton and Barbara Thomas were
warmly thanked for their efforts, as was Shirley King for her fund-raising raffles. Election of a new
Committee resulted as follows: Chairman Dave Griffiths, Secretary Chris Wallage, Treasurer Phil
James, and ordinary members John Thomas and Norman King. Ben Dye continued as Field Trip
Secretary.
A Society flyer announced:
“Equipment available for hire: Microscopes, UV lamp, vibrolap, 10”
horizontal saw/lap, combination units, 2 x double tumblers.
Hirer responsible for loss or damage,
Lapidary equipment supplied without grits, polishes etc.
Tuition can be provided.”
It was announced in April that the lapel badge competition had been judged by Reg Jerrard and
that the winning design was Geoff Deverell’s depiction of three blue crystals.
The programme for the year included:




a Fluorescent evening;
a Geology Talk by new member Leslie Drinkwater;
a Slide evening to show the 100 or so mineral specimen slides taken by one of John Thomas’
colleagues at the OS;






a Bring, Buy, Swap or Sell evening;
a talk by Michael Edwards of Hampshire Micro on “Microscopes – their selection, use and
maintenance”;
a Film Show on “Minerals from South Africa” combined with a sale of Tsumeb material;
and a talk by Eric Shore on “Lapidary”.

There were long weekend field trips to Devon in the spring and Cornwall in the autumn, the
latter being guided by Sam Weller and Colin Sparrow. Other field trips took members several times
to Taff’s Well (Steetley Construction); also to Whatley quarry, Dulcote quarry and Mrs Fisher’s
mineral dealership; in addition there was an evening collecting trip to Barton fossil beds. The
Society was also invited by FLAGS to join in a field trip to Kirtlington quarry, Oxon, “this pit having
many genera of sponges (usually encrusted with gravel) as well as bivalves, brachiopods,
echinoids, bryozoa and teeth, also derived Kimmeridgian fossils”.
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A minibus outing to the BMCA Gem Show in London was attended by Norman & Shirley King,
Barbara Thomas, John Thomas, Chris Wallage, Geoff Deverell, Phil & Julie James, David & Ann
Griffiths, Antony Page and Martin Sherbourne. The trip to the Natural History Museum plus
Gregory Botley & Lloyd (dealers) and the House of Sidney Freeman, which had previously attracted
insufficient takers, also now went ahead, those participating being Roy Fielder, John Bartlett, Ron
& Barbara Thomas, Chris Wallage, Phil & Julie James and Dave Griffiths – the cost was £3.50.
At the Southampton Show the Society’s stand gave out some 50 membership applications; they
achieved a good write up in the Echo and also helped obtain signatures for the “Arts Centre”
petition where, if it came off, they hoped to be able to set up a permanent workshop and study
centre. Displays were also mounted at the King Edward VI School Autumn Show and at the GA
Reunion.
On the subject of displays, Chris Wallage suggested that it would be useful for the club to
acquire some standard exhibition display cabinets – members could have one to keep at home
with their own choice of display and these could then be used to put on an exhibition much more
quickly and easily than in the past simply by putting the different cases together to present a
coordinated unit.
And as a final footnote to the year, in September a membership application was received from
one Nick Green!
-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-

Roger Wood at the Southampton Show
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1984
At the January AGM Ben Dye stood down as Field Trip Secretary. The rest of the officers
remained unchanged. Martin Sherborne was elected onto the committee and later on Rob Rider
was also co-opted. The vacancy for Field Trip Secretary remained unfilled. There was general
agreement that the name of the Society was no longer relevant to its present activities and that if
practical it should be changed. It was suggested that “Southampton Earth Science Society” or
“Southampton Amateur Mineral ogical Society” might be more appropriate and the Committee
agreed to look into this. (However it was later decided that there was no point in changing the
name for the sake of it – only if there was some real benefit to be had, possibly in terms of easier
access to sites if we had a more scientific name. Some established members also felt the names
suggested sounded rather pretentious!)
The main business of the AGM over, it was followed by Cheese & Wine, and a Bring and Buy
sale of minerals. There were also “various items of machinery on display for sale to members
which it is proposed to replace with a good large power-feed slab saw, enabling us to offer a
slabbing and cutting service at a nominal cost (a few pence per inch cut) By reducing the amount
of equipment held it should then be possible to bring along to each meeting the microscopes, UV
lamps and vibro lap so they can be seen and used on the night and hired out to members if
required.”
In the course of this year a lot of committee time seems to have been spent in discussing
equipment - its purchase and hire out to members and the selling off of under-used items. Other
subjects under permanent review were the Southampton Show, liaison with the Arts Council and
grants there from. Barbara Thomas agreed to take over from John as the Society’s representative
at Arts Council meetings. There were on-going grumbles about the lack of storage space at the
Friends Meeting House. Owing to Bank Holidays the April and May Meetings were re-arranged to
Thursday 12 April and Thursday 10 May. August also had to be changed.
The evening programme included:







a talk by David Griffiths on “Mineral Identification”;
“Fossils” – a round table discussion on members’ own specimens led by Phil James;
a talk by Geoff Deverell entitled “Why you Collect”, mainly about his own speciality of
micromounts; members were also encouraged to bring along and talk about their own
favourite specimens.
A practical evening covered the cleaning, preservation and storage of specimens.
There were also sessions on Hand Lapidary, Micromounts and Thumbnails, and UV
Minerals.

In March Roger Wood, Rob Rider, Ben Dye, Chris Wallage & family, Barbara & Ron, and Phil &
Julie met up in the car park at Seatown, Dorset, for a fossil collecting trip. In May Norman King
agreed to take on the role of Field Trip Secretary and organized visits to Taff’s Well, Dulcote quarry
at Shepton Mallet, Whatley and Mrs Fisher’s, the latter being attended by Chris Wallage, Phil &
Julie, Mike & Maureen Edwards and Ben Dye. For the June and October trips to Dulcote, famous
for its dogtooth calcite and potato stones, the day’s instructions included the following:
“Hammers are not to be used on the geode bed—collected unbroken specimens may be purchased
at £1.50 per kilo. Don’t climb up sides of quarry or go within 10 ft of edges which are liable to
collapse at any time.”
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The main collecting trip of the year took
place on the weekend of 21 - 24 September
when the Society took part in a FLAGSorganised visit to the Matlock area of Derbyshire under the leadership of David Neal and
Ivor Thurgood of Mineral Realm. “About 75
people attended in total with Southampton at
thirteen (Roger Wood, Rob Rider, Geoff
Deverell, Chris Wallage, Dave Griffiths,
Norman & Shirley King, Barbara & Ron, Roy &
Lily Fielder, Mike & Maureen Edwards) being
one of the biggest groups”. People used their
own transport and stayed at the Wheel House
“P otato Stone”
Hotel in Buxton where the Society had
succeeded in obtaining “student rates”.
Everyone seems to have enjoyed it but the comment was made that it would have been better if
there had been more advance information available regarding sites etc.

FLAGS trip to Derbyshire 1984: Rob Rider & Roger Wood
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A minibus again took members to the British Mineral Collectors Show in Swiss Cottage. The
Society put on a display at the Central Library in August and as always exhibited at the
Southampton Show. However at the subsequent debrief, although it was agreed that the display
had been of a better standard this year, some thought it had been rather too commercial, the
purpose of the day being to publicise the Society and attract new members not just raising funds
for the club. The question was asked as to “Were we selling for the Club or for ourselves?” 10 % of
the takings from private sales were in fact passed to the club which all told made a satisfactory
profit of £55.50 and it was commented that this could well have been less as there is a limit to
donated SALEABLE material.
A £10 donation to the FMH was agreed towards major renovations to the building. It was
reported that the caretaker was upset because the last meeting had overrun – Phil agreed to
check our official closing time!
The Society attended the GA Reunion in November and put on a display for the FLAGS
competition on the subjects of:
(a) Taff’s Well and
(b) Eocene sharks' teeth of local origin.
The idea of holding a Society Christmas Dinner had been put forward some years previously,
but this year was the first time one actually took place. It is unfortunately not recorded where it
was held – however it appears to have met with popular approval because it was subsequently
agreed that this should become an annual event.
-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-

1985
At the AGM Chris Wallage and Norman King stood down from the Committee. Barbara Thomas
was elected Chairman and Phil James re-elected as Treasurer. Other elected members were John
Thomas, Rob Rider and Tim Bradshaw, with David Griffiths re-elected and Roger Wood co-opted. A
Secretary was to be appointed by the new Committee.
The election was followed by a lengthy discussion on the future of the Society – there was still
some interest in lapidary but lack of a proper workshop constituted a major problem. There was
some interest in hand-polishing of flat sections of specimens which could be done at FMH.
Identification of specimens was another major issue - more practical work was requested on
cleaning and chemical tests, also that hardness testing pencils should be provided for use by
members on club nights. It was felt that the considerable knowledge and expertise available
within the membership was not being used to best advantage and that more coordination was
needed. At the next Committee meeting, Tim Bradshaw agreed to be Minutes Secretary and David
Griffiths Correspondence Secretary. John Thomas took over organization of the raffle. The hall
rental was to remain at £4 per session (7-10 pm)
New headed notepaper was needed for the Society and it was decided to try and include a
motif showing minerals, fossils and lapidary. Phil said he would ask his father to design an
appropriate logo. Since interest in fossils had increased so much in the club, it was agreed that
members should be asked to approve the addition of the word fossil to the Society’s name,
making it the Southampton Mineral, Fossil and Lapidary Society.
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Evening meetings were programmed as follows:










“Basic Mineralogy of Calcite and Baryte” with contributions by Committee members to
conduct flame & acid tests and a UV lamp available to test for fluorescence;
a talk and slideshow on “Geology of Iceland” by Tim Bradshaw plus an opportunity to look
at igneous rocks;
an evening at Paul & Caroline Bond’s house;
“Calcite and Baryte (esp. Crystallography)” - expanding calcite mineralogy into common
secondaries such as galena, malachite, sphalerite etc, plus information on the origins of
such metalliferous deposits;
“Minerals and their Uses” - talk by John Thomas;
a lecture by Dr Bob Fos ter at Southampton University’s Geological Dept on “Formation and
Occurrence of Minerals” plus an initial look around their museum;
“Geology and mineralisation in Derbyshire” - an illustrated talk by Tony Page; a
demonstration by Philip James of “Hand-Polishing of Rocks & Minerals”;
a couple of Mineral and Fossil Marts to which the New Forest Club were invited.

Field trips included fossil-collecting at
Burton Bradstock (“You need hard hats,
lump hammers or a sledge hammer. All
fossils here must be broken out of the
rocks, it is quite hard work. Fossils found
here
are
ammonites,
bivalves,
brachiopods,
sea
urchins
and
gastropods”) and Charmouth (“Collecting
is a lot easier here; most specimens,
mainly ammonites and belemnites, can
be picked up on the beach. Some
vertebrae and bones can be found, some
of the fossils are pyrite” - Rob Rider).

There were also visits to Taff’s Well
quarry, Whatley quarry followed by
Mrs Fisher’s, and Writhlington
Colliery coal tip at Radstock where “Upper Carboniferous plant fossils are
abundant, along with the occasional
insect wings (cockroaches and
“grasshoppers”, and arthropods
(early “spiders” and “king crabs”). The
British Museum of Natural History
would be very interested in any insect
or arthropod fossils from this site as
they are all rare and a number of new
species have already been found here.
Warning: Site in constant use so
watch out for heavy vehicles.”
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There was also a social event in the form of a BBQ
held at Highcliffe where “after a super cricket match
some members went to find fossils in the mud”.
A long weekend in Cornwall was attended by Nick
Green, Phil Bampton, Roger Wood, Rob Rider, Lily &
Roy Fielder, Barbara & Ron Thomas, Mike & Maureen
Edwards and Geoff Deverell. They stayed with Brian
and Sue Crooker at the Pendrin Guest House in
Tintagel where B&B plus dinner on Friday and Saturday
cost £28.50 for the three days (not including
transport). Friday was spent exploring the Bodmin
Moor area and a visit to Meldon quarry was arranged
for the Saturday with members of the Basingstoke
Mineral Society. On Sunday they went to a working
China Clay pit.
The Christmas Social Evening was held this year at
the Riverside Inn, Bishopstoke.
Ron Thomas examining a find at
Holmbush quarry, Cornwall 1986

-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-

1987
Cheese & Wine was served at the AGM. Roger Wood resigned as Chairman due to pressure of
work and John Thomas was elected to take his place. The rest of the Committee stayed the same,
with David Griffiths and Phil James remaining respectively as Correspondence Secretary and
Treasurer; members without portfolio were Barbara Thomas, Rob Rider, Chris Wallage and Nick
Green. Subs remai ned at £4 for single membership and £7 for a family. Phil James suggested
holding a Photography competition. “Mineral of the Month” was also instigated at this time.
Early in the year, Society displays were mounted at a Festival of Arts at the Gantry Theatre and
also at an Arts and Craft Exhibition in the Guildhall. David received a letter from Radio Solent’s
Nick Girdler asking if someone would appear on a live children’s radio programme (Albert’s Gang).
Phil James volunteered for this, and a tape recording was played at a Society meeting later in the
year.
The evening programme included:






a talk by Dr Andrew Gize of Southampton University entitled “Zinc and Lead in the
Caledonian and Appalachian Mountains”;
a visit to Paul and Caroline Bond;
a talk on the Rashleigh Collection 1729-1811 by Courtenay Smale – (he and his wife being
accommodated overnight by Rob Rider’s mum);
an evening spent preparing lucky dip material for the Southampton Show; a talk on
faceting by Roy Fielder;
a Fossil evening and a talk on micromounts by Geoff Deverell.
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What was to become an annual Photographic Competition was also launched; entries of both
prints and slides on the theme of “anything related to our studies” had to be in by 31st October
and were to be judged by a member of the OS Photo Club. There were two classes –
landscape/outside shot and inside specimen study and the maximum size allowed was 10” x 8”.
Entries were limited to five per person.
There was the usual minibus trip to the Gem Show at Swiss Cottage, and one to Taff’s Well and
the Chinese Dinosaur Exhibition in Cardiff which was attended by Ben Dye, Phil James, Rob & Scott
Rider, Terry & David Touzel, Nick Green, John Thomas, John Bundy, Phil Bampton, Mrs Rice, Kevin
O’Neill, Sylvia Ventham and Rosemary Lane.
The Society stand at the Southampton Show included three display cabinets featuring igneous,
metamorphic and sedimentary rocks. A display was also put on for the Southampton Junior
Chamber of Commerce in September.
Field trips included a BBQ and collecting at Barton-on-Sea, collecting at Lee-on- Solent (where
due to tides an 8 am arrival was necessary), Dulcote quarry and Mrs Fisher’s mineral warehouse
near Shepton Mallett (own transport); and a minibus trip to Charmouth (Phil James, Roy & Lily
Fielder, Kevin O’Neill, Nick Green, Shirley King, Chris Wallage and his son Robin).
There was also a day on the Isle of
Wight (Phil James, Phil Bampton, Chris
Wallage, Kevin O’Neill,
Roy Fielder,
Miriam Shaw, Rob Rider, Nick Green, Ben
Dye, Andy Read, David Nunn & son
(guests); covering Sandown Geological
Museum, and Atherfield Point where
“Good collecting is available from wave
cut platforms as well as from fallen blocks
from the cliffs. The sequence which dips to
the east is within the Lower Greensand
formation. Walking west from Whale
Chine, this consists firstly of Ferruginous
Sands from which ammonites (some very
large), nests of brachiopods, and bivalves
may be collected. Next come the Atherfield Clays in which bivalves and ammonites are again
present but of most interest, in the upper part a small lobster occurs and with luck lovely complete
specimens may be found. Finally around Atherfield Point itself the Perna Bed is encountered which
is particularly noted for its large oysters and an interesting coral”. In the afternoon it was planned
to move on to Watershoot Bay where “collecting is available from massive fallen blocks of Lower
Chalk in which good ammonites are the main attraction”.
Phil recalls that in the event this turned out to be an unexpectedly dramatic field trip. It was the
weekend after the famous hurricane and at one point the minibus had to be driven under fallen
power lines with only inches to spare. As if that wasn’t scary enough, the route down to the beach
had been altered since their last visit and David Nunn risked life and limb looking for some steps
which had been relocated elsewhere, quite a perilous undertaking what with the steep slope and
the wild weather. And after all that, they never did make it to Atherfield Point as the seas ere still
so massive that even at low tide ten to twelve foot waves were crashing into Whale Chine.
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At the end of October Chris Wallage moved to Milton Keynes due to work promotion – he was
given a vote of thanks and appointed an Honorary Member of the Society.
Seven display cabinets were taken to the GA Reunion and manned by Phil James, David
Griffiths, Rob, Scott & Steve Rider, John Thomas, Nick Green, Kevin O’Neill and Roger Wood.
The Christmas Social Evening was, as in the previous year, held at the Riverside Inn,
Bishopstoke.
-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-

1988
Evening programme:











Visit to members Paul & Caroline Bond who sell specimens from home and have a fine
collection of their own;
“Sea Shells” - talk by Mr W E Owen about his collection of modern and fossil shells from
worldwide locations;
“Diamonds” - talk by Leonard Baker, retired jewellery maker and valuer;
talk by Dr Bob Foster of Southampton University;
wrapping of material for the Southampton Show;
a general meeting inviting members’ suggestions on how to improve the Society;
a general session on sulphide minerals;
a Mineral, Fossil and Lapidary Mart;
a talk on “Pearls” by Leonard Baker;
a talk at the University by Dr Bob Foster.

Paul & Caroline Bond with so me of their collection
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Field Trips: Destinations included a minibus trip to Swanage (Kimmeridge/ Durlston); also
Dulcote quarry (Roger Wood and wife, Andy, Roy and Lily Fielder) and Taff’s Well (Barbara & Ron,
Rob Rider and Roger Wood). Wealden dinosaurs and insects were covered by two trips led by Ed
Jarzembowski from the Booth Museum of Natural History in Brighton; one to Butterley
Brickworks, the Dragonfly Pit where he found the famous “Surrey Dragonfly”, and the other to
Smokejacks where Bill Walker found the even more famous “Claws” dinosaur (Baryonyx walkeri).
A visit to Writhlington for a social BBQ
and collecting of fossil plants and insects
from the Coal Measures appears to have
attracted only Ben Dye, Bernie and Rose.
However, this turned out to be the famous
occasion when, amongst all the expected
fossil plant material, Ben made the far
more unusual discovery of a fossil spider,
Eophrynus prestvici (Buckland), the
negative half of which was donated to Ed
Jarzembowski and now resides in the
Booth Museum.
A long weekend in Cornwall staying at Tyacks Hotel in Camborne was
attended by ten members, the cost for travel, B&B and evening meal for three
days being estimated at £40 / £50.
Other: A minibus was run as usual to the Gem Show and as always the
Society took a stand at the Southampton Show. The Society’s GA Reunion
FLAGS display was on the theme of “ Minerals collected during the year” with
one cabinet devoted to each location.
The Christmas Social was this year moved to the Elephant & Castle at Bitterne.

-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-

1989
The AGM signalled the start of an Attendance Book record.
A second photo competition was held in February and has continued annually ever since. The
theme this time was “Mineralogy & Geology” and entries had to be in to John Thomas by 23rd
January for judging by a member of the Ordnance Survey Photo Society. Members were invited to
submit up to five photos overall and there were now three categories (close-up, scenic shot of
geological/mineralogical interest, candid shot on field trip). Plus Geoff Deverell gave a talk about
his visit to the Paris Gem Show.
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Other evening activities included:






a workshop on hand-lapping and polishing minerals and rocks; a video/film evening;
a talk by Dr Bob Foster at Southampton University on “The 1980’s – the Biggest and Last
Great Gold Rush?”;
a Practical Evening on developing and preserving specimens for display; a conducted tour
of the Geology Museum at Southampton University;
“The Gems of the Crown Jewels” – illustrated talk by Leonard Baker FGA; a Quiz organised
by Dave Griffiths and Nick Green;
a talk by Rob Rider on his visit to Canada.

Field Trips were run to:













Merehead (own transport);
Taff’s Well (minibus) (Phil James, Phil Bampton, Rob Rider, Roy Fielder, Roger Wood, Reg
Hislop, John Bundy, Ben Dye);
Burton Bradstock & Eype
(minibus) (Phil James, Rob Rider, John Thomas, Nick Green,
Kevin O’Neil, Paul Lewis, Richard Lewis, Scott Rider);
Beaminster/Charmouth/Lyme Regis (minibus) (Phil, Julie & Simon James, Rob & Sandy
Rider, John Thomas, Nick Green, Kevin O’Neil, Roy & Lily Fielder, David & Ann Griffiths,
Gary, John & Ann ?);
Dulcote (own transport) (Phil, Julie & Simon James, Roy & Lily Fielder, John Thomas, Nick
Green, Rob Rider, Reg Hislop, Phil Bampton);
a BBQ and collecting evening at Barton;
Watchet to collect fossils and pink gypsum from coastal exposures (own transport) (Phil,
Julie & Simon James, Nick Green, Bernie Abbott, Rose Lane);
Whatley quarry (own transport) (Nick Green, Phil James, Albert Whitlock, Roger Wood,
Rob Rider, Paul Pearce, Jim & Gill Goulding, Phil Bampton, Gary Morse & Gemma);
Taff’s Well (own transport) (Phil James, Nick Green, Reg Hislop, Roger & Diane Wood, Paul
Pearce, Jim Goulding, Phil Bampton, David & Ann Griffiths, Barbara & Ron Thomas, Gary
Morse);
Portland (minibus) (Nick Green, David Griffiths, Ron & Barbara Thomas, Phil Bampton, Neil
Leonard, Gary & Gemma Morse).

TAFF’S WELL: Roy Fielder, Ron Thomas , John Bundy, Ben Dye, Barbara Tho mas
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SOCIETY FIELD TRIP TO CUMBRIA 1989
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A long weekend in May was spent in the Peak District with accommodation at the Wheelhouse
in Buxton and another in September in Cumbria where accommodation was arranged at three
venues at Pooley Bridge, Ullswater. Phil James, Nick Green, Lily & Roy Fielder and Ann & David
Griffiths stayed with Mrs Jackson at Elm House; Kevin O’Neill, Barbara & Ron Thomas (own
transport) and Phil Bampton were based next door at Hill House with Mrs Neill, while Rob Rider,
Steve Rider and Roger Wood went to Mrs Brown at nearby Holly House. Transport was in the main
by minibus and the average cost worked out at £11 per night.
The planned programme included:
“Saturday: collecting at classic mine tip locations on Caldbeck Fells (or Alston/ Nenthead if
bad weather),
Sunday: An approximately one hour underground tour of Force Crag mine, Braithwaite,
conducted by mine owner Pete Blezard of Broughton Minerals, followed by collecting on the
tips. Other locations pm – maybe for aragonite or hematite.
Monday: Silverband Mine near Knock, north of Appleby in Westmorland – a commercial,
mainly opencast, “mine” and a classic site for water-clear baryte. If enough time left, may also
be possible to visit British Gypsum’s workings at nearby Kirkby Thore.”

It was during this year that a proposal for a Southampton Mineral & Fossil Fair first came under
discussion. The purchase of a Geiger counter or UV lamp was also given consideration. New
members included Gary Morse and Roy Pierson. FMH installed an induction loop system. Letters
about parking (daytime) in Ordnance Road fortunately did not affect the Society. Barbara was
given the key of the door!
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INTO THE NINETIES
1990
(Figures in brackets denote numbers of members + guests attending meetings)
At the AGM Jim Goulding was invited on to the Committee, the officers and other members
remaining the same but with Nick Green now acting as Minutes Secretary. Subs had by now risen
to £6 single, £10 family membership. The business part of the evening was followed by “Various
savouries, mince pies and wine” (16+2)
Esme Bailey phoned in March regarding the disposal of rough rock and machinery belonging to
the late Arthur Widgley – David Griffiths went to see her and it was decided to purchase £10
worth of rocks and minerals.
The Society Photo Competition in February had a new judge, John Philpott. (16+4) The
competition was won by David Griffiths and the Committee subsequently agreed that he should
be invited to select a mineral specimen at the Mineral & Fossil Fair as his prize. Mineral prizes to
the value of £10 would be purchased at the GA Reunion in readiness for the next competition.
The evening meetings programme also included the following:









Video/film evening on min/foss/lapidary-related topic (18+2)
“Peel’s” evening – learn how to prepare acetate peels from polished fossil sections and see
them projected on a screen in less than an hour! (20+1)
Talk on member Neil Reid‘s visit to Colorado (narrated by Rob Rider)
Review of members’ contributions to the Society Project on “Minerals and their uses in
everyday life” plus wrapping and packing of items for lucky dips at summer shows. (17)
Geoff Deverell slide show on “Seychelles” (14)
“Close-up” photography evening—Betty & Tony Rackham FRPS (22+1)
“A Glimpse into the World of Gemmology” - Talk by Leonard Baker FGA (24+5)
Talk by Jim Goulding on “Minerals of Mid-Wales” (25+1)

No meeting was held in August.
There was no long weekend away this year, but day field trips took members fossil- hunting at
Charmouth, Eype and Burton Bradstock; to Taff’s Well quarry in South Wales; to Dulcote, Whatley
and Coleman’s Quarries in the Mendips, and to the Isle of Wight.
Other outings included a Day course on Dinosaurs at the Booth Museum, Brighton (£12)
combined with a visit to a Wealden clay pit (11); there were also visits to the International Gem
and Mineral Show at Swiss Cottage, the Sussex Mineral Show at Haywards Heath and the GA
Reunion in London where the Society’s display took 3rd place in the competition for the FLAGS
Challenge Cup.
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The Society put on displays at the
Eastleigh Show and at Southampton’s
Balloon & Flower Festival but the main
focus and highlight of the year was of
course the club’s own 1st Southampton
Mineral and Fossil Fair held at the end of
September in the Avenue Hall. This event
was promoted in advance with a display at
the Public Library and attracted 474
members of the public through the door.
There were forty tables in all, comprising a
Society display on the theme of “Minerals
and their Uses”, eighteen mineral and
fossil dealers, one microscope dealer and
five non- commercial exhibitors, one of
whom came all the way from Poland. It
proved so successful that the Committee
subsequently decided it would not be
necessary to apply for an Arts Council
grant this year.
The final event of 1990 was the
Society’s Christmas Dinner which this time
moved to The Salmon Leap in Totton.
-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-
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An evening was spent at Southampton University looking round the Mineral and Fossil Museum
and four of the Laboratories in the Geological Department (17+4). Another saw the judging of the
Photo Competition and Roger Gartham brought Cornish minerals for sale (23+4). There was a talk
on Ammonites by Murray Edmunds (23); another by David Kemp on “Sharks’ Teeth” (17+8); a talk
and slide show on Iceland by David Griffiths (32) and a slide show of the Galapagos Islands and
Ecuador by Penny Tarrant of the OS (26+1). Other evenings included a Quiz Night on the subject of
Sulphides (19+4), a review of the Weardale Field Trip (16+2); an informal evening preparing lucky
dip etc. for shows (16); and a collective display evening on the “Minerals of Taff’s Well” (15+2).
At the invitation of Bob Symes, a visit to the Russell collection at the Natural History Museum
was arranged to coincide with the London Gem Show at Swiss Cottage; a hired minibus
transporting David, John, Philip, Rob, Barbara, Ron, Nick, Roger, Jim, Richard and Bob. By contrast
a visit to Bursledon Brickyard attracted only four people.
Twenty-four members attended a Skittle evening at the Bold Forester which had been
organized by Barbara to celebrate the Society’s 20th anniversary.
The Society exhibited as usual at the Eastleigh Show and Balloon & Flower Festival and in
September held their second Mineral & Fossil Fair which this time attracted 20 dealers and 505
visitors and included displays by Steve Etches, the Tertiary Research Group and the Southampton
Geology Field Study Group. The Society’s own display this time took the theme of “Fossils of
England” which when later shown at the GA Reunion again won the Society third place in the
FLAGS Challenge.
Christmas Dinner was held at the Old Well, Copythorne.
-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-

1992
27 Jan

AGM: it was reported that membership was now up to forty and the current
Committee was re-elected. The meeting was followed by a Cheese & Wine party
(18+1).
Feb
Field Trip to the Isle of Wight.
24 Feb
Mineral & Fossil Mart (25+3).
23 March Adjudication of the annual Photographic Competition – entries to John Thomas by
17 Feb (21+1).
13 April
Committee Meeting at John Thomas’ house: it was decided not to attend the
Eastleigh Show although a reduced table rate had been offered. John Thomas would
contact Mel Davies at Hendy to let him know that four or five members would visit
there after Taff’s Well on the 18th, and it was agreed that he should be taken some
mineral specimens from various other locations for his own collection. Phil James
reported that the first edition of the Society Journal “Chips & Chapters” would soon
be available (for more on Chips & Chapters, see p.49).
18 April
Field Trip to Taff’s Well/Hendy.
25 April
Field Trip to Writhlington.
27 April
Talk by Mike Brooke on “Making and maintaining a field note book” (18).
1-4 May Long Weekend Field Trip to Cumbria.
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22 May

Committee Meeting at Phil’s who was congratulated on the production of the new
Society Journal - all agreed this was an excellent venture. Bob Bristow was to
follow up a suggestion for a talk on caving and Phil would invite Sir David
Attenborough to come in August.
25 May
“Hampstead Farm quarry” - talk by Jim Goulding (17).
30 May
Field trip to Hampstead Farm quarry.
6 June Field Trip to Writhlington.
7 June Field Trip to Dulcote quarry.
13 June
Field Trip to Machen quarry and Cwmleyshon quarry nr Newport.
14 June
Visit to Hornpark quarry, Beaminster with WSGS.
16 June
Committee Meeting at Nick’s: Rob Rider announced his resignation from the
committee due to personal reasons—this was much regretted by all.
22 June
Talk by Dr Bob Symes on the Minerals of Devon and Cornwall (17+1).
4-5 July
Southampton Balloon & Flower Festival – Society stand. No balloons went up!
11 July
Oxford University Museum with Monica Price followed by collecting at Farringdon
Gravel Pit or Wood Eaton quarry.
16 July
Committee Meeting at Barb’s: Phil had received a letter from Sir David
Attenborough thanking him for the invitation to attend a society meeting whilst he
was in Southampton but he was already committed to a full programme of events!
(his opening speech at the Science Festival was the same evening as our August
meeting). Nick had been to an auction at Marchwood Engineering Laboratories but
there were no suitable microscopes available. Credit Balance = £1085.92.
27 July
Members’ evening – short informal talks (16).
24 Aug
Mineral/Fossil Mart (27+1).
9 Sept
Committee Meeting at David’s: Jim had received confirmation that we could visit
Hemerdon open cast mine on the way down to Cornwall.
19 Sept
3rd Southampton Mineral Show at
Avenue Hall (this was almost a nonstarter due to double-booking but a
stiff letter to the Lettings Secretary
appears to have done the trick!)
(564 visitors). Display based on the
periodic table with mineral
specimens to represent the
elements. The mineral and fossil
dealers seemed delighted with the
day and several commented that
our fair ranks very highly in the
annual calendar of shows around
the country. An added bonus was a
visit by Nick Girdler of Radio Solent
who did several live interviews with
members and exhibitors / dealers
throughout the morning.
25-27 Sept Long Weekend to Cornwall, based
near Truro - the programme
included visits to Hemerdon Bal,
Greystones, Gunheath (both with
Rob Rider and David Griffiths
Maurice Grigg) and Dean quarry
(Rev. Vincent Holyer) (see report on
page 52)
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28 Sept
13 Oct

26 Oct
31 Oct
7 Nov
12 Nov

21 Nov
23 Nov.
7 Dec

11 Dec

Mineral & Fossil Quiz organized by Phil James and Murray Edmunds (18+7)
Committee Meeting at Jim’s: It was decided to withdraw our £100 grant application
to the Arts Council and John said he had decided to resign from the Arts Council
Committee – vote of thanks to him for attending so many of these meetings on the
Society’s behalf. A forthcoming field trip to Merehead had had to be cancelled due
to the health and safety policy operated by Foster Yeoman but it had been arranged
to go to Taff’s Well instead (now managed for Redland Aggregates by Bob Hines)
Close-up photography – practical session conducted by Paul Bickell from IBM (18)
Field Trip to Isle of Wight (or Dorset coast)
GA Reunion (minibus) – the Society display won third prize for the third year
running. The £20 prize money went to Gary for his efforts in producing it.
Committee Meeting at John’s: David was in hospital but progressing well after an
operation. It was decided against attending Eastleigh Show or the Balloon & Flower
Festival next year as the cost had nearly doubled. How ever, it was reported in the
New Year that the Eastleigh organizers had quoted a reduced rate of £45 for two 8ft
spaces and Bob agreed to enquire about tables.
Field Trip to Taff’s Well (or Hampstead Farm?)
Photographic competition (14)
Committee Meeting, Phil’s: David was out of hospital and recuperating at home.
Nick suggested that Gary Morse be invited on to the Committee but Bob said he
had already spoken to him on the subject and he was too busy with other activities.
John and Phil to check projector prices with a view to purchasing one. The price of
tea/coffee at meetings was to be increased from 10p to 20p.
Christmas Dinner at the Old Well, Copythorne.
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DAY IN DEEPEST DORSET
by Matthew Lovesey age 12
Most Saturdays Dad and I go fossil collecting. We had heard of an Upper Inferior Oolite quarry
called Frogden quarry, which is mentioned several times in a set of old fossil books called “Type
Ammonites” written by Sydney Savory Buckman, dated around 1920. The quarry was somewhere
near a place called Oborne, which is near Sherborne in Dorset.
We drove round and round in the car, up and down the country lanes until we found a quarry.
We waded through the thick brambles and nettles to the quarry walls and had a good look around.
But although it was oolitic, we didn’t find any traces of fossils. We drove a bit more and found
another quarry hidden up a steep embankment off the road. Here we found many signs of fossils
and fossil-collectors, but we did not find anything worth keeping except a giant nautilus which,
although very badly damaged and eroded, did reveal a super protoconch when I tried to clean it up
later at home.
More driving until we met a farmer and asked him if there were any other quarries near where
we were. He said “There be no quarry round ‘ere, but I did see some old folk up on that there hill
digging some of them old fossils out of the ground over there. If that be wot you’re looking for, then
I’d drive down to yonder church and then walk up that old muddy lane, it’s only a half a mile walk
to the spot where they was”.
So we drove to the church and parked. By now, the clouds did not look very good and the wind
was strong and very cold, but we started to walk up the track, the muddy track, the track that had
deeper mud in it than my trainers, I wish my silly sister had left my wellies in the car! What I
needed was a piggy- back...good old Dad! Dad walked, and I rode up the hill to the small cliff
exposure where we quickly found far more than we could carry.
We found ammonites and nautiloids by the dozen. The ammonites ranged from different species
of docidoceras—the largest being 8” across and 5” thick—to different species of the smaller
stephanoceras. Unfortunately, by now the weather was far from good. Already it was starting to
rain and it was very cold. About ten minutes later it started to hail. We could actually hear the hail
on the field of cabbages on the other side of the valley as it raced towards us, so we sheltered
under a sheet of old corrugated iron which we leant against the cliff wall, but I was already soaked
and very cold.
We found four very large ammonites (docidoceras sp.), one of them was in situ, as was one of
the nautiloids, and many smaller specimens. Gastropods, bivalves, echinoids, brachiopods and
belemnites were everywhere. As I did not have a rucksack with me, we loaded dad’s sack up to the
top, all our pockets were filled, and with a large specimen in each arm we headed back to the car.
With all that rain, the mud was much deeper and as I couldn’t have a piggy- back I just had to get
very muddy and by the time we were back to the car we were frozen stiff, soaked to the skin, and
totally exhausted, but luckily we had a change of clothes and a hot flask of tea. Now all we need to
do is get back there and collect all the smaller fossils that we had no time for before!
Next time I’ll write and tell you about Ringstead Bay, and the five foot ammonite!

Reproduced from Chips & Chapters No.1
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CORNWALL—SEPTEMBER’92
On Friday 25 September six members of the Society, Barbara & Ron Thomas, Bob
Bristow, Gary Morse, Jim Goulding and myself, began this year’s long weekend field trip by
meetin g up at the Hemerdon Bal wolfra m open cast mine east of Plymouth in Devon .
Following a rainy start during the journey from home in the mor ning, it turned into a
glori ous afternoon whilst looking for minerals at Hemerdon . Jim suggested that we look for
the green mineral scorodite, and showed us samples that he had brought with him. With luck,
a blue variety of this mineral can be found but alas not on this occasion. After collecting
various other samples, we left late in the afternoon for our accommoda tion in the TrevispianVean Farm gues t house at St Erme, just north of Truro. Our hosts, Ernie and Bridget
Dymond, greeted us, and for the next few days made us most welcome. After a well-needed
meal at the guest house we retired for a good night’s sleep.
The following morning, Sa turday, we travelled to Newlyn but were unable to visit the
quarry containin g molybdenite—we found out later that samples can be collected on the
shoreline below the quarry. Undaunted, we then proceeded to Greystones quarry near
Launceston, and were lucky to arrive on time to meet our guide, Maurice Grigg—there had
been a five to six mile traffic jam on the way (if a large load belonging to a private company
caused this mayhem heads would roll, but it seems that the RAF can transport a helicopter at
peak time on Cornwall’s main road across the county without any action being taken!) Tha t
apart, the visit to Greystones proved highly successful with a fine variety of minerals collected.
We all found lovely cabinet and micr o specimens of aragonite on “silver rich” galena and
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“greenish ” sphalerite. We had to put on wet weather gear at Greystones for just five to ten
minutes, which fortunately was the only time during the whole trip.
We visited Cligga Head on Sunday morning where the spoil tips remain worth digging
in for micros. Vehicles can still be taken to the cliff edge, but the boulders that have been
placed on the track need to be negotiated with some care.
In the afternoon we were the guests of Vincent Holyer at his home in St Keverne. He
has an extensive collection of Cornish minerals, especially zeolites from Dean quarry. Vincent
made us very welcome, supplied us with specimens, and certainly increased our knowledge of
minerals from this quarry on the Lizard peninsula.
Gunheath china clay pit was Monday’s destination and, although the mist restricted
the view, there was plenty of turquoise, wolframite, varlamoff ite, and the new mineral
stannoidite to collect. However, as the monitors were working on a lower level we were unable
to collect any opal.
Most people then headed home, although I stayed on and visited the Wheal

Martyn

china clay museum during the afternoon, and the County Museum in Truro on Tuesday (the
new Rashleigh mineral gallery is due to open next summer.) The only disappointment was
that so few members were able to attend, so let’s hope that we see more for next year’s field
trips to Whitby in the spring and Weardale in the autu mn.
Report by Nick Green
Chips & Chapters No.2

-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-

1993
(Comments on evening programme extracted from Chips & Chapters No 3)

25 Jan

AGM – The current Committee was re-elected with the addition of Gary Morse
(who had twisted his arm?) and Ben Dye as Field Trip Secretary. A “Best
Mineral/Fossil” competition was held in conjunction with the Cheese and Wine
party that followed. (23)

8 Feb

Talk/workshop on close-up Photography by Paul Bickell at IBM, Hursley (Bob
Bristow, Gary, Jim, Nick, Dave Griffiths, John T, Phil James) “A hands-on
photographic workshop under the guidance of our photography friend Paul Bickell.
Members were able to use his specialist lighting system in conjunction with their
own cameras and with Paul’s help gained some very useful tips on close-up mineral
and fossil photographic techniques”.

11 Feb

Committee meeting at Barb’s: Gary was welcomed. John suggested a skittles
evening to be held at the Mortimer Arms, Ower— this would be put to members at
the next meeting.
It was agreed that future field trips to quarries should only be
open to full members of the Society and that a first aid kit should be taken and a list
kept of those attending. A list of attendees at meetings should also be taken. A
children’s raffle would be organized at all Society meetings.
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22 Feb

Talk on “Caves and Caving” by local caver Mike Haselden (24+2) “...a continuation
of the photographic theme earlier in the month with some superb slides of caves
and cave formations. Mike has had a passion for the sport for many years and has
visited many famous and challenging potholes and caves both in this country and
abroad. It was evident that you need to be very fit and indeed Mike mentioned he
often trains for several months before a major trip. Mike also brought along a range
of the equipment needed with some fascinating home-made additions, for example
a useful way to keep the water out of your wellies, something that many of us would
I’m sure sometimes find useful on our field trips!”

6 March

Tour round Oxford Museum of Natural History plus fossil collecting nearby
(minibus).

15 March Committee meeting at Barb’s: Bob reported that he had details of four one-day
mineral and fossil shows which were to be held at Ocean Village during 1993, the
first on 29 May.
22 March Talk - “My Collection of Fossil Fish” by Jean Hole (19+2) “Jean is well-known
amongst the fossil-collecting fraternity and is an acknowledged expert on fossil fish,
particularly from the Devonian of the Orkneys. To meet Jean you wouldn’t imagine
the near “one person” quarrying techniques she gets up to, and which are obviously
very successful judging by the marvellous specimens which we were shown. At the
same meeting Neil Lovesey gave an insight into the lifestyle of ammonites using a
Cartesian diver made from a plastic lemonade bottle full of water, and containing
an inverted test tube with water and air in it. The analogy with the ammonite’s
ability to regulate its buoyancy was made by applying variable pressure to the
lemonade bottle which made the test tube move up and down, apparently relating
to ammonites varying the amount of water in their chambers and changing the
pressure in the remaining air–filled chambers: by compressing the air into a smaller
space it becomes heavier and sinks.”
15 April

Committee Meeting at David’s: Jim suggested that field trips should be arranged
for the middle of the month so they did not clash with the Russell Society ones
which were held at the start of each month. The theme for this year’s display would
be Hampstead Farm quarry.

24 April

Minibus to NHM for private viewing of the Russell Collection (Peter Tandy)

26 April

Practical: “Light from Minerals” - Talk on Fluorescence by Gary Morse (20)
“This was very much a practical presentation with lots of experiments to illustrate
the aspects of the subject he was describing. There was plenty of reaction to his talk,
particularly from the minerals—I thought Gary was going to issue hard hats at one
stage as some specimens being subjected to heat started to explode!”

10 May

Committee Meeting at Jim’s: David had received details of a new Dorset Branch of
the Geological Association – we would enquire if group membership is available for
the Society. The go-ahead was given for purchase of a slide projector. A deposit
would be charged on minibus field trips.
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24 May

Mineral and fossil quiz (18) “David Griffiths organised this, putting together some
testing questions on various aspects of rocks and minerals, as well as practical
identification, and I threw in a few on dinosaurs.
This led to a very exciting and
competitive evening between the four teams, ending in a close result with Nick
Zachariades’ team just coming out on top. Each member of the winning team
received a small mineral specimen.”

15 June

Committee Meeting at Nick’s: Invitation received to view Steve Etches’ fossil
collection. David advised that the new Dorset GA would be holding open days at
Worth Matravers on 30/31 July.

28 June

“Chemical Identification of Minerals” - a further talk by Gary Morse (16) “Gary’s
expertise on this subject clearly came over with a thorough run through of a whole
range of tests from those which can be carried out by the amateur to those
requiring the sophisticated apparatus used by universities and museums.”

16 July

Field Trip, Hampstead Farm quarry

17/18 July Eastleigh Show (Society stand)

Society stand a t the Eastleigh Show gets a visit from the Mayor

21 July

Committee Meeting at Phil’s: David reported having received advice from FLAGS
that collection of pegmatites from the SSSI site at Megilliger Rocks, Cornwall was
now banned. Ben Dye was now working in Italy.
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26 July

“Sea Dragons” – “a super presentation on Ichthyosaurs, Plesiosaurs and Pliosaurs by
Murray Edmunds. (19+3) “Murray with the aid of diagrams and illustrations using
an overhead projector gave a fascinating insight into the lives of these ancient
marine reptiles. Whilst mainly an ammonite collector, Murray showed us various
ichthyosaur and plesiosaur fossil remains which he had collected and had had
professionally prepared. The evening was rounded off with his video of the
excavation of the rear section of a plesiosaur which he found a few years ago in one
of the Frodingham ironstone quarries near Scunthorpe and which is now on display
at the Scunthorpe Museum.”

14 Aug

Field Trip to Writhlington: “Apart from the spectacular plant fossils, the coal
measures site at Writhlington has recently shown some mineral interest. Our
Chairman John Thomas discovered a crystal with the physical properties of
whewellite, a rare organic mineral, which is currently being analysed by Dr Bob
Symes. The find got a mention in one of the Palaeontological Association’s
newsletters. Gary Morse, with the help of other members, is preparing a paper on
the minerals of Writhlington which it is hoped will appear in the proceedings of the
Geologists’ Association next year when they celebrate the 10th anniversary of the
establishment of the Writhlington Geological Nature Reserve.”

19 Aug

Committee Meeting at David’s: A cheque for £125 had been received from the Arts
Council for a grant which had not been applied for. Agreed not to send an
application for 1994 grant. It was suggested that in future field trips should be
“written up” for the Society Journal.

22 Aug

Field Trip to Blaengwynlais and Hendy Quarries, near Cardiff

23 Aug

Mineral/Fossil Mart and mineral identification workshop for juniors conducted by
Gary Morse (35+4)

6 Sept

Committee Meeting at Gary’s: Nick suggested and all agreed that Roy & Lily Fielder
should be made honorary members of the society. Nick suggested enquiring
whether we could use the larger downstairs room at the FMH for meetings as the
upper room had become over- congested. Phil reported that the hire charge for
upstairs was to be increased from £8 to £10 – downstairs would cost £12 and did it
have a canteen? (the answer to this was “no”.)

11 Sept

4TH Mineral and Fossil Show, Avenue Hall made a profit of £312.90. Society Display
on the interesting suite of minerals found in the course of members’ visits to
Hampstead Farm quarry near Chipping Sodbury.

17-20 Sept Long Weekend to Weardale: Places visited – Burtree Pastures, Cambokeels Mine,
Fraser’s Hush & Groverake, Frosterly Fluorspar Works, Midge Pits, Sedling Mine,
Kilhope Lead Mining Centre.
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WEARDALE WEEKEND: “This year’s Society long weekend field trip to County Durham
was based at St John’s Chapel in Weardale. Five members enjoyed fine weather in an
area renowned for its rich mineral wealth. Roy Fielder and myself visited the Kilhope
Wheel Mining Museum for a few hours before meeting up with Bob Bristow, Jim
Goulding and Gary Morse at Jennie Dickey’s Low Chesters Guesthouse.

On Saturday, after being refused permission to collect at Heights quarry, we noticed
that the disused Cambokeels Mine was situated nearly opposite the Heights access road.
The old mine is situated alongside the river Wear and after collecting various minerals
we were about to leave a small tip when Bob said “Let’s turn this lot over”. There was
no reply as the rest of us by now had noticed a police officer watching us. He was very
helpful and told us that the old mine buildings were often the target of vandalism and
although he could see we were mineral collecting we would have to leave but could take
what we had collected with us. We then went back to fetch Alan Dickey, son of our host,
who knew a few sites and took us to a disused quarry at Harthorpe Moor which although
barren provided a superb view of the Weardale Valley to the north.
Alan then took us to Frosterley where we obtained the minerals fluorite and
sphalerite. This site is owned by British Fluorite and lorries were bringing loads of ore
from Frazer’s Hush and Rookhope which we hurriedly collected from before the next
load arrived. After a hard day we enjoyed a meal and a drink at a pub, on the way there
noticing specimens of fluorite in the gardens along the road. However, mine host clearly
did not know what a Cumberland sausage is—ask Bob!
Next day, Sunday, Alan took us to Cowshill where we did some collecting before
visiting the Weardale Museum. That evening brought another disappointment for Bob
when his “chicken breasts and wings” turned into the singular - everyone else enjoyed a
hearty meal.
On our last day Bob, Jim and Gary visited Fraser’s Hush whilst Roy and myself went
to Nenthead. Thanks are due to member Tony Lee for supplying a list of sites to visit.
Nick Green
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27 Sept

“A Mineralogical Ramble through Wales” - talk by Dr Bob Symes, Keeper of
Minerals at the Natural History Museum (21+6)

5 Oct

Talk – “Minerals of the Caldbeck Fells” by Dr Bob King (36+3)

6 Nov

GA Reunion (Minibus - Nick, Jean Hole and son, Phil, John, David, Gary, Barbara,
Kevin, Roy Pierson) Display on Hampstead Farm

11 Nov

Committee Meeting at Barb’s: Decided to stay in upstairs room for the present.
Projector had been purchased for £229.87 plus a slide magazine at £2.29 and a
screen FOC. John Pearce had asked Phil if we’d put on a display at the ’95 Sussex
Show.

13 Nov

Minibus to Haywards Heath Show (Nick, Phil, Julie, Simon, John, David, Gary & Bev,
Barbara and Ron)

22 Nov

Annual Photographic Competition (7)

10 Dec

Christmas Dinner at the Old Well, Copythorne
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1994
PROGRAMME:
6 Jan

Committee Meeting at John’s: A sympathy card was sent to Geoff Deverell whose
wife Pauline had died after a long illness.

24 Jan

AGM, followed by social get-together. Mineral & Fossil Swap and Sale, also a
competition with prizes for “the best mineral and fossil specimens self-collected or
developed during the past year” (20)

10 Feb

Committee Meeting at David’s: Nick produced a list of field trips – the Oxford
Mineral Show was on 13/3 and Kempton Park on 23/4; Jim advised that it was OK to
visit Taff’s Well on Sundays—the contact there was Ken Rotherey. Member Dave
Middleton was to be invited to bring one of the mineral cabinets he makes to a
Society meeting. A Code of Safety Rules for field trips was to be drawn up, together
with a list of things to take.

26 Feb

Field trip to Climping Beach and banks of River Arun

28 Feb

Workshop evening, exploring “Minerals under the Microscope” (23+3)

5 March

National Museum of Wales, Cardiff – behind the scenes visit to view Dr Bob King’s
mineral collection.

20 March Field Trip to Aust Cliff and Clevedon
26 March Field Trip to Climping
28 Mar

Talk by Dr Ian Harding of Southampton University – “Amber, Jurassic Park and All
That“ (28)

16 April

Young Geologists’ Day at Writhlington

25 April

Light-hearted mineral and fossil quiz. (17+1)

1-2 May

Field Trip to the Isle of Wight

23 May

“Practical aspects of fossil development and preservation” – illustrated talk by Phil
James (18)

13 June

Committee Meeting at Barb’s: Gary was thanked for his work on producing the
Field Trip Guide. Jim reported that Oxford Museum would be unavailable to display
at the 1994 Southampton Mineral & Fossil Fair. Gary had received a thank you letter
from pupils at Shamblehurst School for his talk on fossils and Bob Bristow for his
mineral talk at Toynbee School.

18 June

Writhlington for fossil collecting and BBQ
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Rocken End, Isle of Wight: Jo hn
T homas, Phil Jam es, Steve P ierson,
Sim on James

Looking for Sharks’ Teeth at Lee-on-Solent:
Jean Hole, Gary and Bev Morse
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SMFS CORNWALL ROCK BASH 1994
by Geraldine Hobbs
Friday 16/09/94
After a pleasant drive from Hampshire, we
all met up at our first collecting site six miles
east of Plymouth; Hemerdon Bal, a disused
tungsten mine. On arrival we had to climb over
the gate and walk to the required spot as the
keys Gary had did not fit. Jim arrived an hour
later via a gate that had already been left open
for us!! We spent a couple of hours collecting
specimens before leaving for Trevispian-Vean
Farm Guest House which was to be our base
for the four days. The four course evening meal
was followed by a trip to the local hostelry to
recover from the first collecting trip of the
weekend.
Saturday 17/09/94
After an early breakfast we departed for Dean quarry near St Keverne, a working road stone
quarry (gabbro rock). On arrival Gary discovered to his dischuffment that his exhaust had parted
company. All decked out in hard hats, boots etc, after a photo call we descended to the lower level
to commence this morning’s search. Later to be joined by Jeremy Hooper who was going to lead us
to the afternoon expedition.
After a short break in the car park we left for Penberthy Croft; avoiding the “Bull in Field” sign
(which we later found out was a deterrent to rock collectors), we went to the left side and
collected. The afternoon’s entertainment was provided by a spaniel who decided to nick rocks from
Mike’s collected specimens waiting to be packed and run off with them, much to the delight of the
other group members.
Saturday evening was spent in the company of Maurice Grigg who invited us to see his
collection of minerals. I think we all agreed the word was “EXCELLENT”. As we left with our free
samples of mixite and “Pigs Egg” we realised hard work was required over the next few days.
Sunday 18/09/94
After yet another full brekkie we left for Cligga Head, a disused wolfram mine. Lots of good
specimens were found with Jim finding the metazeunerite—Gary got the Geiger counter out and
the needle jumped a fraction!!
In the afternoon Gary and Jim went to Gravel Hill Mine at Perranporth Beach collecting, and the
rest of us went our separate ways. The evening was spent down the Pub for a meal and discussion
on the weekend’s events, followed by another discussion back at the Guest House!
Monday 19/09/94
We left for Truro and the Royal Cornwall Museum to look at the Rashleigh Gallery which houses
minerals collected by Philip Rashleigh, the famous 18th century Cornish enthusiast. There are
minerals here from other parts of the world, but mainly examples of all the varied products from
Cornwall’s mines. All hearts were raised at the superb specimens on display. Leaving Truro at
lunchtime we said goodbye to Cornwall and looked forward to sorting through our finds, hoping to
discover something new...........
Reprinted from Chips & Chapters No.4
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MINERALS FROM THE SOCIETY’S CORNISH WEEKEND, 1994
by Jim Goulding
Our first collecting trip during this weekend was to Hemerdon Bal Mine, near Sparkwell, Devon.
Hemerdon Bal Mine was an open cast working for the extraction of wolfram and tin. There have
been many attempts to keep the mine working, but foreign imports and low prices have now
caused its closure and the site is now disused. Permission to genuine collectors is readily granted
by the caretaker, Mr Dave Cartlidge.
Samples of wolfram are fairly plentiful, and cassiterite can also be found on occasions - samples
of both minerals were found by our party. It is, however, the arsenate minerals which are
spectacular. Hemerdon Bal Mine is world-renowned for its beautiful blue scorodite crystals, a
quite unusual colour for this iron-arsenate. Perhaps the most common colour for scorodite is greygreen and sometimes brown crystals are found. On rare occasions crystals of scorodite have been
found at Hemerdon which are a very deep blue, but even the paler blue varieties of pure form are
superb and much sought after by collectors. Some of the latter crystals were collected during our
visit.
Another iron-arsenate found at Hemerdon is pharmacosiderite, which to the unwary can look
like fluorite. It forms tiny clear cubes of various shades of green, and sometimes brownish, and is
rare in this country. Cornwall provides a good opportunity to collect samples of this mineral, and
we were lucky at Hemerdon. Other minerals collected during this visit were tourmaline needles
and specular hematite.
On Saturday morning we visited Dean quarry, right out on the coast near St Keverne on the
Lizard Peninsular. The old Dean quarry was famous for its superb zeolite minerals, but the new
quarry on the other side of the road is as yet quite small. It will probably in time have a similar
suite of minerals, and already some good samples are to be found. Unfortunately, fresh blasting
had not taken place for some time prior to our visit and the mineral species available were limited.
Everyone did take home some nice specimens of the special “Lizard” form of prehnite—the usual
grey-green colour, but in crystal masses instead

Dean qua rry: (standing) John & Andrew Jones, Jim Goulding, Gerald ine Hobbs and Gary Morse
(seated) David de Lara, Mike Penfold
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of the usual botryoidal form. Some natrolite and analcime was found, and some excellent
crystals of adularia in orange-buff masses. Jeremy Hooper of the Russell Society’s South- West
Branch met us at Dean quarry and helped with mineral identification in the field - he is an
authority on Dean quarry minerals.
After lunch we all moved to Penberthy Croft mine dumps, which have been to some extent
landscaped, but refuse to grass over and disappear. Penberthy Croft is near the delightfully-named
village of Relubbus in the St Hilary mining district, and one of the most interesting sites in
Cornwall. It is one of those rare mines where copper and lead come together and produce a wide
variety of rare minerals, arsenates, sulphates and phosphates. All are likely to be micro-crystals, or
at least better observed under a microscope.
The afternoon’s collecting proved to be rewarding, even if the samples were small. Several
specimens of mixite, a copper-bismuth arsenate, were obtained—a very rare mineral anywhere.
Another interesting find at Penberthy was erythrite, cobalt arsenate (“cobalt bloom”). Erythrite
was always very much associated with Penberthy’s neighbouring mine, Ennys Wheal Virgin, but it
has turned up at Penberthy in a very limited area. Mos t members collected good samples. The
mineral looks like a stain of pink, but under a microscope the pink crystalline structure is easily
seen. Pharmacosiderite was also found during our visit in several forms—from splendid green
cubes of fair size, pale brown tiny cubes, to masses of “gemmy” pale green crystals that looked like
scorodite, but were cubic when greatly enlarged under high magnification. Linarite, lead-copper
sulphate, and pyromorphite, lead chlorophosphate, were found. Bayldonite, lead-copper arsenate,
was also found—one of the minerals for which Penberthy Croft Mine is famous. Again, this
mineral is limited to a mere handful of mines in Britain. Some of the most spectacular minerals
found in Cornwall in recent years came from underground at Penberthy Croft Mine, entry being
made with ropes down one of the old fenced-off shafts. Beautiful samples of linarite,
pyromorphite and bayldonite were brought out, and some of these can still be bought from
dealers. Penberthy still has great potential as a collecting site, provided that one is prepared to
search diligently through the old dumps.
On Sunday morning we drove to Cligga Head Mine, on the headland just past the airfield. On a
fine day this is a fine place, with dramatic views of the Cornish coastline and looking down on
Perranporth beach. Cligga Head Mine was another wolfram and tin mine, which was worked
intensively during the Second World War. Wolfram was important in the steel industry, and mines
such as Cligga, Hemerdon and Carrock, in the Lake District, were in full production to replace
supplies from abroad which had terminated. Samples of wolfram and cassiterite were found
during our visit. Like Hemerdon Ball Mine, Cligga also has arsenic, and scorodite is also found
there, but in an entirely different form. There, scorodite forms grey-green crystalline crusts which
are attractive and worth collecting in their own right. There is, however, an exciting additional
mineral species found with the scorodite—the copper-uranium arsenate, zeunerite, or to be more
accurate, metazeunerite. Metazeunerite has less water in its mineral content than zeunerite, in
the same way that torbernite and autunite have “meta” phases when they lose water.
I sent some similar c rystals, from a find at Cligga some three years ago, to Monica Price at the
Oxford University Museum for analysis. These were analysed as being metazeunerite, with 5%
zeunerite. The tiny emerald–green square plates of zeunerite and metazeunerite are very rare
minerals in the British Isles—much less common than torbernite, which they resemble. Torbernite
is a copper-uranium phosphate. These tiny green plates at Cligga have been reported in various
articles on Cligga Head Mine minerals as “torbernite”, but the presence there of arsenic results in
zeunerite or metazeunerite forming. Many of the scorodite samples collected on this trip had
metazeunerite crystals scattered about on the surface, but one specimen was richly covered in the
metazeunerite plates which in turn had become completely covered in another coating of
scorodite, obviously mineralised in a second phase. During our visit, Gary brought along a Geigercounter to check for radiation levels, but the readings of local rocks and metazeunerite were both
very low.
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After lunch, Gary and I walked the long distance to Gravel Hill Mine at the north end of
Perranporth beach. While the adit and shafts are on the hill above the beach, the important mine
debris spills out on to the beach at the far corner. Here, very rare iron and some lead minerals are
found in the very grotty, uninviting rocks and washed up bits of plastic, ropes, netting, etc. A study
of the minerals from this mine is now under way and the list is extensive. Among those we found
were good samples of beraunite and strunzite. Beraunite, dark green masses of needle-like
crystals, is a hydrated iron phosphate. Strunzite, similar in form to beraunite, is a golden straw
colour and is a manganese-iron phos phate. Other minerals found are possibly lepidocrocite (iron
oxide), and whitmoreite, but there are probably many more.
Cornwall is still a great place for mineral-collecting, but one is unlikely to find top quality large
cabinet specimens. Any large specimens are likely to come from such places as Gunheath China
Clay Pit or working quarries like Greystones, Hingston Down or Dean quarry. The very interesting
rare mineral specimens are likely to be micros, but this should not deter members of the
Southampton Mineral & Fossil Society because there is always access to a microscope for them to
examine their finds.
Reprinted from Chips & Chapters No.4
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THE RASHLEIGH GALLERY OF MINERALS & MINING

“We took the opportunity of visiting the Royal Cornwall Museum in Truro to view the Rashleigh Gallery of
Minerals and Mining. So marvellous is this collection we thought we should record our visit and share the
experience with you.
Philip Rashleigh (1729 -1811) was one of the most enthusiastic and successful early mineral collectors. He
lived in Menabilly, Cornwall, and amassed a huge collection of nearly 4000 specimens mainly of Cornish origin.
Such was the importance of this collection that the bulk of it was eventually acquired by the Royal Institution of
Cornwall in 1902 for £1200 for their museum in Truro. In 1992 the collection was re-housed in a separate gallery
called The Rashleigh Gallery of Minerals and Mining which is dedicated to the geology, mining and minerals of
Cornwall and includes many other specimens that the museum has acquired.
On entering the gallery one is immediately confronted by a central display cabinet containing a large plate
covered with superb large, clear, perfect prisms of calcite from Wheal Wrey, St.Ives nr Liskeard. Around this
central point are smaller specimens, the most notable being a 15cm long specimen covered with pale yellow
cubes of fluorite, the largest cube being about 3cm square. This is provenanced from Wheal Honey, Menheniot.
Radiating out from the central point are the main display cabinets that house the majority of the collection.
In these are some of the most spectacular Cornish specimens that you are ever likely to see from sites that are
legendary in mineral collecting. Many of these sites are no longer in existence so the rarity of these specimens is
inestimable. The range of specimens is considerable and includes many of the different varieties that occur,
particularly of cassiterite. The most notable specimen in the collection is a 3.5 cm single crystal of deep blue
liroconite from Wheal Gorland, Gwennap. This is the largest known crystal of this mineral.
Wheal Gorland appears to have produced the majority of the most beautiful specimens in the collection with
some magnificent chalcophyllite, pharmacosiderite, connellite, olivenite and cuprite. My personal favourites
were the samples of torbernite and metatorbernite from Gunnislake Old Mine, Calstock. The richness of these
specimens could not be surpassed. It is not possible to describe all the specimens here and there are
insufficient adjectives to apply to them; they have to be seen to appreciate them.
Around the walls of the Gallery are cabinets that are dedicated to the geolog y and rocks of Cornwall with
specific displays on the Lizard featuring specimens of analcime, natrolite and prehnite among st others from
Dean quarry, St Keverne. There is also a display on radioactivity and radio- active minerals, a cabinet of fossils
(including only one damaged shark’s tooth, Otodus Appendiculatus, from the Cretaceous) from many British sites
and one on fluorite and Blue John with examples of carved vases.
The central wall cabinet of the Gallery carries a display on the life of Rashleigh with his portrait and extracts
with hand-painted illustrations from his book published in 1797, “Specimens of British Minerals selected from
the cabinet of Philip Rashleigh”. This must have been one of the earliest attempts at a mineralogy book and
includes many of the old miners’ terms for the minerals that they recovered such as “mundick”, the name they
gave to iron pyrites. The remainder of the cabinets carry some very interesting displays concerning the mining
industry of Cornwall with old photographs and featuring many of the mines on whose old tips we now collect.”

Extract from article by Gary Morse, Chips & Chapters No.4
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1995
23 Jan

23rd AGM – The Committee stayed the same except that Phil stood down as
Treasurer due to work commitments and Gary took over. So - John Thomas
(Chairman), David Griffiths (Correspondence Sec), Gary (Treasurer and Show PR),
Nick (Field Trip Sec and Meetings Sec), Other Members: Bob Bristow, Jim, Phil
James, Barb. Income for ‘94 was down on the previous year as no Arts Council grant
had been applied for or received. Membership according to Chips & Chapters had
continued at similar numbers to the last few years, at around 40.
The proposed Field Trip programme for the year was circulated. Nick stated that
the reduced number of quarry visits reflected the increasing difficulty in obtaining
permission to enter quarries and that site availability was diminishing.
Meeting followed by the Competition for best mineral and fossil specimens selfcollected/developed during 1994 and by a Cheese and Wine party (31)

26 Feb

Field trip to Climping (10 + Tony Lee)

27 Feb

Annual Photographic Competition for prints

9 March

Committee Meeting at Phil’s: Two years free membership agreed for Geoff
Deverell in payment for the rock splitter he had made for the Society. John had
made enquiries at Testwood Hotel, Mortimers and White Hart regarding the skittles
evening, and the Committee settled on the White Hart (alley free – meals from
£3.50)

(20)

27 March Dino Wars and Fossil Conservation on the IoW – illustrated talk by Steve Hutt of
the Sandown Geology Museum (23+3)
6 April

Committee Meeting at Barbara’s: Agreed to cancel membership of Arts Council.
Dorset GA had written to promote their M&F Fair on 12 Aug – Jim suggested a
display. It was agreed that the Photographic Competition should in future consist of
a combined slide and print competition to be held in February.

8 April

Field Trip to Coleman’s quarry

24 April

Mineral micromounts – talk by Geoff Deverell (17+2)

11 May

Committee Meeting at John’s. Phil offered to re-design the Society’s letter-heading.

22 May

Preview of fossils & minerals to be found at Writhlington Geological Nature
Reserve and mineral identification session (18)

26 June

Speaker had to cancel and provisionally re-booked for Sept (13)

1-2 July

Southampton Balloon and Flower Festival – Society display and sales

15/16 July Eastleigh Show, Itchen Valley Country Park (stand)
18 July

Committee Meeting at Nick’s: Nick to organize pre-Show display at Lordshill Library.
Letter from Roy Fielder to thank members for their tributes to Lily and compliments
slip from Primrose Hospice thanking the Society for donation in her memory.

22 July

Summer Skittles – social event at the White Hart, Cadnam

24 July

Light-hearted Mineral and Fossil Quiz

29 July

Coleman’s quarry (Nick, Gary, Jim, Phil B, Mike & Geraldine)
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(14)
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12 Aug

Wimborne Show (Society display stand)

28 Aug

Mineral and fossil mart – an opportunity to sell or swap surplus minerals, fossils,
books, equipment etc (14+5)

9 Sept

550 members of the public attended the Society’s 6th Mineral & Fossil Fair at the
Avenue Hall. There were 28 exhibitors and a guest display by Oxford University
Museum. The Society’s display was entitled “Treasures of the Earth - Society
Members’ finds from the UK”.

15-18 Sept Long Weekend to Derbyshire, based at Cliffe House, Monsal Head (Jim Goulding,
Nick Green, Geraldine Hobbs, Gary Morse, Mike Pen- fold, Anita Wolfe) Visited
Blackwell, Millclose Mine, Dirtlow Rake, White Rake, Peak District Mining Museum,
Matlock; Prof Bob Howie at Tideswell. There was also the search for Wapping Mine!
25 Sept

“An Australian Chrysoprase Mine” – illustrated talk by Keith Sykes of the Mineral
Warehouse, Worthing (18+3)

7 Oct

Field Trip to Writhlington

19 Oct

Committee Meeting at John’s: Provisional agreement to move meetings
“downstairs” from beginning of next year. This would mean changing meeting
nights from Mondays to the third Tuesday of each month.

23 Oct

Review of this year’s field trip finds (17+2)

4 Nov

GA Reunion, University College London. Minibus

14 Nov

Committee Meeting at Jim’s: Society photographic album suggested

18 Nov

Field Trip to Coleman’s quarry (Nick, Dave Ferris, G Hall, Geraldine & Mike, Phil
Bampton, Gary, Steve Plant, Tony Lee)

27 Nov

Talk by Jim Goulding on “Minerals of the China Clay” (22+1)

12 Dec

Committee Meeting at Nick’s: 25th Anniversary coming up. John would acquire
suitable photo album in New Year. Gary had finished write up for local press. John
had spoken to founder member Martin Dawkins. Caroline Bond would contact
Doreen Hamerton.

15 Dec

Christmas Dinner at The White Hart, Cadnam

IN MEMORIAM
Extracted from the editorial of Chips & Chapters, Nov’95

“On a sad note concerning membership I feel it should not go unrecorded that since the
publication of the last journal there have been four deaths involving members or their families.
Prior to this year, Paul Bond, one of our very early members, died; his widow Caroline has recently
rejoined the Society. Also Geoff Deverell lost his wife Pauline after a very long illness, and then in
May this year Lily Fielder died aged 79. Many of you who knew Lily will remember her and her
husband Roy with us on many field trips right up until just two or three years ago, often putting
the rest of us to shame with their seemingly endless amount of energy. Roy who is now 82 and an
honorary life member lives near his daughter in Bromsgrove and would love to hear from any of
you. Finally, tragically at only 47 years old, Rob Rider’s wife Sandy passed away in July after a long
battle with cancer. Our thoughts have been and will continue to be with all those affected by
these losses”.
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1996
25th Anniversary
Year

Meetings moved to the larger downstairs hall at the Friends’ Meeting House and the day changed
from the fourth Monday in the month to the third Tuesday.
16 Jan

AGM, Best Specimen Competition (22)

5 Feb

Committee Meeting at Jim’s: April meeting to be held at Avenue Hall as it clashed
with the Natural History Society’s AGM at FMH. John enquiring about Society
sweatshirts. Jim reported blocked entrances in Coleman’s quarry. Ruth Compton
had written in wanting to sell various mineral/fossil/gem books, some of which
were later bought by the Society.

17 Feb

Talk on “Zeolites of Skye” by Tony Lee at Yapton, then on to Climping Beach

20 Feb

Photo competition for prints and slides on the theme of “Minerals, fossils and
geology” - this time to be judged by the members. (21) There were now four
categories – “Indoor study of Mineral, Rock or Fossil”, “Natural Feature of
Geological Interest in (a) British Isles (b) Elsewhere in the World” and “Person
engaged in any aspect of Collecting, Studying or Working on Minerals or Fossils”.

2 March

Field Trip to Coleman’s quarry (Nick, Gary, Dave Ferris, Phil B, Mike & Geraldine)

19 March “Fossils of the Charmouth Coast”– talk by Richard Edmonds of Charmouth Heritage
Centre (22+1)
2 April

Committee Meeting at Barbara’s: David reported that we’d been offered a free
stand for the Hampshire Show in August, but this was turned down due to other
commitments. A postcard had been left at FMH by a DM Barlow from Chandlers
Ford inviting members to see her collection. John would speak to Anita to confirm
BBQ date. He asked for someone else to take over organizing the Christmas social.
(Bob Bristow volunteered). Jim confirmed that the National Museum of Wales
would put on a display at our Show.

7 April

Fossil collecting on Barton Beach
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1997
6 Jan
21 Jan
2 Feb
18 Feb
18 March
8 April

Meeting with Southampton Camera Club
AGM - John Thomas retired as Chairman (21+2)
Minibus trip to visit the Natural History Museum Earth Galleries
Annual Photographic Competition (22)
“Across the Sahara in a Land Rover” - talk by Ann Fereday (19)
Committee Meeting at Nick’s: David had received a “thank you” letter from Monica
Price for our display at Oxford University. Barbara had bought the tea urn
15 April
Talk “Rare Metals and Minerals of the Kola Peninsula, Russia” by Frances Wall,
NHM Dept of Mineralogy (19+2)
20 May
Talk “Fascinating Fossils” by Prof John Potter, Principal, Farnborough College of
Technology (25+4)
25 May
Writhlington
17 June
Talk on “Pebbles—how they are formed, identification recycling and how beaches
form” by Susanna van Rose (18+1)
5/6July
Southampton Balloon & Flower Festival. Three took off!
16 July
Practical evening—Identification workshop and fun quiz (16)
20 July
Visit to Ann Fereday
1 Aug
Skittles Evening at the Bold Forester
16 Aug
Wimborne Show (display)
19 Aug
“Bring and Buy” (12+9)
16 Sept
Talk by Mike Howgate on “The Different Dinosaurs” (22+5)
20 Sept 8th Mineral & Fossil Fair – Guest display by Plymouth City Museum on “Minerals of
Devon and Cornwall from important collections” - Society display on “Collection and
preparation of minerals and fossils”
26/29 Sept Long Weekend to Mid-Wales based at Beili Neuadd, near Rhayader. (Nick Green,
Geraldine Hobbs, Gary Morse, Alistair Napier, Mike Penfold, Anita Wolfe) Visited
Aberdaunant, Bryntail, Cwmystwyth, Dylife & Pen-Dylife, Dffngwm, Frongoch,
Twylch, Ystmtuen, Llywernog Mine Historical Site. Also the Sun Inn at St Harmon
(big bear!) and the Triangle Inn in Rhayader where the ceiling is so low that
customers have to stand in a hole in the floor to play darts! And where they
switched to asking quiz questions in Welsh to stop us winning!
21 Oct Geology, Minerals and Mining in Newfoundland – talk by Mike Brooke (11+2)
1 Nov
GA Reunion – the Society’s “What’s in a Name” display took 1st place in the FLAGS
trophy competition
14 Nov
Committee Meeting at Nick’s: Gary had written to Dr Andrew King of the Geological
Environment Impact Scheme re shingle-tipping on the beach at Lee on Solent.
18 Nov
“Fossils of the Lower Gault at Small Dole” – talk by Mark O’Dell (16)
5 Dec
Christmas dinner at The Vine, Ower
11 Dec
Committee Meeting at Gary’s: Letter received from English Nature re Lee on
Solent. Phone call from NHM re Fossil Roadshow – filming at Writhlington on 10/11
Jan. (next meeting reported that this had been put on hold) Nick to pursue purchase
of overhead projector.
16 Dec
Quiz Night (15)
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27/28 Mar Fossil Roadshow at the Natural History Museum: Jean
Hole was among the exhibitors and was featured on
TV, as was Phil with this specimen of Androgynoceras
capricornus from the green ammonite beds at
Stonebarrow, Charmouth. 14 members went for the
day.
21 April
No record (21+1)
19 May
“Karakorum Highway” - talk by Ann Fereday (15)
16 June
Video “On the trail of Lapis Lazuli” (18)
4/5 July
Southampton Balloon & Flower Festival—Society display and stand
14 July
Committee Meeting at Gary’s: Letter from Austin Lockwood re 20 surplus Japanese
binocular microscopes which the OU were selling for £25 + VAT (£29.38) and it was
decided to buy one for the Society.
21 July
Practical evening—enhancing your hobby with computers. Digital imaging of
minerals and fossils, geological software etc (16+2)
16 Aug
Field Trip to Cheddar area (Mendip Day) with Sue Cowdry (Nick Green, Gary Morse,
Anita Wolfe, Neil Hayes)
18 Aug
6 Sept
12 Sept

Mineral & Fossil Exchange & Mart (18)
Field Trip to Brighton and Newhaven
9th Mineral & Fossil Fair, Avenue Hall (Society display on “Fluorescence in the UK”
and guest display by Camborne School of Mines on “The Robert Hunt 19thCentury
Collection of Minerals”. There were also illustrated talks by Steve Hutt, Curator of
the Isle of Wight Museum of Geology, on “How to find fossils”; John Pearce of the
Sussex Mineral & Lapidary Society on “Mineral Collecting on the Isle of Skye”; and
Mike Howgate of the Dinosaur Collectors Club, on “Theories of Dinosaur Extinction”.)

CALDBECK’98

Roughton Gill
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In the late 1990’s SMFS joined forces with
English Nature to try and protect the Lee-on-theSolent shoreline, a designated SSSI, from a sea
defence scheme proposed by Gosport Borough
Council. The Portsmouth News took up the story.
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15 Sept
Slide Show on Venture Scout Expeditions Abroad by Anita Wolfe (20)
25/28 Sept Long Weekend to Caldbeck Fells, based at various B&B’s in Caldbeck but centred on
the Oddfellows Arms (local cheeses!) (Chris Finch, Nick Green, Jim Goulding,
Geraldine Hobbs, Gary Morse, Alistair Napier, Mike Penfold, Anita Wolfe). Places
visited included Carrock End, Brandy Gill, Roughton Gill, Dry Gill, Brae Fell, Mexico
Mine, Driggeth Mine, Keswick Museum.
8 Oct
Committee Meeting at Barbara’s: Dave, Nick, Barb & Mike would visit Eastpoint
Centre on 10 October to see if it would provide a suitable alternative to the Avenue
Hall for the 1999 Show as we had been advised that the latter would be closed for
major refurbishment work.
20 Oct
Talk “Mars Revisited” by Jerry Workman (21+4)
7 Nov
GA Reunion - The Society display on Fluorescence won the FLAGS Challenge Trophy
together with a £30 1st prize and the GA asked if they could reproduce the display
in their circular.
17 Nov
Talk on “Black Smokers” by Prof R W Nesbitt (22+4)
10 Dec
Christmas Dinner at the Bold Forester
15 Dec
Quiz night organized by Nick Zachariades (11+2)

-=-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-=-
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1999
The official programme at the beginning of the year cites the 1999 Committee as Phil
James (Chairman), Dave Griffiths (Secretary), Gary Morse (Treasurer), Nick Green (Field trips) +
members Jim Goulding, Barbara Thomas and Mike Penfold. However, to the great sorrow of all,
David died in May after a short illness. This left the position of Secretary vacant and in due course
the Committee was reshuffled with Gary taking over as Secretary and Nick replacing him as
Treasurer. At this time Anita Wolfe was also co-opted on to the Committee. David’s magnificent
fluorite collection was bequeathed to the Oxford University Museum.

PROGRAMME:
19 Jan
16 Feb
28 Feb
16 March
27 March
10 April
20 April
2 May
15 May
18th May
15 June
26 June
3-4 July
8 July

20 July
30 Jul-1 Aug
14 Aug
17 Aug
21 Sept
25 Sept

AGM. Best mineral, fossil and micromount finds from ’98 (22)
Annual Photographic Competition (20)
Field trip to Highcliffe and Barton-on-Sea for Eocene fossil collecting. (Nick, Gary,
Anita, Geraldine, Mike, Shirley & James, Phil B, Jim, Val & Cliff)
Practical Evening – Computer software for mineral and fossil collectors. (17)
Field Trip to Climping
Field trip to Writhlington Geological Nature Reserve
Talk “Small Bodies of the Solar System” by Jerry Workman (18)
Visit to Gosport Museum
Field trip to Colemans quarry
Steve Etches talk on “Fossils of the Kimmeridge Beds” (23 +1)
Talk by Anne Fereday “Sri Lanka and the Gulf Emirates” (20)
Visit proposed to Haslemere Museum but no takers
Southampton Balloon and Flower Festival – Society display and stand.
Committee Meeting at Phil’s: Anne Griffiths had donated some of David’s mineral
collection to the Society and John Thomas brought along a selection of specimens to
discuss how they could best be distributed. Following a request from Mike Howgate
and Andy Ottoway, it was agreed to donate £25 towards the erection of a
monument to Gideon Mantell at Cuckfield.
Practical Evening – identification of minerals and fossils, + children’s identification
quiz. Microscopes and UV Lamps available (16 + 4)
Field trip to the Teign Valley, Devon (subsequently postponed to later date)
Wimborne Show – Society display
Swap and Sale evening (20 + 2)
Mineral Prospecting by Remote Sensing – Talk by Kathy Bowden (17)
10th Mineral & Fossil Fair – Gary and Phil were interviewed on Radio Solent and
SMFS News reported on the day as follows: “The Fair was held at the Eastpoint
Centre for the first time and despite a few minor organisational problems, the day
was considered a great success by all who participated or visited. The three
illustrated talks were very well received and in total we had 573 visitors (as against
596 in 1998) - not too bad for a new venue”. The theme of the Society’s display was
“Geological Folklore” and there was also a Guest Display on “Minerals & Fossils of
the Isle of Wight”.
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1/4 Oct

Long Weekend in North Yorkshire based at the Fourways Guesthouse, Thirsk, run
by Lynda & Tom Dolan. (full story p.84)
“Seven members (Nick, Gary, Kevin, Phil J, Anita, Jim and Chris Wallage) + Alistair
Napier from the Russell Society went on the long weekend to North Yorkshire at the
beginning of October. We visited Coldstones quarry on a very wet day, which still
produced some excellent specimens despite the rain. We also went to Port Mulgrave
and Whitby to collect fossils including some very good ammonites. Whilst in Whitby
we also visited the Museum which has a very good display of fossils and minerals
from the area and an impressive display of locally produced jet items. The highlight
of the weekend was a visit to the Cleveland Potash Mine at Boulby. Unfortunately
we were unable to go underground (1.2 km down) but we had a full tour of the
plant and facilities on site and were able to collect specimens of halite and sylvite
from their ore store. On the return journey we went to Matlock Bath and the
(Newsletter No 2, Jan ’00)
excellent Peak District Mining Museum”.

19 Oct

Talk by Martin Munt, Isle of Wight Museum of Geology: “Dinosaur Isle - Its Future”
(21 + 1)
Minibus trip to GA Reunion – Society display took second place (£20)

13 Nov
16 Nov

Sainte Marie-aux-Mines; a trip to the mineral, gems and fossil show – illustrated
talk by Gary Morse (15)

In December Gary received an application form from the GA for a £200 grant towards
putting on a display at the Millennium “Earth Alert” event which was to be held in Brighton next
May.
Christmas Dinner was eaten at the Old Well, Copythorne, and the run-up to the holiday
was finally rounded off with the Annual Quiz Night (9)
We cannot close off on 1999 without mentioning the “SMFS News” produced by Gary
Morse, the first copy of which appeared in September and which ran to twenty issues over a fouryear period, the last being in January 2005. Due entirely to this excellent Newsletter, the next four
years have been recorded in a great deal more detail than any previous period in the Society’s
history and we make no apology for reproducing large chunks of it!
Throughout this year debate had been raging on the subject of collecting restrictions about
to be placed on the Caldbeck Fells area, and in the second issue of the Newsletter which came out
in January 2000, the Society’s members were advised as follows:

STOP PRESS
The Lake District National Park Authority have published the final draft
of the Caldbeck Fells Mineral Policy. A permit system is now in place for which
prior application, in the January of the year in which collecting will be
undertaken, must be made. Persons collecting without a permit can be fined
up to £500. Special weekends will be organised for groups but will be limited.
Full details and copies available at the AGM.
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NORTH YORKS’99

Above Port Mulgrave: (L-R) Jim Goulding, Nick Green, Kevin O’Neill, Gary Morse,
Phil James, Alistair Napier

Friday 1st October
COLD STONE...and WET, WET, WET! 7 am RV at the Funny Farm for Gary, Nick, Kevin and
Anita. Nick and Kev are up and away, hotly pursued by G and A. Unfortunately Gary’s autoroute
directions didn’t quite match up with the road map and caused a little confusion towards the end
of the journey; by the time we’d passed through Pateley Bridge and found Coldstones quarry the
others were already there, Nick and Kev having been joined by Jim, Phil and Alistair. A fine drizzle
had begun to fall as we left the motorway, and was now most definitely turning into rain.
We togged ourselves up in boots and waterproofs, hard hats and fluorescent jackets, dug out
our hammers, and were led away round the perimeter of the enormous workings by the bloke in
charge - he obviously thought we were all as mad as the October hare that bounced down the cliff
in a rattle of small stones and shot across the track between our feet! However, on the extreme
far side they had kindly left us a special heap of broken rocks to play with, and with many a pitying
look he abandoned us there to the rain and the thunder of mighty machinery from the abyss
below.
Coldstones quarry - a classic collecting site with galena, fluorite, aurichalcite, cerussite, calcite,
dolomite, hemimorphite, rosasite, baryte, cinnabar listed as just some of the possible finds. But
with the glasses worn by most of us all steamed up and streaming with water it was difficult to
identify anything much but the silver gleam of galena. The rain had settled to a steady downpour
and Jim, Gary and Kevin soon gave it up as a bad job and set off back to where we had left the
cars. The rest soldiered doggedly on for a while but when it started to hail decided that maybe
enough was enough - what a waste of a brilliant place! Anita had overdone it as usual and could
hardly lift her sack (why do we always have to go to LEAD mines she asked dolefully as she
staggered up the sodden track). What had been insignificant little puddles on the way in had by
now become ankle-deep lakes spreading right across the path but we finally squelched our way
back to the prefab office block where the others were waiting in the dry - we were able to change
out of our sopping clothes and Gary produced what mus t surely take the prize as the best cup of
tea ever!
Next stop Thirsk (the Darrowby of “All Creatures Great and Small”) where Nick had organised
accommodation at the Fourways Guest House - and sure enough, at the junction of four ways it
was, and with a public car park to the rear - our arrival was marked by one of the “ways” grinding
to a complete standstill when our convoy of four cars caused chaos trying to turn right into the
driveway.
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Saturday, 2nd October
AMMONITE, BELEMNITE! Woke to brilliant sunshine. After a one in four climb to cross the
North York Moors, we dropped to the coast north of Whitby, and finally came to Port Mulgrave
where a cold wind threatened to sweep us off the cliff top as we waited for Chris Wallage, an
honorary SMFS member now living in Ilkley, to join us.
It was a long steep haul down to the beach, treacherous going on slimy clay and uneven stone
steps punctuated with dire warnings from Phil about past mishaps - but everyone got there in one
piece and scrambled over the jumbled, weed-grown rocks of a cliff fall to the next bay which was
littered with the remains of ammonites and belemnites. Phil vanished, eventually coming back
with a 6” scallop which had taken him an hour to dig out. It was a good day but the way back over
the slippery boulders was even more hazardous hampered as we now all were with an unwieldy
sack of rocks! Then of course there were all those steps to struggle up again.....nightmare!
We moved on to Whitby Museum, arriving at 4.30 only to find that winter hours had started
that very day and it had closed at four. So we set off back across the moors, still in sunshine but
with heavy rain clouds c reating spectacular effects in the distance. Real “Heartbeat” country as
Anita remarked, only to discover on reading a tourist brochure later on, that that’s exactly what it
was.

Sunday, 3rd October
FLOATING SLIME AT BOULBY MINE: This morning we headed for Cleveland Potash’s massive
Boulby Mine, which runs 15 km underground and at 1200m is the deepest mine in Europe. With
uniformed security guards on the gates it was like visiting an army base. The plant was huge. A
flock of seagulls flew round the smoking chimneys and high tech lawn mowers (sheep) grazed
peacefully outside the admin block. An intriguing dome- shaped building turned out to be a sports
hall!
Unfortunately it wasn’t possible to go underground but we were given a brilliant tour round the
plant and the processing sheds by Richard Simps on, the Treatment Plant Manager. CPL produces
sylvite (potassium chloride) for fertilizers and halite (rock salt) used mainly for de-icing roads. We
were allowed to pick up as many samples of both as we liked from the dumps - the only problem
being that they disintegrate when they get wet! The processing shed was 130ft high and there
were festoons of iron steps with slimy handrails going all the way up to the top. It was very hot the air was thick with salt dust and you could taste it on your tongue. The various processes had
such fetching names as “slime flotation” involving many wheels and waterfalls of foamy red scum.
When we had finally puffed our way almos t to the roof Mr Simpson rashly let on that there was
actually a lift, but he would have been embarrassed for Anita to see all the graffiti with which it
was decorated! This won him a VERY skinny-eyed look (Garfield hard stare) from Anita. By now we
had reached the level of the control room - it looked like something out of Dr Who or Star Trek semi-circular with four TV monitors , four or five computer screens on a central console, and banks
of switches all around the walls.
It was lunchtime before we left - we went on to Whitby and ate in the park where a lame tame
seagull came and cadged for crumbs. This time we got into the museum which was pretty good there was a massive croc, lots of ichthyosaurs, a plesiosaur, even one or two “snakestones”. And
cases full of Whitby jet and a couple of amazing chess sets with the squares made of jet and
polished ammonite sections. And lots of gorgeous model ships.
Later we wound our way up to the Abbey and guess what, there were more steps - 240 of them
(Phil counted!) - to get down to the rather smelly beach. We climbed round the corner into the
next bay - the high shaley cliffs were full of fossils, ammonites, belemnites, small bivalves popping
out like currants - but with bits rattling down from above every few minutes it was somewhat
nerve-racking. Then we climbed back up the 240 steps again!
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Monday 4th October
THE FINAL STEPS: Time to go home, but on the way we stopped off in the Peak District to visit
the Mining Museum at Matlock Bath. It was really excellent, Phil got rather over-excited and was
running round like a kid in a candy store - Kevin got stuck in a make-believe mine shaft. There
were some brilliant minerals on display - including Bob Howie’s collection which rated a whole
showcase to itself.
After the Mining Museum we all went our separate ways south. Gary and Anita stopped for a
coffee at one of the services and guess what - the cafe was on the bridge over the motorway so
that meant yet another flight of stairs! This trip must surely hold the Society (if not world) record
for the number of steps climbed up and down in one weekend!! With creaking knees (and sagging
boot) we finally made it back to the Funny Farm around 5.30. We’d clocked up just on 1000 miles.
AWOL
-=-=-=-=-0-=-=-=-=-
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AND ON TO THE TWENTIES
2000
The arrival of the Millennium saw the election of the following Committee:
Chairman:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Field Trips:
Other Members:

Phil James
Gary Morse
Gary Morse;
Nick Green
Jim Goulding, Barbara Thomas, Mike Penfold, Anita Wolfe.

PROGRAMME FOR THE YEAR:
18 Jan

15 Feb
27 Feb
12 March
21 March
8 April
18 April
16 May
20 May
26-30 May
20 June
21-25 June
1-2 July
13-16 July
18 July
22 July
12 Aug
8 Aug
15 Aug
19 Sept

AGM: Vote for the best mineral, fossil and micromount finds of 1999. First winner
of the new David Griffiths Trophy (see next page) for the overall best specimen was
Phil James with the large scallop he found at Port Mulgrave (19)
Annual Photographic Competition 17): The Phil Bampton Trophy also went to Phil
James—for full results of both competitions, see p.89.
Eocene fossil collecting at Highcliffe and Barton-on-Sea (14)
Field trip to the Isle of Wight led by Steve Hutt– collecting and visit to the Museum
of Geology at Sandown (13) - see report p.89
Mineral Micromounting – talk by BMS and SMFS member Geoff Deverell. (16)
Field trip to Writhlington Geological Nature Reserve with Rockwatch.
“Lunar Geology and the Apollo Missions” – talk by Jerry Workman (16)
“Geology of New South Wales” – illustrated talk by Doreen Smith, Dorset GA (18)
Field trip to Coleman’s quarry, near Frome (Nick, Gary, Phil B, Mike Penfold,
Geraldine, Tony Holmes, Jason Evans)
Society display at the “Earth Alert” Festival of Geology, Brighton Conference Centre
(see report p.91)
Mike Brooke talk “Fakes and Forgeries in the Mineral World”. Phil James resigned
as Chairman. Jim Goulding agreed to take over (19)
Sainte Marie aux Mines (Mike Brooke, Nick Green, Gary Morse, Anita Wolfe)
For full report see p.94
Society display and sales stand at the Southampton Balloon and Flower Festival
Collecting trip to Devon and Dorset
Practical evening on all aspects of Micromounting (17)
Visit to Haslemere Museum, Surrey
Society display at the Dorset GA Fossil & Mineral Fair, Wimborne
Committee Meeting at Gary’s: Geraldine Hobbs joined Committee as Treasurer
Swap & Sale Evening (21+2)
Talk by Liam Schofield on Rare Minerals (18)
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23 Sept

11th Mineral & Fossil Fair, Eastpoint Centre – The Society’s display was on the
theme of “The Young Collector” and the Dorset GA mounted a Guest display on
“Fossils of Dorset”. There were three illustrated talks: “Animal, Vegetable & Mineral
– an introduction to the World of Minerals & Fossils” by Gary Morse, SMFS;
“Fossil Collecting on the Dorset Coast” by Chris Pamplin, Geological Warden,
Charmouth Heritage Coast Centre; and “Some remarkable British Minerals” by Dr
Bob Symes OBE, former Keeper of Mineralogy at the Natural History Museum,
London. (see p.91)
29 Sep-2 Oct Nick, Anita, Jim and Gary spent a Long Weekend in the St Just area of Cornwall,
staying at the Penellen Hotel, Phillack, nr Hayle. Visited Camborne School of Mines,
Royal Geological Museum (closed due to flooding), Penberthy Croft, Wheal Alfred,
Levant, Botallack, W Wheal Owles, Wheal Edward, Geevor, Carn Galver, Meldon
quarry. (for full report see p.95)
14-15 Oct FLAGS Challenge at Rock 'n’ Gem Show, Kempton Park
17 Oct
“Mineral Collecting: Micro or JCB?” - talk by SMLS member Tony Lee (23)
21 Nov
Talk “The Petrography of Hand Axes” by Dr Alan Woolley BMNH (15)
8 Dec
Christmas Dinner at the Bold Fores ter, Marchwood
19 Dec
Pre-Christmas fun Quiz Night arranged by Mike Brooke (13)

As from the year 2000, this beautiful piece of Connemara marble from the collection of the late David Griffiths
(above right, at Force Crag Mine) has been awarded annually in his memory for the best mineral or fossil
specimen collected or prepared by a member over the previous twelve months. A roll of winners to date together
with photos of some of the winning specimens can be found on p.156
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SOME REPORTS ON THE SOCIETY’S ACTIVITIES
DURING MILLENNIUM YEAR
A Clean Sweep For Phil James
Best Specime n from 1999
The Society AGM is traditionally the time for members to show off the results of their
labours in the previous year. There was a wide range of minerals, micromounts and fossils
from various sites but notably those from the North Yorkshire field trip. Phil James with his
fluorite from Coldstones quarry won best mineral specimen and also best fossil with his
Liassic bivalve (oyster) pseudopecten equivalvis, this too coming from North Yorkshire.
This was additionally voted best specimen overall, making Phil the first winner of the new
David Griffiths Trophy shown on the previous page. There was a three-way tie between
Anita, Jim and Gary for the best micromount.
The Photographic Competition took place as always in February and the results for each
category are given below:
Close-up study:
Print: Phil James - Jurassic Ammonites, a still life.
Slide: Mike Brooke - Fluorite.
Geological feature in the UK:
Print: Anita Wolfe - Limestone cave in South Wales with bridge formation.
Slide: Mike Brooke - Stair Hole, distorted strata.
Worldwide geological feature:
Slide: Anita Wolfe - Karst formations in the Făgăraş Mountains, Romania.
Members engaged in the hobby:
Print: Anita Wolfe -"Reflections" - Jim peering into the mineral cabinet at Boulby Mine .
Building with a geological connection:
Print: Michelle Roussell - Engine houses at Botallack.
(Some categories had no entries).
The best overall photograph was judged to be Phil's Ammonite study for which he was
presented with the Phil Bampton Photographic Competition winners' tankard.
Newsletter No.3, March ’00

A Great Day on the IOW
On Sunday 12th March, in glorious spring weather, thirteen members (Doug & James Barnet,
Jim Goulding, Nick Green, Geraldine Hobbs, Gary, Jan & Denise Morse, Kevin O’Neil, Mike Penfold,
Barbara & Ron Thomas, Anita Wolfe) travelled across to the Isle of Wight for a geology and
collecting field trip. A very early sailing was required as we all met up at Sheppards Chine, near
Hanover Point on the south-west coast, at 9:15. Here we were met by Steve Hutt, from the
Museum of IOW Geology, and his partner Penny, who led us down to view the 120 myo Wealden
Group exposure of fluvial clay mudstones and subordinate sandstones known as the Wealden
Lagoon. Here there are plenty of fossils including many magnificent dinosaur footcasts. Once
pointed out the shape of the casts was obvious and the size of them was amazing. The majority
are of a three-toed species but a cast of a rare four-toed footprint, possibly from a Polacanthus,
was discovered which Steve decided should be preserved in the museum if the land owners, The
National Trust, agreed.
.......Cont’d overleaf
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From here we travelled to Sandown to visit the Museum which Steve had kindly opened for us
on the Sunday. We were given a tour of the museum, viewing not only the collection on public
display but also some of the specimens held in storage including a superb, unique turtle skull from
the island which had been prepared and described by the BMNH. Steve also updated us on the
plans for the new Dinosaur Museum which, although construction work had not yet begun, is due
to be opened in April 2001.
In the afternoon we journeyed to Niton and St. Catherines Point with some of the Island's most
spectacular topography, sculpted by rotational slips out of the Lower Greensand and Upper
Greensand rocks. Here we descended to the beach to collect invertebrate fossils from the many
large blocks of chalky rock. Some good ammonites were found and Steve discovered an extremely
large (c.40 cm) ammonite which, although he failed to remove at the time he assured us he would
return the next day and liberate it. As the sun began to set we thanked Steve and Penny for their
excellent hospitality during the day and returned to Yarmouth for a post field trip drink before we
all departed for our respective ferries home. All agreed that it been a marvellous field trip and that
we should return when the new museum is opened in 2001.
Newsletter No.3, Mar ’00

The rare four-toed footcast possibly bequeathed by a passing Polacanthus
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Chris Pamplin from the Charmouth Heritage Coast Centre gave a talk on “Fossil Collecting
on the Dorset Coast”. He presented some beautiful slides of Charmouth beach scenes and
some of the amazing Jurassic fossils found there. He gave details of his guided tours at
Charmouth (6,000 children; 35,000 visitors each year and specialist collecting in November.)
There are still plenty of opportunities to collect at Charmouth, but from the slumped
material on the beach, not on the cliffs.
Dr Bob Symes OBE, ex-keeper of the Natural History Museum, gave a talk on “Some
Remarkable British Minerals”. Bob is always fairly liberal in his interpretation of time, but his
audience was not the least bit worried. His presentation focused on a number of classic
British mineral locations:










West Cumbria where kidney ore, specularite, baryte and calcite grow in the spaces in the
“loughy ground”, (sometimes known as vugs). The barytes and calcites collected in the
early 1900s are the best in the world.
Across the Pennines we dropped into Weardale, where we saw superb galena and black
jack (sphalerite) and the world-famous fluorites from Weardale in their different colours,
some with enclosed bubbles of fluid.
We stopped by the Hilton mine near Appleby and admiring the beautiful deep yellow
fluorites, noted that they usually existed as simple cubes, while the Weardale fluorites
were commonly twinned. Why?
After a rapid journey to Cornwall to admire the sparable tin from Wheal Wherry which has
the most curious and beautiful crystals on tin ore, the most remarkable for the perfection
of their form and the multiplicity of their combinations. We slipped across the peninsula to
consider the wonderful arsenates, phosphates and chlorides from the St Day area, and we
looked at the best crystal in the world of the deep blue liroconite, on display at the Truro
Museum.
After a look at some gold from Dolgellau and SW England, Bob drew attention to the great
importance of micro kaolinite crystals (china clay) from the altered granites in the St
Austell area, to the porcelain and paper indus tries. He finished with a beautiful ice crystal.
A remarkable crystal indeed!
The drop in numbers attending this Show compared with last year was disappointing.
Was this a result of:





Far too many mineral shows in the UK?
A fine, sunny, hot day after weeks of rain?
An increased awareness of the cost of petrol? Other factors?
I think all mineral clubs and collectors should be concerned. So book next year’s Show
date in your diaries now—it’s an excellent event and deserves your support.
John Pearce, SMLS
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SMFS at SAINTE-MARIE-aux-MINES 2000
“RV your house at 4.15 AM?! You are joking, aren’t you Gary?" - He wasn't! “At this time of
year it’s broad daylight by then” said he blithely - it wasn’t!
We fumbled our way into Hedge End, transferred our baggage to Mike’s car and set off for
Dover in pitch darkness.
Breakfast on the ferry revived me a little; the sun was up by now and the sea was calm. But I
soon wilted again as the day grew ever hotter and we ploughed our way hour after hour across
the agricultural plains of northern France to meet our next challenge - penetrating the defences of
the Hotel Formule I at St. Dié where reception staff and room keys had been superseded by key
pads and entry codes. Having cracked this, time for a nice cool beer you’d think - but no such luck,
it was straight off again to stake Mike’s claim (sorry, register his table) at Sainte-Marie-aux-Mines,
the self-styled “mineralogical cross-roads of Europe!”
This picturesque Alsatian village, a
seamless amalgam of French and German
architectural styles, lies in the Val d’Argent,
and to reach it from St. Dié involved crossing
an 800m pass through thickly-wooded green
hills which in former times had rung to the
sound of blasting and miners’ picks. Today the
place was heaving with a polyglot assembly of
visitors from all over the world; the streets
were lined with dozens of pointy-topped
white tents and several mega-marquees
which for the next few days would house its
37th “annual world-famous Minerals, Gems
and Fossils Show. Within this traditionally
authentic mineralogical and palaeontological
exhibition, more than 550 exhibitors from 40
countries will serve the needs of thousands of
enthusiasts”. So claimed the organisers’ blurb,
and they surely did not lie!
The place was vast; it could take you a
couple of days just to walk round it all. The
pervasive aroma of barbecue smoke drifted
over stalls offering anything from goldpanning and flint-knapping to visiting a
thousand-year old mine; there were beer
tents and hot dog stands, a brilliant mime
artist on the steps of the theatre, live music
and, everywhere you looked - ROCKS! There
were Indians with gorgeous aquamarines (at
equally gorgeous prices!). Moroccans with
desert roses and East Europeans with blue
baryte and black calcite crystals. Massive
clumps of amethyst, rhodochrosite to die for,
whole tree trunks of fossil wood - you name
it, it was there, including, not only plenty of
rarities to excite the connoisseur, but also a fair bit of tat mixed in with the real McCoy, just to
keep you on your toes!
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Mike’s pitch was in one of the marquees; our neighbours were two Chinese girls with vast
quantities of fluorite to sell - across the way three Poles sat behind a table over-flowing with Baltic
amber and did their best to chat up the Chinese girls. On the other side of us a young Bulgarian
displayed marble balls spinning on jets of water. Over the next few days we each tried our hand
with varying degrees of success at both selling and buying; bartering was the name of the game.
The first two days were “dealer days” when everything could theoretically be had at wholesale
prices; after that it was Joe Public’s turn but it was still worth taking the time to haggle.
Memorable moments include: the flood that rushed through one of the other marquees during
a cloudburs t (we were lucky, ours had duckboards); Mike’s on-going game of bluff and counterbluff with a pig-tailed vendor over the purchase of a particularly toothsome piece of Chinese
fluorite; the mysterious smell of burning rubber emanating from beneath the car every time we
stopped at the top of the pass; the ton-up dash for the ferry on Sunday.
Anita Wolfe

RAIN and HAYLE—or WET, WET, WET
29 Sept—2 Oct 2000
Watery sunshine, squalls and thunder showers, storm clouds and rainbows – three choruses
of “stormy weather” and pity those poor old bal maidens if Cornwall was always like this!
We met up at the Camborne School of Mines and checked out the excellent museum there,
with particular reference to local specimens. Moving on to the Penellen Hotel at Phillack near
Hayle we checked in to our chalets, admired the magnificent view across Carbis Bay to St Ives, and
went to make the mos t of what remained of the afternoon. One or two minor navigational errors
later we found ourselves fighting for possession of the soggy dumps at Penberthy Croft with a
herd of interested cows - but after an hour or so of trawling around in increasing wind and rain we
were glad to return to base. At this stage we were not too down-hearted, reminding each other
that we’d had previous appalling Friday afternoons (Hemerdon Bal, Coldstones) followed by really
quite pleasant Saturdays and Sundays. Hopefully, this would be another such occasion.
But Saturday dawned grey and damp-looking and we ate breakfast watching the clouds roll in
across the sullen bay – even the rabbit grazing on the lawn outside seemed depressed. Still
optimistic however, we made our way to nearby Wheal Alfred where Jim was foiled in his search
for its fabled pyromorphite (we settled instead for jasper and miscellaneous blue-green fragments
of chrysocolla). But soon the rain came bucketing down again. Time to put Gary’s wet weather
plan into action and we moved on to Penzance and the Cornwall Geological Museum – only to
find it was closed due to flooding!
Don’t bother visiting Cornwall on a Saturday – it all closes down! We were frustrated in our
attempts to visit the Levant Mine Steam Engine and the museums at Geevor Tin Mine and the one
at Zennor – even the famous mermaid church there was locked up when we arrived, but we did
get in thanks to a bell-ringing practice! We also found a small mining exhibition and rock shop at
Pendeen. The rain was still falling in sheets as we moved on through an empty mist-shrouded
landscape to St Ives where water was sluicing down the steep streets to the harbour and we got
thoroughly drenched before giving it up as a bad job and returning to Phillack. By which time the
rain had stopped so we went down to the beach to have a look at the Wheal Lucy adits though the
tide was in so we couldn’t go far. We ate at a pub called the Bucket of Blood and came out to a
crescent moon and a clear sky full of stars! Sod’s really working overtime this weekend!
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Sunday morning it still seemed dry-ish and we decided to try our luck at Botallack. After a minor
detour to Wheal Owls we parked by the newly-(1999)-restored Count House at Botallack Mine and
had an excellent morning hiking along the coastal path to trawl through the dumps at West Wheal
Owls and Wheal Edward – where Gary's Geiger counter went berserk! Among other things, he and
Jim reckoned they found autunite, zippeite, pitchblende, uraninite – there was also a lot of
attractive blue connellite lying around.
Nick and I left them there
and went on round the
headland to find a mythical
plaque to some dead miners
but gave up the search when
a strong wind brought the
rain again – it gusted across
the cliffs in horizontal spears
and we all got soaked getting
back to the cars. Before
leaving we had a quick look
round the Count House and
rearranged our ideas about
which mine was which – then
got drenched yet again trying
to photograph the famous
view of the Botallack engine
houses at the bottom of the
cliff.
We moved on to Geevor
which today was open (as was
Levant, but we didn’t have
time for both). With the rain
still sheeting down outside we
spent a couple of hours
dripping our way through the
museum where there were
some good working models, a
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2001
Chairman: Jim Goulding, Secretary: Gary Morse, Treasurer: Geraldine Hobbs, Field Trips: Nick
Green, Committee Members: John Thomas, Barbara Thomas, Mike Penfold, Anita Wolfe

PROGRAMME:
9 Jan

Committee Meeting at Mike Penfold’s: Geraldine resigned as Treasurer. Everyone
went outside to watch the eclipse of the moon!
16 Jan
AGM, David Griffiths Trophy for Best Specimen was won by Phil James, for his
ammonite Vermiceras scylla from Stowey Hill, Somerset. (For other winners see next
page). Specimen of the Month – Calcite. James Barnet was warmly congratulated
for winning the title of Rock Watch Young Reporter of 2000. (20)
15 Feb
Committee Meeting at Gary’s who had received a call from Jean Hole regarding a
van load of bones she wanted a home for!
20 Feb
Annual Photographic Competition. The Phil Bampton Trophy went to Mike Brooke,
full results are shown overleaf. Specimen of the Month – Ammonites. (20+1)
4 March Eocene fossil collecting at Highcliffe (see report p.100)
20 March “Pyromorphite” - Chairman Jim Goulding talks about his favourite mineral (14)
25 March Fossil-collecting and visit to the Coastal Heritage Centre at Charmouth (see report
p.100)
17 April
“Lunar Geology and the Clementine Mission” – talk by Jerry Workman (14)
20 April
Skittles at the Bold Forester – a social evening to celebrate the Society’s 30th
anniversary. (see report p.101)
6 May
Field trip to the Purbeck area
8 May
Committee Meeting at Barbara’s: Field trips have to be cancelled due to foot and
mouth outbreak. (see p.101)
15 May
“Down to Dorchester – the Geology of a Dorset River ”: talk by Doreen Smith of the
Dorset GA (13)
19 June
Practical evening: Mineral Grains and Micro-fossils – discovering the wonders of
sand – Gary Morse (see article p.101) (18)
19-24 June Sainte-Marie aux Mines (see report p.102)
30 June/1 July Southampton Balloon & Flower Festival. Society display and sales stand.
17 July
BBQ evening social for members and families at Shepherd’s Gutter – a lovely spot in
the Forest where it’s rumoured that shark’s teeth can be found in the Eocene
exposures along the stream. (Washed out - see report p.102)
14 July
Visit to Haslemere Museum
11 Aug
Dorset GA Mineral & Fossil Fair, Wimborne. Society display stand
14 Aug
Committee Meeting : It was agreed to have a look at the Lyndhurst Community
Centre with a view to relocating the Show next year.
21 Aug
Swap & Sale Night (17)
16 Sept
Society display at Bursledon Brickworks’ Open Day
18 Sept
“Mineral Collecting in India”: talk by Mike Brooke (20)
22 Sept
12th Mineral & Fossil Fair, Eastpoint Centre opened by Sandy Jones from Radio
Solent, talk by Martin Munt of Dinosaur Isle Museum
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5/8 Oct

9 Oct
17 Oct
3-4 Nov
20 Nov
14 Dec
18 Dec

Long weekend in Cornwall with Chichester Holidays (Sheila Harper) in Newquay
(cost £85 per head + travel—see report p.102) (Anita, Jim, Nick, Gary, John T) Places
visited: Caradon Mine, Wheal Mary Ann, Wheal Remfrey, Croft Gothal, Wheal
Droskin, Gunheath Pit (rained off), Ting Tang Mine, Craddock Moor.
Committee Meeting at Bold Forester, Marchwood: Jim had received a letter from
Mike and Geraldine resigning from the Committee
“Travels in the Antipodes” - John Thomas’ talk on his 3-month trip to Australia and
New Zealand (16+3)
FLAGS challenge at Kempton Park Rock & Gem Show. Society display on “A Day in
the Field”
“Mineral Collecting in Tsumeb” - talk by Mike Brooke (15+3)
Christmas Dinner at the Bold Forester
Mineral and Fossil Identification Fun Quiz (11)
Winners of the
Best Mineral, Micromount and Fossil of 2000
and Photographic Competition 2001

Mike Brooke won the best mineral category with a splendid sample of heulandite from Tisagon
quarry, 20 km south-west of Aurangabad, Maharashtra State which he collected on his trip to India
with the Sussex Mineral & Lapidary Society in November.
Jim Goulding won the best micromount category with a specimen of hemimorphite, baryte,
galena and cerussite from High Rake, Longstone Edge, Derbyshire.
The best fossil specimen was a beautifully prepared (as always) specimen of Vermiceras scylla,
an ammonite, from Stowey Hill, Somerset entered by Phil James. This specimen was judged to be
the best overall specimen and Phil retained the David Griffiths Trophy for a second year.
The annual photographic competition took place, as usual, in February. There was a good
number of high quality and diverse entries in all categories for both prints and slides and was a
wonderful demonstration of the skills of Society members in recording on film all aspects of our
hobby.
The winners in each category were as follows:
A.
Close up study of a mineral, rock or fossil.
Print: Vivianite, Mike Brooke.
Slide: Rhodochrosite, Mike Brooke.
B(i). Geological feature from the British Isles.
Print: Dolerite intrusion, Meldon quarry, Okehampton, Devon; Anita Wolfe.
Slide: Cligga Head, Cornwall; Mike Brooke.
B(ii). Geological feature from the rest of the world.
Print: Piatra Altarului, Romania, Anita Wolfe.
Slide: The cavansite hole, Wagholi, India; Mike Brooke.
C.
Persons engaged in any aspect of the hobby.
Print: Man holding Polacanthus footprint cast, Anita Wolfe.
Slide: Mike Brooke at Sainte Marie-aux-Mines, Gary Morse.
D.
Buildings with a geological connection.
Print: Stained glass window at St. Marie-aux-Mines Museum, Anita Wolfe.
Slide: Workers accommodation, Mahodri No 2 quarry, India; Mike Brooke.
The best overall photograph, as judged by the members present, was Mike’s slide featuring the
rhodochrosite and thus Mike won the Photographic Trophy, a fine pewter tankard donated by Phil
Bampton, for 2001 and Mike will be added to the list of previous winners.
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HIGHCLIFFE '01
On 4th March, eight members met in the car park
at Highcliffe for our now annual winter trip to collect
along the cliffs towards Barton-on- Sea. The weather
forecast was not good and a cold wet wind was
blowing off the shore, but we have braved worse
before and once down on the beach in the shelter of
the cliffs it was quite pleasant. Once down on the
beach what were obvious were the ravages the winter
weather had taken on the cliff with many tens of
meters width of fallen material for long distances.
Unfortunately this covered the beds in many places
and also presented some very soft, and decidedly
dangerous, patches that would swallow a pair of
Wellingtons, and their contents, in the blink of eye.
The fallen material contained much shelly material and
most of this was crushed beyond recognition but
diligent probing through the clay revealed some good
examples of the smaller bivalve and gastropod fossils
that one usually finds in abundance.
John Thomas found good sized shark vertebrae that
will require some conservation to preserve it. As usual
Geraldine Hobbs found the best teeth. Mike Penfold
found a good piece of what appeared to be leg bone
with an unusual D-shaped cross section. This was too
big to be rabbit or cat and too small to be sheep. It
may be a fox-sized animal and certainly requires some
further investigation by comparison with museum
material.
After two and half hours of collecting we made our
way back up to the car park, stopping to investigate a
large boulder that Phil Bampton had noticed on the
way down. Breaking this up revealed white powdery
coatings and spherical growths. A quick touch on the
tongue indicated the coating may be an aluminium
silicate hydroxide (they cause the tongue to stick to it)
such as kaolinite or dickite. Samples were taken for
further examination. Earlier Phil had also found some
rather splendid gypsum (selenite) crystals, to about 5
mm, but the matrix they were on was rather fragile. A
good day for both fossil and mineral collectors.
-=-=-=-=-=-=-

The “Specimen of the Month” table has been
a great success with some excellent specimens
from members’ collections being displayed at
the first two meetings.
-=-=-=-=-=-=Newsletter No.7, March ’01

Field Trip to Charmouth
Sunday 25th March 2001
Only five members took advantage of the rare
occurrence of fine weather and met in the car park at
The Charmouth Heritage Centre for a fossil collecting
walk along this part of the Dorset Coast. The Foot &
Mouth outbreak had placed restrictions on the Coastal
Path and the activities of the Heritage Centre which
had been closed due to curtailment of their
programme, but there were no restrictions on access
to the beach.
Heading east towards Stonebarrow Hill the first
noticeable thing was the extensive cliff falls that had
taken place over the winter due to the exceptional
rainfall the area had experienced. One particularly long
tongue of material from the Belemnite Marls could be
seen in the distance extending down to the tide line.
Pyritised fossil ammonites were abundant in
clusters on the beach. Mostly these were deformed or
grossly overgrown with pyrites but one or two very
good specimens could be found at most locations.
There were also a large number of “Flatstone” Nodules
on the beach which had fallen from the Black Ven
Marls. These contained a number of ammonites but
were difficult to remove in the field althoug h a few
good specimens were recovered. A few nodules
contained large sections of fossil wood which yielded
good samples with obvious structure of the original
wood. One large boulder found by John Thomas was
found to contain some rather splendid and wellformed pyrite balls that were in perfect condition
which with good curation can be preserved.
Further down the beach we reached the massive
fall which proved to be quite soft and treacherous in
places. In the fallen material were a large number of
good sized, complete belemnites which, with care,
were easily removed from the matrix. After spending
some time here the tide finally forced us back along
the beach retracing our steps. Some of the blue
chalcedony that occurs in the area was found on one
large boulder and good pieces were removed from the
edge that had some reasonable colour.
We returned to the car park and took some time to
browse round the Charmouth Fossil Shop in the
Heritage Centre Building. This is run by Tony Gill who
found the ichthyosaur nearby that was widely
reported in the press. We did not see the ichthyosaur
but there was a good range of fossils from the area
available but at rather high prices. It was originally
planned to moved down to Lyme Regis to visit the
museums but we had spent so long on the beach that
time had got the better of us so we decided to call it a
day and take our finds home.
This was a good day out even if there were just a
few members attending and, given the restrictions on
field collecting at present, was one of the few field
trips that we were able to hold this year.
Newsletter No.8, June ’01
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Mineral Grains and Micro-fossils:
Discovering the Wonders in Sands
"To see the world in a grain of sand and a heaven in a wildflower.
Hold infinity in your hand and eternity in an hour."
From “Auguries of Innocence" by William Blake

At the end of last year when I was thinking about the subject for our Practical Evening I thought that we
should try and diversify a little in our interest and try something different. Sands have always been of interest to
me and I have spent some time studying fascinating sand grains under the microscope. So why not a sand
practical evening? There were several reasons why not, the principal one being that I do not have a large
amount of samples that can be used for study, the subject is very large and there is huge amount of study that
can be performed on sediments. We have just a couple of hours. Nevertheless I decided that would be an
interesting subject and put it in the programme. To increase the number of available samples I thought I would
try an appeal to the geological community and so I sent a letter to the Down to Earth newspaper asking if
anybody could send us some interesting small samples. This was printed as an article on the back page of the
March edition and the response was fantastic.
As a result of the appeal I have had sand samples from all over the UK and the rest of the world arrive on my
doorstep. These have mostly come complete with full details and even photographs of the sites where they have
been collected. We have had samples from individuals with a similar interest, societies and clubs, geological
professionals and even colleges. We have samples from aeolian deposits, glacial deposits, rivers, beaches and
even pyroclastic material from Montserrat. Samples have arrived from Hawaii, America, Iceland, the Greek
Islands and even from a drill site off the coast of Yemen. John Thomas on his travels around Australia met up
with the Western Australia Lapidary and Rock-hunting Club and they sent us a package of sands with some
reference material from commercial deposits. Some fifty different samples of sand will now be available for your
investigation on the night.
To compliment the evening I have written a handout covering different aspects of sand properties and their
study along with a worksheet that will allow you to investigate and record the various properties of sands that
you examine. I hope that you will find this an interesting evening and will give you some insight into the
wonderful world of sand. So come along and try something different.
Gary Morse, Newsletter No .8, June ’01

Skittle Night’s a Knock-out!
The Foot and Mouth Epidemic
and Field Collecting
As this newsletter is being written the spread
of the awful foot and mouth disease is abating
but there are many areas that still remain
under restrictions and outbreaks are still
occurring. The collecting sites we wish to visit
tend to be predominately within the hill farming
areas where sheep are allowed to roam the
fells and moors. These are the areas that have
been most seriously affected. The summer
holidays are rapidly approaching and many
of us may have been considering combining a
break with some collecting.
As responsible collectors we should all
take heed of any notices or restrictions in
place and follow strictly any guidelines given.
Local Tourist Offices, Ceefax, and the internet
are good sources of information so please
check up before you travel and let us support
the farmers in this difficult time. The Society
has suspended all field trips, for the moment,
until the disease is eradicated in all areas.
Newsletter No.8, June’01

This year is the 30th Anniversary of the formation of
the Society and to celebrate the event we held a Skittles
Evening at the Bold Forester in the New Forest. Twenty
members, with their friends and family, came along to
join in the fun. It was good to see old faces from the
Society and meet the families of members we only see at
evening meetings.
The evening was great fun with a competitive edge
from people showing their range expertise on the skittle
alley, including resetting the pins, but the majority of the
high scores were pure luck. With prizes of bottles of wine
on offer for the highest and lowest score for both men
and women the competition was intense. There was
even a hint of tactical play with some people trying not
to score, or was it they were unlucky as claimed. There
was also a bit of good natured barracking particularly of
Gary who was incapacitated by a broken toe and
crutches despite his claims that there was no unfair
advantage to bowling with three legs.
A buffet meal was served during the interval to refuel
for the second half rounds and the evening finished off
with a one pin knockout competition. Which rounded off
a knockout evening.
Newsletter No.8, June’01
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Shepherd’s Gutter in the Rain

SAINTE MARIE-aux-MINES

Unfortunately the planned evening collecting and
barbecue at Shepherd’ s Gutter in the New Forest was
a complete wash out due the persistent heavy rain
that fell all day. Despite the inclement weather two
people ventured out for an evening’s collecting.
Arriving in the car park at 6:30 the rain subsided and
the sun came out. By 7:00 we decided to give it a go.
We did not know where to look, the stream was in full
spate due to the rain and the light was not brilliant;
but we found some fossils on an exposed bank on the
side of the stream. Some very good Turritella species
were found loose in the litter covering the bank. By
8:30 the sun was setting and the light fading fast so we
called it an evening having enjoyed a pleasant foray
with some success.
Newsletter No.9, Sept’01

In June this year four members made the annual
pilgrimage to this, the major European Mineral, Gems
and Fossil Exposition in the beautiful Alsace region of
France. This year we travelled overnight to arrive
earlier on the Wednesday to allow Mike Brooke to set
up his stand earlier and to allow us to familiarise ourselves with what was available early on.
Once again we were not disappointed. The range of
minerals and fossils available was astounding with
some very good bargains, especially if you were
prepared to haggle. The displays and events put on
around the area were all once again superb and this
greatly enhances the overall carnival atmosphere that
this show seems to generate.
Newsletter No.9, Sept’01

A WEEKEND IN CORNWALL
by John Thomas
Four members of the Society set off for Cornwall on Friday 5th October, the fifth member
joined us on Saturday. The day started bright and sunny and it was lovely all the way to
Okehampton, then as we went deeper towards Cornwall; the rain started. Spits & spots at first but
the further we went the harder the rain got and we arrived at our first port of call, Caradon Mine
and the village of Crows Nest, in a torrential downpour. We stopped at the eponymous, and
excellent, local pub for a bite to eat and a “soft drink” then, despite the rain still falling hard, Gary,
Anita and me decided to brave the weather and have a look at the mine. Wisely, Nick decided to
stay in the car. We walked from the pub to Caradon but we did not stay there long for it was too
wet and windy and within a few minutes we were soaking wet through, so it was back to the cars
and on to Newquay. We were staying at the Chichester B&B with Sheila Harper and Steve Hebdige
who run interest holidays in Cornwall especially for mineral collectors and also provide excellent
accommodation and meals.
Saturday was a lovely day, but a bit blustery and we were going to Wheal Remfrey, a china clay
pit near Indian Queens. We travelled in the Chichester minibus with Steve & Sheila who provide
everything including packed lunches. Jim met up with us at the site. Many minerals to look for,
mostly micros, some of the minerals found at the pit are topaz, rutile, anatase, fluorite, torbernite
and tourmalines plus many more. We spent all morning there, leaving about 13:30 to move on to
Croft Gothal, an old mine tip near St. Hilary . This mine has a mineral list that’s as long as your arm,
all micros. A few easily found are apatite, bayldonite, bismuth, olivenite, mixite and monazite. An
excellent day and good collecting—we arrived back at the B&B about 18:00. We had dinner then
spent the rest of the evening out in Steve & Sheila’s workshop, fitted with about eight
microscopes, sorting our finds from the day.
Sunday we’re up with the lark and down for breakfast. But guess what? It’s raining hard and
blowing a gale! Today we were going to Gunheath china clay pit. Sheila had said that there are a
lot of good minerals coming out of Gunheath, but could we go collecting? Not on your life; the rain
and wind would not let us out of the minibus. With loose rock being washed off the faces, it was
considered dangerous to work in these conditions.
So it was off to Wheal Droskin on the beach at Perranporth where waste rock that had been
used to block the adits are cemented with aragonite and had fallen down to the beach. (This was
later found to have an excellent fluorescence). We had about an hour there and then
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we moved on to Ting Tang mine tip at Gwennap - and it’s raining again! Some of the minerals
found at Ting Tang are olivenite, scorodite, malachite, cornwallite; Gary found some rare
connellite and liroconite, I found some nice micro’s of olivenite & scorodite. Sunday turned out
not too bad but we were all tired, wet and mucky. So it was back to the Chichester for a scrub
down, a good Sunday roast and talk over the day’s activities. After dinner we were out to the
workshop until late, sorting, cleaning and reviewing our finds from the day.
Monday we packed our bags ready for the off for we were going home today. At break- fast
Sheila was talking about trying Gunheath again but it was decided it would be too mucky so on the
way home we called instead at another old mine tip on Craddock Moor near St. Cleer, It was very
windy up on the moor but we found some pharmacosiderite and good fluorite (for Cornwall)
amongst others. We all arrived safely home following rainbows all the way after what I would say
was a very successful weekend in spite of the weather. I just wish that we had more members
taking part.
Newsletter No.10, Dec ’01
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2002
Chairman: Jim Goulding, Secretary: Gary Morse, Treasurer: Nick Green, Committee Members:
John Thomas, Barbara Thomas, Anita Wolfe
15 Jan
19 Feb
3 March
17 March
19 March
25 March
16 April
28 April
12 May
19 May
21 May
18 June
June
28 June
6-7 July
16 July
10 Aug
18 Aug
20 Aug
7 Sept

13-16 Sept

17 Sept
21 Sept
15 Oct
2 Nov
19 Nov
13 Dec
17 Dec

AGM, Best Specimen competition for David Griffiths trophy won by Mike Brooke
(full results on next page) (16)
Annual Photographic Competition: the Phil Bampton trophy went to Mike Brooke
for the second year running (full results overleaf) (22)
Trip to Isle of Wight fossil-collecting and visit to new Dinosaur Isle Museum (see
report on next page)
Field Trip to Moon’s Hill (report p.107)
“Collecting in the USA” – talk by Jerry Armstrong from Atlanta (21+5) (see p.107)
Field Trip to Merehead quarry
“Geology of Saturn and its Moons” – talk by Jerry Workman (16)
Fossil-collecting at Lyme Regis
Club display at Bursledon Brickworks open day
Field trip to Writhlington Geological Nature Reserve to collect Carboniferous fossils
(see report p.109)
“Sussex Dinosaurs” talk by John Cooper from the Booth Museum, Brighton (16+2)
“Professional Mineral & Fossil Collecting in Bolivia” – talk by Bob Maurer of
Maurer Minerals & Fossils (15+1)
Ste Marie-aux-Mines (see report p.109)
Summer Social evening – BBQ and Eocene fossil-collecting at Shepherds’ Gutter,
Bramshaw (see report p.109)
Southampton Balloon & Flower Festival – Society display and stand
Practical Evening – Field Identification Master Class! (11)
Society stand at Dorset Fossil & Mineral Fair, Wimborne
Society Display at Bursledon Brickworks
Swap & Sale Evening (18+3)
13th Mineral & Fossil Show – Lyndhurst Community Centre: Society Display on
“Fossils and Minerals of the Hampshire Basin” and Russell Society Guest display on
the Mendips. Over 700 visitors! (see p.109)
Long Weekend to Betws-y-Coed (see p.110) (Jim Goulding, Nick Green, John
Thomas, Anita Wolfe) Stayed at Bryn Llewellyn Guest House in Betws-y-Coed.
Places: Llyn Clywedog, Dylife, Parc No2, Hafna Mine, Great Orme Head, Llechwedd
Slate Caverns, Cyffty Lead Mine, New Pandora Mine, Nant-y-Cagl (Eaglebrook).
“The Evolution of Birds”- talk by John Jackson (13+10)
Rockwatch event at the Oceanographic Centre – display and sales (report p.110)
Talk by Rob Bowell - “The Close Relationship between Elephants, Bat Guano and
Zeolites” (10+1)
FLAGS Challenge competition at Kempton Park
Talk by Gary Morse “Minerals and Medicine” (17+3)
Christmas Dinner at St Jacques, Copythorne
First “Recenseo Annus” by Gary Morse (12+2)
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THE BEST OF 2001
At the 2002 AGM members brought along their best finds from 2001. These were a little sparse
this year as collecting in 2001 had been curtailed by the foot and mouth epidemic but there was
still a good display. The best mineral was a superb azurite collected by Mike Brooke on his trip to
Tsumeb with SMLS. This took the overall best specimen prize and Mike was accordingly awarded
the David Griffiths Trophy.
The best fossil was a very well-prepared specimen of the bivalve Exogyra latissima collected by
Phil James from the Perna Beds of the Lower Greensand at Atherfield Point, Isle of Wight in
September 2001.
The best micromount mineral was won by John Thomas with a group of small pale violet
fluorite cubes on calcite collected at Halecombe quarry.
This year the Society has a large number of collecting trips arranged so we should have a good
display of specimens for the next AGM.

A VISIT TO DINOSAUR ISLE
On Sunday 3rd March the Society visited the Dinosaur Isle Museum at Sandown, Isle of Wight.
Eight members of the Society left Southampton on the ferry to Cowes and some of us had a tour
of the bridge and watched the ferry being docked. At the museum we met Martin Munt, the
Curator. First he gave us an introduction to the museum and its running, he also told us about the
Education Centre and how it works with hands on study for children. Members donated material
to the museum and for use in the Centre.
Then we had a guided tour of the museum which was very informative and interesting. You
start with early man and work
back- wards through time until you
Dinosau r Isle M useum
reach the dinosaurs. In the main
Isle of Wight
hall you can see the dinosaurs that
have been found on the island. The
atmosphere is given by loud roars
and effects. You also have interactive things to do like smell the
breath of the dinosaur—a hold
your nose job! The museum had
65,000 visitors in its first 7 months
We thoroughly enjoyed our time
there.
After a meal at The Wight
Mouse Inn we headed for Rocken
End at St Catherine's Point to
collect. Sad to say, the steps over
the lighthouse wall have been
removed and the footpath diverted
due to cliff falls. As the time was
getting on we could not follow the
long diversion and had to set off to
catch the ferry home. But all in all a
very good day, even if we weren’t
able to do any collecting.
Material on this page takenJohn
from Thomas
Newsletter No.11, April’02
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PHOTO COMPETITION RESULTS 2002
CATEGORY A: Close up study of a mineral, rock or f ossil.
Print: Halotrichite - Mike Brooke.
Slide: Calcite - Mike Brooke.
CATEGORY B(i): Geological feature in the British Isles.
Print: Waterfall in the Cuillin Hills, Skye - James Barnet.
CATEGORY B(ii): Ge ological feature in the rest of the world.
Print: Gozo, Malta - Anita Wolfe.
Slide: Wave Rock , Australia - John Tho mas.
CATEGORY C: People engaged in the hobby.
Print: Gary & John at Halecombe - Anita Wolfe.
Slide: Collecting azurite und erground in Tsumeb - Mike Brooke.
CATEGORY D: Buildings with a geological connection.
Print: Limestone quarry on Gozo - Anita Wolfe.
Slide: Old mines at Tsumeb - Mike Brooke.
We also had a new category for digitall y-enhanced photographs
where Mike Brooke exhibited some artistic and colourful pri nts that
he had produced on hi s computer. The one members considered
the best was a quartz crystal superi mposed on the Sun.
Mike’s Halotrichite was adjudged to be the bes t photograph
overall and he therefore retained the Phil Bampton Photographic
Trophy for the s econd year running.
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SMFS at MOONSHILL
by Anita Wolfe
Sunday 17th March saw Gary, Nick, John, Chris, Phil and Anita congregating at Moons Hill
quarry in the Mendips where they were joined by Mike Penfold and his American guests, Jerry
Armstrong and Judy Florence from Atlanta, who he had met via the internet. Jerry, a retired
fireman, is a member of the Georgia Mineral Society and a mineral and fossil dealer with his own
website; he and his partner were keen to participate in one of our field trips during their short visit
to this country.
The morning was spent in Stoke quarry, across the road from Moons Hill, where quarrying has
resumed. After returning to the cars for lunch, we then set out into the older part of the workings
which spiral down some five hundred feet into an almost circular crater. We confined ourselves to
the upper levels but even so the going was somewhat treacherous in places, with deceptively deep
pools of water across the width of the track, and it wasn't long before poor Judy got a boot full of
sludge.
Up to now the weather had remained reasonably fine, although possibly a little cold and windy
for our visitors who had arrived from warmer climes only the day before. However, by about half
past two the skies really darkened in earnest and it started chucking it down with rain, so most
people began heading back for their cars.
Even so, it had proved quite a productive trip, with the minerals found including laumontite,
heulandite, epidote, calcite, chlorite, chalcedony, malachite and other copper minerals. Chris went
home with a particularly nice specimen of calcite, and almost everyone's collecting bags certainly
finished up heavier than when they started out!

Foreground: Judy Florence, Chris Robinson, Mike Penfold, Jerry Armstrong

The “American Connection” continued on the following Tuesday evening when Jerry gave the
Society an excellent talk on collecting in the USA . This was illustrated by fossils collected by Jerry
in his home state of Georgia. There was a lively question and answer session at the end which
concentrated on the restrictions imposed on collecting in the USA and the penalties that could be
levied. Members were given samples of US minerals and fossils by Jerry. Judy took a photograph of
Jerry and the members present and this was posted on the Georgia Mineral Society website at
https://www.gamineral.org/art/armstrong.html (it is still there in March 2018 - Ed)
(Newsletter No.11, April ’02)
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SAINTE-MARIE-AUX-MINES 2002
A simple story of three guys meandering in France
by Liam Schofield
When I tell some people I spent up to eight hours in a car when I went on holiday, they say “Why not go
by plane?” I simply tell them “Where’s the fun in that?” That is the length of the journey it took Mike, John and I
to travel to the show, although I have to confess a very large proportion of that I spent sleeping and a very
enjoyable sleep it was.
Now, about the show. Much like typical British shows with mineral dealers, “healie feelies”, jewellery,
fossils and a general mix of assorted knick-knacks to satisfy every taste under the sun. The difference is that
there are hundreds upon hundreds of dealers from all over the world, most notably from Germany, China and
the ever-present Moroccans. The Moroccans were most prominent with at least one in every tent or street in
the show. A lot of the stuff was utter rubbish but
WRITHLINGTON
some, as Mike can verify, is of good quality. As the
On Sunday 19th of May six members and majority of the minerals in which I am interested are
guests met at Writhlington Geological Nature Reserve the rarities, last year I had taken note of the best
(WGNR) near Radstock to collect Carboniferous fossils dealers to visit and the minerals on show were superb.
from the old colliery waste
I have to confess I did pick up a few nice pretties - oh I
tip that is preserved as an SSSI by the am so ashamed!
Geologists’ Association. This was our first visit here for
Well - no point in dwelling on the past, but it
a few years and it was obvious that the site had was a really nice bit of silver. Sainte-Marie-aux- Mines
changed considerably. The area was quite overgrown is one of the best and most enjoyable shows I have
and the trees planted on the landscaped areas have ever been to. I am considering visiting an American
now reached a good size. The site has been rather show next year. If I do go to America can I recommend
neglected over the years and not turned over regularly that you try to take my seat in Mike’s car as it is
as it once was, because possible structural defects in definitely one of the best experiences I have had in my
the bridge over the Wellow Brook will not allow access comparatively short time collecting, and I’m sure it
would be one of yours.
for a JCB.
We were prepared for this and came
equipped to dig. It was not long before small
SUMMER SOCIAL
specimens of the Carboniferous flora were found,
On the evening of Friday 28th June members
although large specimens seemed hard to find. of the Society with their families and friends met up at
Eventually after some digging Jean-Paul turned up a Sheppards’ Gutter near Bramshaw in the New Forest.
large flat plate of shale that split into four layers, all This was a repeat of the social evening and collecting
well-covered with leaves of the club mosses that was washed out last year and this time the
lepidodendron and sigillaria amongst others. These weather was perfect. The BBQ was hot and well
were kindly shared out and after lunch we moved on.
stacked and we enjoyed an alfresco meal and social
As we were so close we had decided to visit gathering before the more dedicated of us headed off
the Radstock Museum. This has re-located from its into the stream to look for the Eocene fossils that
original barn outside the town to the magnificent old occur in the area. Though the water level was good
indoor market in the centre of Radstock. The museum and low only a few turritella were found, but Kevin,
has a wide range of exhibits including an excellent sieving the mud from the banks, turned up some good
display on the history of the Somerset Coalfield micro-fossils which he carefully placed in plastic boxes
including its fossils. This museum is well worth a visit if for further identification. Those who were not
you are in the area.
collecting enjoyed fun and games in the sun.
(above articles reprinted from Newsletter No.12, Aug’ 02

SHOW TIME SUCCESS
This year’s Show in its new venue at Lyndhurst was “a spectacular success for the
Society with over 700 people attending the event. The displays by the Society on
“SMFS in the Hampshire Basin” and by the Russell Society on “Mendip Minerals”
were particularly well-received.” Other exhibitors included the Dorset Group of the GA
with a display on the geology of the area, Southampton University’s School of Ocean &
Earth Sciences with a stand promoting their degree courses and the Wessex Lapidary &
Mineral Society with a display of craft.
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We were soon weighed down with specimens of galena, sphalerite, pyrite, siderite and
hydrozincite. From there we moved on to have a look at the preserved remains of the Hafna Mine
and Mill, - operational between 1879 and 1915, it was unique among the Gwydyr mines in having
its own smelting house. After lunch we drove to visit an amazing Bronze Age copper mine at Great
Orme Head - to put this in perspective, the 4000 year old workings were actually in operation at
the time Stonehenge was being built! It had all been dug
out by hand with tools made of stone and animal bone
and the walls in places still shone green with malachite; we
were able to scavenge a few souvenir scraps from the
graded slopes below the cable car station.
On Sunday we returned to Blaenau Ffestiniog to explore
the Llechwedd Slate Caverns. The impressive Deep Mine
Tour offered ten different son et lumière presentations,
with harp music and the voices of long-dead miners
echoing eerily through the rocky caverns and across an
underground lake. Above ground, a closer inspection of
the slate rubble showed that much of it was encrusted
with tiny pyrite cubes winking in the sunlight.
Back in the Gwydyr Forest we checked out a couple
more of the mines there; first the Cyffty Lead Mine where
Jim was happy to discover white fluffy balls of the rare
dundasite. We then moved on to the New Pandora Mine
where I found a segment of a two-inch pyrite ball close by
the road; the upper dumps were extensive and scenic, but
the mix was much as before with disappointingly little to
be found in the way of secondaries.
And then it was Monday and time to head for home.
We again broke the journey in Mid-Wales, this time at
Nant-y-Cagl (Eaglebrook) Mine where we spent a happy
hour or two picking up malachite, cerussite, dolomite,
pyrite, chalcopyrite, linarite, galena (tarnished to a bright
metallic blue), and something which Jim thought might be
serpierite. A good end to what had been an excellent
weekend.
Oh, and just for once, the weather throughout was
stunning!
AWOL
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2003
Chairman Jim Goulding, Secretary Gary Morse, Treasurer Nick Green, Field Trips John Thomas,
Members Barbara Thomas, Anita Wolfe
21 Jan

AGM (19):
David Griffiths Trophy competition for best specimen won by Phil James
(detailed results on next page)
18 Feb
Annual Photographic Competition—Phil Bampton Trophy won by Michael Haskell (full
results on next page) (22)
23 Feb
Fossil-collecting on Highcliffe beach (see p.114)
9 March
Field Trip to Climping beach to collect pyrite nodules (see p.114)
18 March “Mines and Minerals of Nevada” – talk by Rob Bowell (20)
5 April
Moon's Hill quarry - Joint FT with the Russell Society (see p.114)
15 April
“Geology of the Falkland Islands, South Georgia and the Antarctic Peninsula” – illustrated
talk by Anne Fereday (18+3)
19 April
Field trip to Halecombe quarry, Mendips
11 May
Bursledon Brickworks Community Showcase – Society display and sales
15 May
Committee Meeting at Barbara’s: Jim reported on a Symposium he had attended at
Salford University in April for which the Society had paid his expenses. This one-day
Conference on the theme of “Mineral collecting and conservation - hammering out a
future?” had been jointly convened by English Nature, the GA’s Geoconservation
Commission and the Russell Society. Jim’s delegate statement and further thoughts
following the event are included on p.115
20 May
“Amber” – talk by John Cooper, Booth Museum, Brighton (22+2)
25 May
Field trip fossil-collecting at Bracklesham (see p.117)
31 May
Visit to Haslemere Museum and Gavin Malcolm’s UV collection (see p.117)
1 June
Field trip to Whatley quarry, nr Frome
17 June
“Planetary Mass Imbalance as the primary force for Tectonic Movements” – Bob Maurer
(17)
21-22 June Kite Festival, Lordshill, Society Display and Sales
5-6 July
Southampton Balloon & Flower Festival, Society Display and Sales
12 July
Fossil-collecting at Burton Bradstock (see p.117)
15 July
Practical evening – What’s in the Box? (14)
9 Aug
Wimborne Show, Society display
19 Aug
Swap & Sale (17+1)
24 Aug
Social Evening & BBQ in John T’s garden
6 Sept
Our Show, Lyndhurst Display: Silica in the United Kingdom (see p.115)
12-14 Sept Long weekend to Mid-Wales (full story p.118) (Jim Goulding, Nick Green, Gary Morse, John
Thomas, Anita Wolfe)
16 Sept
Talk by Gary Morse - Classic Minerals of Europe (15 )
11 Oct
Field trip to Cassington Pit (see p.120)
21 Oct
“Mineral Collecting in Namibia” – Illustrated talk by John Pearce (20)
8 Nov
GA Reunion, UCL – Society display
18 Nov
Nostalgia Night – Our Society through the Years (19)
8 Dec
Committee Meeting at Jim’s: Nick had bought the first-aid kit. Anita had produced
membership cards.
12 Dec
Christmas Dinner at the Shoe Inn, Plaitford.
16 Dec
“Recenseo Annus” – a Powerpoint review of the SMFS year by Gary Morse (15)
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BEST SPECIMEN COMPETITION 2003
Best Mi neral:
Jim Gould ing - Sphalerite, Siderite and Hydrozincit e fro m Parc Mine, Gwydyr, Aberconway, Gwyn edd.
Best Foss il:
Phil Ja mes— Jurassic Bivalve assemblage
Best Mi cromount:
Joint winners: Jim Gou lding— Dundasite, Cyffty Mine, Llanrwst, Gwynedd.
Anita Wolfe - Lenticular Barytes, Wick quarry, South Glouces tershire

The Dave Griffiths Trophy
was awarded to Phil James fo r his superbly-prepared fossil specimen

PHOTO COMPETITION 2003
Close-up study:
Print: Mike Brooke—Green apophyllite and kyanite
Geological feature in the UK:
Print: Anita Wolfe - Barytocelestite vein, Hampstead Farm quarry
Worldwi de geological feature :

Print: Anita Wolfe - Doubtful Sound, New Zealand
Slide: Mike Brooke—Inselberg, Namibia
Members engaged in the hobby:
Print: Anita Wolfe - Jim at Great Orme
Building with a geological connection:
Print: Anita Wolfe—Hafna Mine
The new category for Digitally-produce d Photographs

was won by Michael Haskell with a Grand Canyon composite for which he was also awarded the
The Phil Bampton Trophy
Gary and John at H alecom be quarry
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FOSSIL-HUNTING AT HIGHCLIFFE, FEB '03
by J W Thomas
It was an early start this year to the Society’s annual field trip to Highcliffe looking for Eocene
Fossils in the Barton beds — we had to meet in the car park at 08:30 on a winter’s morning in
order to catch the tide. The day started with some light rain but it was mild, nine members were
present: Phil Bampton, Jim Goulding, Nick Green, Chris Humphries, Gary Morse, Cliff & Val Rayner,
John Thomas and Anita Wolfe. We set off to the beach (after a hot drink) checking the sea
defences of Portland stone to see if any brown barite was still visible. The winter’s rain and gales
had done a lot of damage to the cliffs and there has been considerable slumping, with part of the
Barton beds mixing with the gravel on the beach, but everybody got down and started looking for
fossils and minerals. We spent about three hours on the beach.
Everybody found some fossils and minerals. Gary collected some calcite by breaking up a
septarian nodule. Val & Cliff on their first trip with the Society found some fossils and were quite
pleased with their finds. I found a nice gastropod Sycostoma pyrus and Athleta athleta, fossil
wood, and bivalves Cassatella sulcata and many micro-fossils; Jim found a shark’s tooth - I think
this was the only one.
As this was the first field trip I had organised I was pleased that the day went well. Everyone
enjoyed the collecting - and the sun came out to make a pleasant day.
(from Newsletter No.15, May ’03)

CLIMPING BEACH, March '03

MOON’S HILL, April '03

We went to Climping in the hope of collecting
iron pyrite nodules. The day started well. I picked up
Gary and we made our way to Climping in about 1½
hours. In all there were five members - Gary Morse,
Cliff & Val Rayner, John Thomas and Anita Wolfe.
We had expected the tide to be well out by 9:30
am but a strong on-shore wind was keeping the tide
up; however that did not stop hardened mineral
collectors like us. So down on to the beach we went
to look for the nodules and guess what - not a single
one was to be seen! We walked from one end of the
beach to the other and found nothing except one
grotty bit of pyrite, so we went to look at the sea
defences.
The very large boulders at the far end of the
beach are larvikite (a coarse grained syenite with
orthoclase feldspar showing a wonderful blue
schillerisation like labradorite) from Sweden. We all
collected a few small pieces of the rock which
contains other minerals. I have some in the tumbler
polishing and have two pieces on the lap now. I am
also polishing a slab for Val & Cliff. Gary found some
good bronzite. The day was very cold but fine and I
think everybody enjoyed the day even if we did not
find what we went for.
(J W Thomas, Newsletter No.15, May '03)

This was a joint field trip between SMFS and the
Russell Society. We met up in the car park at Moon’s
Hill quarry at 10:00am—there were
13 members of the Russell Society and five from
the Southampton Society (not quite true, some of
the Russell Society members are SMFS members
too). The members from SMFS were Phil Bampton,
Jim Goulding, Gary Morse, John Thomas and Anita
Wolfe, all Russell Society members as well.
The day started cold but the sun did come out
eventually and we all kitted up and headed off to
Stokes quarry, across the road, which is similar
geology to Moon’s Hill. We spent about an hour and
a half in this quarry but not much was found—the
copper mineralisation discovered a year ago had
been completely removed so we moved across to
Moon’s Hill quarry.
The stone quarried here is volcanic in origin
comprised of pyroxene-andesites—more commonly
known as “Basalt”. We were looking for agates,
copper minerals, epidote, and members of the
zeolite group of minerals. Gary found chrysocolla
and malachite and agate. I found epidote crystals,
chrysocolla (I think) and Anita found the same.
We left the quarry about 4:30 pm—it had been
good to meet and talk to different people from the
Russell Society, all of whom have different levels of
knowledge so we can learn from one another. Good
rock hunting!
(J W Thomas, Newsletter No.15, May '03)
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ON WITH THE SHOW
This was our second year at the Lyndhurst Community Centre and following a hasty reshuffle
of tables after a couple of dealer cancellations, the day went very well. Numbers through the
door were lower than the previous year but many dealers reported good sales.
A highlight of the Show was the guest display by Sussex Mineral & Lapidary Society
—”Overseas with SMLS”, illustrating ten years’ worth of their members’ collecting journeys to
areas such as Siberia, India, Africa and Europe, and accompanied by some superb specimens.
The SMFS display was “Silica in the United Kingdom” on occurrences of silica varieties in the
UK, and drew a lot of attention from visitors. Other displays were by the Dorset Geologists and
Southampton University’s School of Earth Sciences who had microscopes for people to view
thin sections and micro-fossils.
(Newsletter No.16, Jan’04)

THOUGHTS ON THE FUTURE OF MINERAL & FOSSIL COLLECTING
by Jim Goulding, SMFS Delegate to the Salford Conference, 16 April '03
If I wanted to devise a means of preventing a mateur collecting in a particular area, I would
bring in a complicated system of permits putting the onus on the collector to justify whey he or
she needed to go to that area. If you make it difficult enough, the reaction is likely to be “to hell
with it, I will go somewhere else”. And, maybe, a worthwhile mineral discovery would be lost. The
permit arrangements that now exist on the Caldbeck Fells stifle all scientific investigation into
what mineral species exist on the various sites. The rigid regulation of the system is so complex as
to make it just not worth visiting the Caldbeck Fells any more, and perhaps this is the intention.
We have been told that the permit system was brought in because of the great damage that
had been done to the famous sites. Members of our Society visited all the famous sites about a
month before the ban on collecting came in, and there was hardly any serious damage to be seen.
Of all the many sites visited, only Mexico Mine had some holes dug into it. Richard Barstow did dig
a trench there some years before and many beautiful pyromorphite specimens became available
to collectors at Shows. Nobody complained in those days. Of course, there is always the chance
that commercial interests could destroy sites to obtain specimens, and this does need to be
prevented.
During our visit to the Caldbeck Fells, I did indeed see some very severe damage to the Fell
sides - caused not by mineral collectors, but through hill-climbing by 4x4 vehicles and trials
motorbikes.
As a mineral collector I have three objectives. One is to look for specimens of minerals new to
my collection from a particular site. Two is to try and find new species, not yet recorded from a
particular site. Three is to replace the quality of an existing sample with one of higher standard.
The replaced specimen can then be passed on to another collector, who may not yet have a
sample of this mineral. For this it is necessary to have ease of access, without having to justify the
reason for visiting some site by having an imaginary research programme.
We feel that the system operated by the Dorset Heritage Coast authorities is excellent in that
collecting is encouraged, but they do like to know of any worthwhile finds. Digging into the fragile
cliffs is forbidden for environmental and safety reasons. I believe that commercial collecting is not
permitted. This seems to be a sensible basis for a future code of conduct for collecting throughout
the UK. Of course permission must always be sought before entering any site and any digging must
be filled in before leaving. Leaving holes at any open country site can be dangerous to animals.
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Much of the discovery of new species at sites throughout the country has been greatly helped
by large numbers of amateurs taking home specimens for microscope investigation. A great many
major discoveries over the last two hundred years came from amateur collecting. One has only to
think of Sir Arthur Russell as a typical example of an amateur mineralogist of that time who made
a major contribution to our scientific knowledge of minerals and left a magnificent collection to
the Nation.
************
On his return from the Conference, Jim had the following further comments to make:
Having listened to all the various presentations, all on very relevant aspects of minerals and
geology—it seems difficult to reconcile many of the opposing views on the subject. It is agreed
that some geological sites of importance should not be spoilt by collecting, while others are sites
where collecting could take place without endangering the educational value of the geology. An
overall ban on collecting is not the answer and would result in many new species not being found.
I do not personally believe that collectors are irresponsible morons. At the Conference I did
suggest that very important sites could be labelled as being for educational purposes and to ask
people to respect the area and not collect there. This seemed to be greeted with some derision—
suggesting that such a label would only serve to attract collectors to a site. I do not accept that
serious collectors would behave in this way. If I saw such a label on a site, requesting that it should
be left alone for future groups to study, I would not consider touching it, even if it contained some
interesting minerals. Surely this is a question of changing attitudes by education.
There has been an unfortunate attitude by Local Authorities to old mine sites and dumps in the
past, which has resulted in “tidying up” of valuable and finite mineral specimen resources. These
priceless old sites and dumps have been bull-dozed and the material used as hardcore. This has
happened many times in Cornwall and there are doubt- less many fine mineral specimens under
local roads. The areas have been tidied up and grassed over. At least two very famous sites have
been converted into caravan parks after the removal of valuable dumps. This must not be allowed
to happen again, and one thinks of Penberthy Croft Mine dumps as being vulnerable in this
respect. In Mid-Wales farmers were given grants to improve all their roads and paths. Valuable
dump material was used as hardcore and all the old dumps were removed. The result was that
good examples of minerals could be seen in roads and paths on farmland.
The destruction of mineral sites has done more damage to our knowledge of minerals than any
collecting. Where possible, old mine dumps should be left in place and collecting should be
permitted. A code of collecting conduct could be drawn up to prevent over- collecting by a greedy
minority. I am sure that the majority of collectors do already observe this rule. I feel that with
education it should be possible to bring in a new attitude to collecting in which individuals only
collect a limited number of specimens of one mineral species, abide by any notices put up at
particular sites, and leave sites in good condition by in-filling any holes dug. Any important mineral
discoveries should be reported to the relevant Authority.
JG
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BRACKLESHAM, May’03
Since the loss of the Eocene fossil exposures
at Lee-on-the Solent by beach re-nourishment,
the Society has not collected at an Eocene site
to the east of our area for a few years.
However, last year a successful exploratory visit
was paid to Bracklesham and it was decided to
make this a regular event. So this year five
members spent a Sunday afternoon walking the
sandy beach in search of Eocene fossils and had
some reasonable success. The best find of the
day had to be a good-sized shark tooth,
striatolamia macrota, discovered by Jim in the
tidal wash at the beach edge. The fossil species
found at Bracklesham also include nummulites
and bivalves such as venericor.
(Newsletter No.16, Jan ’04)

BURTON BRADSTOCK JULY ‘03
On a glorious Saturday morning seven
members and one dog met up in the car park
on the front at Burton Bradstock, Dorset for a
walk along the beach to look for Jurassic fossils
from the Inferior Oolite and contiguous
deposits that make up the cliff scenery at
Burton Bradstock. Unfortunately restrictions
were in place regarding dogs on the beach, so
poor Anita had to abandon the collecting trip.
Walking along the beach revealed very little
fallen or exposed new material except for one
good sized boulder of yellow sandstone, half
buried in the beach that appeared to have
reasonable possibilities. A few hits the hammer
revealed the edges of some good sized
ammonites so we set forth to reduce the size of
the boulder and dig it out.
Eventually we managed to turn the boulder
over and thus expose the underside which was
covered with flat ammonites up to 10 – 12 cm
in diameter. There were also belemnites and
gastropods and Val and Cliff discovered what
appeared to be some small vertebrae whilst
inspecting the smaller remains of the boulder.

How this productive boulder had remained
untouched on the beach for so long remains a
mystery but we hope to see some of specimens
recovered from it at a future evening meeting.
Having demolished the boulder and packed
most of it into our rucksacks we decided to
journey a bit further west to Eype. Here we
were rather restricted by the tide but enjoyed
a pleasant if unfruitful walk along the beach.
Nobody in the group really knew the best
collecting areas here and so we were not able
to find anything. We hope to return in the New
Year with somebody who has greater local
knowledge and thus have the chance of rather
more success.
(Newsletter No.16, Jan’04)

Haslemere Museum
and the Fluorescent Mineral Collection
of Gavin Malcolm, May’03
This trip had been on the SMFS programme
for a few years but for various reasons never
materialised; however at long last six members
and a guest, Christine Hodgson – who had seen
the trip on the website and requested to join us
- met up with Gavin Malcolm at the museum in
Haslemere. This is a delightful museum and had
just completed the addition of a new wing with
a superbly-appointed custom-built education
centre.
We were met at the museum by John
Betterton who led us through to the Education
Centre and an array of drawers set out on the
tables. These contained the various mineral
collections that the museum holds and include
specimens collected by the eminent geologist
Sir Archibald Geikie (1835 – 1924) former
Director-General of the Geological Survey of
Great Britain. Geikie retired to Haslemere and
was instrumental in the setting up of the
museum in the town. We spent an enjoyable
few hours browsing through the trays and
discovering some wonderful specimens the
likes of which will never be seen again in the
field. Most of Geikie’s collecting took place in
Scotland and the collection holds some
magnificent smoky quartz (“Cairngorm”) and
Scottish agates.
......cont’d overleaf
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Following this we had a tour of the museum and in particular the display about Geikie himself
which includes his equipment, Geological Survey field notebooks and original watercolour
paintings that were used for illustrations in his many geological text books. This is a fascinating and
unique display, well laid out by the museum to allow viewing while yet preserving the delicate
nature of some of the items.
From the museum we made the short journey to Gavin Malcolm’s home set above the valley
with a marvellous view over the Surrey countryside. Gavin is an avid collector of fluorescent
minerals and has part of his garage turned over to displaying these in complete darkness so that
the luminescent properties can be seen to best effect. We split into two groups and whilst one
group viewed the collection the rest sat in the sun in Gavin’s garden and enjoyed a totally
unexpected buffet lunch that had kindly been prepared by Gavin’s wife.
The collection is truly amazing with large pieces of recently-collected material from Stirling Hill
and Franklin in New Jersey, USA. The range of colours and brilliance of the fluorescence and
phosphorescence had to be seen to be believed. A wonderful day. Many thanks to Gavin and his
wife for their hospitality.
(from Newsletter No.16, Jan '04)

MID-WALES — OUR RETURN TO RED KITE COUNTRY
12 –15 September '03
Best Find - The Rhayader Red kite!
Friday: Easy run in the sun to Rhayader - met up with Gary, Nick and John at the Triangle Inn snack lunch and on up to Cwmystwyth - spent the afternoon scavenging on the old dumps which
yielded sphalerite and galena, and a bit of malachite and chalcopyrite. Found quite a nice “slug” of
a galena nodule as we were coming down which Gary managed to detach from its boulder for me
almost in one piece.
Back through Rhayader and along narrow
lanes sprouting grass through the tarmac to
our weekend pad at Beili Neuadd ("Belly
Nude" - or is it "Bally Annoyed"? - apparently
it’s actually Welsh for “Enclosure Hall”). Once
we'd sorted out a few minor details like the
insufficient number of beds and the lack of
(A) power and (B) towels, we had a cuppa to
recover and went back to Rhayader for
dinner at the Crown—which was great until invaded by a crowd of drunken golfers who thought
that to sing was their thing. (They were wrong!)

Saturday: Another glorious morning, stunning light over hills. Watched red kites wheeling
overhead as we ate an excellent breakfast. Off to Dolyhir quarry, renowned for its fine minerals,
but on arrival we were first directed to Strind across the road where we saw not a trace of
mineralisation - very disappointing. Moving back to Dolyhir it wasn't much better - where was all
this wonderful azurite, tyrolite etc. that Jim had been hoping for? In other words, Dolyhir was jolly
bare. The only thing it seemed to contain in profusion was wildlife in the way of kites, buzzards
etc. It was very hot and "sitting-stones" were few and far between - by 3.30 we were all back at
the cars, our collecting bags still unprecedentedly light!
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After drinking everything we could lay hands on, we drove to Gigrin Farm outside Rhayader the Red Kite Feeding Centre. We were too late to see the food put out but there were still dozens
of birds bombing around in a mixed flock of kites, buzzards and ravens - even a heron standing
sentinel at the top of a nearby hawthorn. They treated us to a stunning flying display (apart from
the heron that is) and it was a marvellous sight on such a golden evening and in such beautiful
surroundings - pure magic.
Back at “Belly Nude” we cleaned up and went off to renew our acquaintance with the Sun at St
Harmon. But in the intervening seven years it had changed hands and wasn't a bit like it used to be
- even the life-sized wooden bear was gone—he's been replaced by a fruit machine, sad or what!
Never mind, we had a reasonable meal in the (very) "snug" where he used to sit and were
entertained by a country and western singer called "Royston". Got home just in time to catch the
traditional finale to Last Night of the Proms - but when it turned into Match of the Day I left the
others to it and hit the sack!

Sunday: Up the A44 to Pontardwe and Devil's Bridge from where we wound through tortuous
back lanes to Frongoch - no problem with access here. The dumps had all been shifted since our
last visit - we found some reasonable stuff but not much colour in evidence. Turned very hot
again. Gary got a sunburned neck - John got a poorly toe. Then the motor bike brigade arrived to
play on the heaps and we soon decided it was time to move on!
Back to Pontardwe - brief visit to Llanwernog Silver Lead Mine Museum then up the stunning
"mountain" road round Nant-y-moch Reservoir to the old Eaglebrook dumps. Again a bit
disappointing in terms of collecting, especially after our success there last year, but came away
with a few scraps of linarite and malachite to show for our efforts.
Dinner at the Triangle was very good and pleasantly quiet after the last two nights. They did a
quiz which I felt was put on especially for our benefit as the only other contenders seemed to be
staff! Anyway, good time had by all - and now all we have to do is decide where we're going in the
morning.

Monday: After much debate it was decided to try up in the Llanidloes direction. Stopped at
Cwm Fron (scrubby dumps by a stream through a field). While waiting for someone to find the
farmer, floor show provided by two cows, two calves, three sheep dogs and a lad on a quad bike.
Ensuing chaos on the public highway. Anyway, permission was refused, so we moved on to Van
only to find that the dumps there had all been “landscaped”, i.e. flattened.
After one or two more false starts, we eventually went round Llyn Clwydog to Dylife where we
had a surprising amount of success, including Gary's discovery of a massive pyrite boulder which
Nick demolished with his sledge. It was another gorgeous day and we were all reluctant to hit the
road south—the weekend may not have been very productive in terms of mineral collecting but
for weather and scenery, highlighted by those stunning red kites, it would have been hard to beat.
ANITA WOLFE
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Cassington Pit, Oct ’03
J. W. Thomas
Eight members plus one guest, Russell Society member Adrian Brain, attended this field trip
organised by the Society on a fine October Saturday. We all met at Cassington Pit near Oxford at
10:00, signed the indemnity form and kitted up, John checked that every one had their safety
equipment and we all headed for the quarry. This is an aggregate quarry removing the Pleistocene
Thames valley gravels that are underlain by Jurassic beds.
The minerals we were looking for were calcite and a beautiful blue celestine (some changes to
pink on exposure to sunlight). These are found in enormous septarian nodules, which are very
hard work to break open. There are also fossils there. The bones of Pleistocene mammals such as
woolly rhino and woolly mammoth, including tusks, may be found in the gravels. Ammonites and
belemnites are common, as well as other fossils from the Jurassic Oxford Clay layers.
We had a good day collecting. The best find was by Val Rayner who found part of a dorsal fin
spine from a Jurassic shark, Asteracanthus ornatissimus. Philip Bampton found some teeth (we
think they are horse) and also several bones in the mud overlying the Pleistocene gravels. Neil
Lovesey found a big ammonite that made his day, plus other bits and pieces; Gary worked hard on
a big nodule, then Jim and then John. It was a very enjoyable day and we all came away with some
good specimens.
(Newsletter No.16, Jan’04)
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2004
20 Jan

32nd AGM (23) The Committee was re-elected en bloc. “Following the election, the
meeting turned to lively discussion of the subscriptions. Whilst the Society is financially
well off at present, costs are rising and we are spending around £28 per head of
membership (family members counted as two). As subscriptions are only £6 for single
and £10 for family membership the shortfall must be made up with income from fundraising activities and our annual show. This income is not guaranteed and also relies a
lot on a few individuals who give their time to organise and man tables at shows and
events. After the discussion it was decided that should the available total funds drop
below a set trigger point then the subscriptions will be increased. Thus subscriptions
will remain the same for the present.” The proposed introduction of a
membership/loan card was next for discussion, this being put forward as a method of
keeping track of Society equipment and books which have been known to go astray
when no record exists of who has borrowed them. This proposal was accepted and the
card system introduced on the evening for those renewing at the time.
The AGM was followed by refreshments and the annual “Best Specimen” competition.
The David Griffiths Trophy was won by Val Rayner with her Asteracanthus ornatissimus
– section of dorsal fin spine from a Jurassic shark – from Cassington Pit. For full results
see p.122
17 Feb
Photographic Competition (18) Joint winners of the Phil Bampton Trophy Anita Wolfe
and Michael Haskell.
(Full results on p.123)
29 Feb
Fossil-collecting at Highcliffe (see p.123)
16 March “New Isle of Wight Dinosaurs” – talk by Dr Darren Naish of Portsmouth University (20)
28 March Field Trip to Climping Beach to collect pyrite nodules (see p.123)
20 April
“Effects of Geology on aspects of a Dorset Valley” – illustrated talk by Doreen Smith of
the Dorset GA (17)
24 April
Field Trip to Whatley quarry, Mendips (see p.124)
9 May
Fossil-collecting at Eype led by Neil Lovesey (see p.124)
18 May
“Mars Global Surveyor” - talk by Jerry Workman, Astronomical Society of Harringay
(17)
15 June
“Mines and Minerals of Weardale” – talk by Chris Finch, Oxford Mineral & Lapidary
Club (19)
19-20 Jun Kite Festival, Lordshill, Society display and sales
26 June
Eocene fossil-collecting at Bracklesham (see p.124)
3-4 July
Southampton Balloon & Flower Festival – Society display and sales
20 July
Practical evening – Micro-minerals & fossils under the microscope (14)
24 July
Field trip to Moon's Hill quarry (see p.125)
7 Aug
Wimborne Show - Society display
17 Aug
Swap and Sale (17)
22 Aug
BBQ in John T’s garden
4 Sept
Society Show, Lyndhurst - rather a disappointing year as numbers through the door
were down again although feedback from the dealers was favourable and the majority
had a very successful day. A total of 471 people came through the door, 345 adults and
126 children. The refreshments made a healthy profit of £259. The Society’s display
this year was on “Fluorite in the UK”.
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10-13 Sep Joint long weekend with Russell Society to Derbyshire and the Peak District (Jim,
Nick, Gary, John, Anita + Val & Peter Craft, Barry & Angie Pitt) Stayed at Mandale
House, Haddon Grove, Bakewell. Places visited: (Not everybody went to all of them)
Peak District Mining Museum, Matlock Bath; Monsal Head, Watersaw Rake, Dirtlow
Rake, National Stone Centre, Wirksworth, Blue John Cavern, Castleton, Arbor Low,
Cresswell Crags, Lathkill Dale, Magpie Mine, Carsington Reservoir, Falls Hill quarry. For
full report see p.126
21 Sept
“Islands in Time and the Lost Tethys Ocean” – talk by Prof Dorrik Stow from the
School of Ocean and Earth Sciences, Southampton Oceanography Centre (18+1)
25 Sept
Rockwatch event at Oceanographic Centre – Society display and sales (see p.127)
9 Oct
Field trip to Wicklesham quarry, Faringdon, Oxon (see p.128)
19 Oct
From Lands End to John o’Groats, a Geological Treasure Hunt around mainland UK
(15+1)
6-7 Nov
Geofest (GA Reunion), at the National Museum of Wales in Cardiff – Society display
(see p.128)
9 Nov
Committee Meeting at Jim’s: Gary reported receipt of an email from Lycos advising
that our website had received the most hits (1881 in 30 days) of any website.
16 Nov
“Meteorites”, talk by Michelle Fox (20+1)
10 Dec
Christmas Dinner at the Shoe Inn, Plaitford
21 Dec
“Recenseo Annus” with mince pies (15)
During this year there was a scare re the introduction of evening parking charges in Ordnance
Road, but this was eventually dropped by the City Council.
The Committee agreed to investigate the purchase of a Powerpoint projector as it was
becoming increasingly frequently necessary to hire one for evening meetings. The possibility of
buying new display boards also came under discussion.

“Best Specimen” Competition 2004
There was a good range of entries in all categories, the winners in each
being as follows:
Best mineral: Jim Goulding with an unusual formation of galena from
Greystones quarry.
Best micromount: Again Jim Goulding with a sample of chalcopyrite and
linarite from the old dumps at Eaglebrook mine.
Best fossil: Val Rayner with a super section of a dorsal fin spine from a
Jurassic shark, Asteracanthus ornatissimus, collected at Cassington Pit. This
specimen was voted to be the best overall of the evening, and Val was
accordingly prese nted with the David Griffiths Trophy which she will hold for
the coming year.
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Photographic Competition 2004
The Annual Photographic Competition held in February is one of the most popular events in our calendar. This
year was no different with a good turn out and a wide range of photographs entered in each of the five categories.
Category A, Close up study of a mineral, rock or fossil.
Photograph: Asteracanthus ornatissimus, Anita Wolfe.
Slide: Amethyst geode, John Thomas.
Category B(i), Geological feature in the British Isles.
Photograph: Burton Bradstock, Michael Haskell.
Slide Freshwater Bay, Jim Goulding.
Category B(ii), Geological feature in the rest of the world.
Photograph: Painted Desert, Arizona, Val Rayner.
Slide: Monument Valley, USA, Val Rayner.
Category C, People engaged in the hobby.
Photograph: Adrian at Bowyers quarry, Anita Wolfe.
Slide: Gary at Burton Bradstock, John Thomas.
Category D, Buildings with a geological connection.
Photograph: Joint winners: Engine House, Trewavas Head mine, Michelle Fox.
Alaskan gold dredger, Anita Wolfe.
Slide: Copper mine, USA, Val Rayner.
The overall best photograph resulted in a tie between Anita Wolfe and Michael Haskell and the Phil Bampton
Photographic Trophy will be held by each of them for six months.

2004 FIELD TRIP REPORTS
Highcliffe
Sunday Feb. 29th 2004
Nine Society members enjoyed the annual trip to
Highcliffe to explore the Barton Clay beds and
beach, searching for Eocene fossils. We all shivered
in the brisk cold wind blowing across the car park,
but down on the sheltered shore it was warm in the
bright sunshine and a very pleasant three hours was
spent foraging along the cliff base. Everyone found
small fossils, mostly shells, in the easily workable
Barton clay; Jean–Paul was particularly successful,
panning the shallow oozing clay at the base of a
recent mud flow—a bit of a sticky process but
obviously rewarding (as long as he remembered to
heave his boots free every few minutes!)
Val Rayner

Climping Beach
Sunday 28th March 2004
This was the Society annual trip to Climping beach
near Littlehampton, Sussex to collect iron pyrite
nodules from the beach. We arrived just after nine
at the car park, got our wellies on and headed for
the beach. The day was fine except for a brisk
westerly wind that chilled the hands and face. The
tide was low but the pools on the beach were quite
deep, despite this it was heads down to look for the
nodules in the muddy chalk patches. We walked the
whole length of the beach from east to west and
back again but only Alyson and Gary found any

pyrite. Gary found a “number 10” in pyrite on a flint
nodule and Alyson found a nodule on the way back
to the car. So the day wasn’t very successful for
collecting, the nodules have become very elusive,
but we all enjoyed the walk despite the wind.
John Thomas
(all except Val that is, from whom the following
apology was received)
08.20

We sat there in the morning dew Patiently
looking for any of you
But Climping beach was cool and bare
Not a soul was waiting there.

09.00

We thought the field trip scratched must be
So went to find a cup of tea.

17.30

But John then told us on the phone
We’d got the timing very wrong.

17.35

Boy did I get it in the neck I’d read 08.30—Heck oh Heck!!
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Val Rayner
( The above reports taken from Newsletters Nos. 17,
March ’04, and 18, June ’04 respectively)

Whatley quarry
Saturday 24th April 2004
Two members of the SGFSG and one of my neighbours joined the trip so that there were about 11 of us
altogether. John warned us at the previous meeting that the Cheltenham and Gloucester Group would be
there in the morning and I inwardly groaned thinking 'is it really worth going'.
The quarry is one of the largest Carboniferous Limestone sites in the country. From the top there is a
spectacular view of all the terraces and the blue lake in the bottom. The site is 1.0 x 1.5 km large and 92 m
deep and was first opened in 1937
We were met and bussed down to a selected collecting site by Gill Odolphie and members of the
Cheltenham Group promptly showed us what they were collecting and my fears that there was nothing left
deepened, especially as I couldn't see any minerals from where I was standing. They showed some very fine
calcite lined cavities some 2-3 inches across with the crystals partially coated with pyrite, giving a very
pleasing effect against the grey to black limestone.
After safety instructions about not going within 10 metres of the quarry walls and to keep within the
specific collecting area we were let loose on a scree of limestone blocks some 40 feet wide and 50 feet
deep. There were plenty of crystal lined cavities to be seen once you got in amongst it all, both with clear
calcite and fine white aragonite crystals. They appeared to form lines through the limestone so that if you
were lucky you could collect 2 or 3 cavities together. In addition to the clear calcite I did collect some
coated with pyrite and aragonite with iron staining. Over closer to the quarry face I understand 'rhodonite'
(later identified as manganocalcite – Ed) and 'manganese' was found, but I didn't see any myself.
The quarry itself showed excellent folding and faulting, with some of the beds running vertically. Just to
the left of the collecting site was a vertical fissure in the quarry face with a calcite lining and what looked
like a grey clay infill. Unfortunately I couldn't get close enough to confirm all this. These fissures are
supposed to have formed from the collapse of caves or as is apparent with this one a water enlarged joint.
In this case it may be a 'Neptunian Dyke' open to the contemporary sea floor and sediments as is common
with many of these Mendip fissures. This quarry is particularly famous for these, as is Holwell quarry. They
contain Mesozoic material and at Holwell they have Triassic conglomerate with Rhaetian and Lower
Jurassic sediments that are particularly famous for early mammal remains. In 1858 three tons of material
was sifted and 27 tiny mammal teeth were found with more than a million other fossils. Impressive, but it
took over three years to sieve and process all the material.
Before we left we were taken up to the top of the quarry to an area of calcite and where the stones and
clays overlying the limestone were exposed. Being keen on fossils I immediately clambered up onto the
overlying material to see what I could find. There were occasional small crinoid fragments, corals and
bivalves. These beds are a mix of Lias, Inferior Oolite and Fullers Earth, but the solitary corals look very
much as if they come from older beds. This would be perfectly feasible, because, as the missing beds above
the carboniferous levels were eroded the harder material would have been preserved and re-deposited
within the lower part of the new beds.
My early concerns about the visit were misplaced as there was plenty to collect and lots to see. This was
a good trip on one of the few warm sunny days of this year—the timing just couldn't have been
better.........Tony Holmes
(reprinted from Newsletter No.18, June ’04)

Eype

Bracklesham

Sunday 9th May 2004

Saturday 26th June 2004

This field trip was attended by four members
and was led by Neil Lovesey who has a considerable
knowledge of the area and has collected along the
coast here for many years. Presently the best area
for collecting involves clambering a fair distance
over large weed-covered boulders to gain access
around the headland. This was, unfortunately,
beyond a couple of members who stayed behind.
Those that did make the journey were rewarded
with a number of good ammonites, which after a
little preparation, should make fine specimens.

The weather was trying its best to put us off
going but four members and a guest met up
eventually (no thanks to the Festival of Speed
traffic) at the splendid beach at Bracklesham to
search for Middle (Lutetian) and Lower (Cuisian)
Eocene fossils that occur on the beach after being
washed out from the underlying Bracklesham Beds.
The wind was a strong, but not cold, southeasterly so to keep the rain in our backs we walked
slowly down towards East Wittering following the
ebbing tide line. Almost immediately we were
................cont’d overleaf

(Newsletter No.18, June ’04)
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PEAKS AND TROUGHS
Joint SMFS/RS Long Weekend to Derbyshire, 10-13 September '04
Two weeks of glorious sunshine - and Friday dawned wet and murky, just our luck! Unbroken
rain pursued us all the way to Matlock Bath where we met up with the rest of the group - five from
SMFS (Jim, Gary, Nick, John and Anita) and four from the Russell Society's Southern Branch (Val
and Peter Craft and Barry and Angie Pitt). Emerged from a rapid tour of the excellent Mining
Museum (while later-comers ate their lunch in the car park) to find that the rain had cleared at
last.
Wound our way in convoy to Sacheveral Farm and spent a couple of hours pottering round the
long-abandoned open-cast workings there, finding barite, some cubic fluorite, traces of galena and one or two malodorous corpses down the rocky pits! To Jim's delight a small amount of
alleged pyromorphite was also discovered, but sad to say later inspection under a microscope
proved this to be merely "fungite".
The weather closed in again and in gathering mist we moved on to Bakewell to check in to our
various digs, (ours were at Mandale House), all meeting up again for dinner at the Wheatsheaf Inn
where it turned out to be disco night and Nick and John got rather over-excited by all the passing
talent!
Next day dawned clear and windy and we made our way by assorted back lanes via Monsal
Head to RV with the others above Longstone Edge, where we were also joined for the day by Peter
Munro and Ken Hodge from the Central Branch of the Russell Society. Jim had managed to get
permission for us to explore the dumps out- side the fluorite mine at Watersaw Rake which
extends some three miles underground to Middleton Stoney. This was the only working
mine/quarry we were able to visit over the weekend - most of those in this area being owned by
Tarmac who due to the exigencies of the Health & Safety Act have put a blanket ban on collecting
by groups such as ours.
A brisk breeze kept the clouds away and we stayed all day, finding plenty of fluorite, galena,
calcite and barite as well as some cerussite, anglesite, hydrozincite and smithsonite. Barry in
particular found some really excellent fluorite specimens and Gary came away with a splendid
calcite crystal.
On Sunday we met up at Dirtlow Rake above Castleton and spent the morning there, finding
lots of purple fluorspar, salmon-pink barite and calcite. It was cold and windy but the rain held off
until lunchtime when once again it came down in torrents and we all got half-drowned trudging
back to the cars loaded down with specimens.
After lunch we went our separate ways, variously visiting Cresswell Crags, the National Stone
Centre at Wirksworth, and the famous Blue John Cave (which nearly killed me, I'd forgotten just
how many steps there were, 240 I think the guide said!), while some more sensible souls spent
time at a cosy tea shoppe in Castleton! Other places people visited in the course of this trip
included Arbor Low, Carsington Reservoir, English Nature's Ricklow quarry above Lathkill Dale and
the old Magpie Mine near Sheldon which was holding an open day as part of a local Heritage
Weekend.
By Monday the weather had done another total about-face, dawning golden with sunshine and
a fresh breeze. We had been tipped off that the disused Falls Hill quarry near Ashover was yielding
good results, so had decided to concentrate our efforts there for the few hours remai ning to us.
We did indeed enjoy an excellent morning's collecting, again with fluorite, barite and galena
predominating, though Barry (who seemed to have a charmed touch this weekend) also found a
very nice specimen of sphalerite.
And then it was time to set off for home after another very enjoyable week- end away especial thanks to Jim and John who experienced unprecedented problems in organising it.
AWOL
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Derbyshire Update

Rock Watch Event

Minerals of the September Weekend

Southampton Oceanography Centre
25th September 2004

Derbyshire is famous for its fluorite deposits
and that mineral must be considered to be that
County's mos t important mineral. It is generally
widespread in all parts of Derbys hire, and is
often found in its most beautiful cubic form. It
can be colourless and clear, to deep purple,
nearly black.

This was a free fossil, mineral and rock event
for children, organised by the Southampton
University School of Oceanographic and Earth
Sciences and the Southampton Geology Field
Study Group and held at the Oceanography
Centre. This is a superb venue with large
laboratories that were filled with loads of
interesting things to do and lecture theatres for
In between, it has been found in white, pale talks on subjects such as dinosaurs and fossils.
mauve, deep mauve, purple-edged mauve,
clear with purple-edging, yellow and greenish.
There were displays by many other
In massive form, it is most spectacular in its organisations and people to identify the
"Blue John" form. In this type it has been found visitor’s specimens, plus plenty of hands on
in huge blocks, large enough to be turned on a activities were available for the children. The
lathe to make vases.
Society had a large table area and put on
displays of minerals and fossils along with
During our visit, we found some good specimens under the microscope plus
samples of cubic fluorite, mostly clear or fluorescent minerals, which was really well
mauve. Fluorite is often associated with galena appreciated by young and old alike. To see the
and sphalerite, and both of these minerals were children’s faces when a seemingly boring piece
found during our visit. Secondary minerals of of Franklin willemite and calcite lit up in bright
lead were found in association with lumps of green and red, was great.
galena notably cerussite and possibly anglesite.
Some beautiful cerussite crystals were found at
We were busy all the time, particularly when
Watersaw Rake and Dirtlow Rake. Excellent the lectures finished as we were right outside
sphalerite crystals were found at Falls Hill the door, and had a steady stream of young
quarry, Ashover.
people with questions and wanting to know
more about what was on display.
Pyromorphite and superb wulfenite were
once found at Sacheveral Farm. We visited this
It is very satisfying to know that children
site, but failed to find these minerals.
with all the other distractions that they have
Jim today can still be stimulated by an interest in
geology. These young people are potentially our
future members and the opportunity to foster
their interest was a real pleasure. Thanks to all
who organised such a great afternoon
Gary Morse

Sacheveral Farm
Material on this page taken from
Newsletter No.19, October ‘04
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pliosaurus and some bone. Tony also found
teeth, Jean-Paul found some shark teeth.
Bivalves were also quite common. I think we all
went away with some fossil sponges and
everybody had a very good morning collecting.
We shall certainly be arranging a field trip to
this quarry again in 2005 if possible, perhaps
with warmer weather.
John W Thomas

Visit to Wicklesham quarry
Faringdon, Oxfordshire
9th October 2004

Geologists’ Association Reunion
Geofest@Cardiff
Raphidonema
Farringdonense

The Faringdon area is well known for its
Cretaceous sponge fossils. One of several in the
area, Wicklesham quarry is owned by Grundon
Ltd and is still operational, supplying aggregates
for the construction trade. Although assigned to
the Lower Greensand formation the deposits at
Faringdon are generally known as the Faringdon
Sponge Gravels. The rock consists of fossils or
fossil fragments in a sandy matrix which were
deposited in hollows in the sea floor, the result
of erosion by marine currents, and the fossils
seem to have been wafted in by the submarine
currents which swept clean the dead debris off
the surrounding sea bed. The hollows were at
least 10 metres deep and the deposit as a
whole is about 50 metres thick. The gravels
overlie the Jurassic Kimmeridge Clay and many
fossils found in the gravel have derived from
these beds.
There were eight Society members and two
guests on this field trip. We all had a very early
start as we had to be at the quarry by 08:30
because we had to be out by the closing time
of 11:30.
The day was cold and windy and very dull,
we all soon got into our gear, and then down to
the quarry floor. Straight away we were picking
up sponges, there were fossil sponges
everywhere; in one part of the quarry was great
big heap of sponges and belemnites that had
been sorted from the gravel during extraction.
New member Jill Sandeman and her friend
found a couple of teeth from a species of

Over the weekend of 5th - 7th November
2004 the Geologists' Association Annual
Reunion went west to the cultural delights of
South Wales. The “Geofest” was hosted by the
South Wales Group at the National Museum
and Gallery, in Cardiff. With its ground-breaking
Earth Science gallery, and "The Evolution of
Wales" exhibition that takes you on a
spectacular 4600 million year journey of Wales
through the world from the very beginning of
time to the present day, where better could
there be to hold the Reunion?
Early on the Saturday, members of the
Society set up our display of UK fluorite. This
display has information on the different
varieties of this mineral and its properties,
including its fluorescence. Throughout the day
the display was manned by SMFS members who
spent the time talking, and demonstrating the
UV fluorescence, to the public who came along
to this free event. All were suitably impressed
with the specimens on show.
There were displays by many other GAaffiliated groups, and sales of books, specimens
and equipment. There were also talks and many
activities, including behind the scenes tours of
the museum to view the specimen stores and
laboratories where the collections of Welsh
minerals and fossils are kept and curated. This
was a wonderful day in Cardiff and if you are
ever in the area a visit to the National Museum
is a must.
Gary Morse
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These two reports taken from
Newsletter No.20, Jan’05
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2005
Chairman: Jim Goulding, Secretary: Gary Morse, Treasurer: Nick Green, Committee Members:
John Thomas, Barbara Thomas, Anita Wolfe
18 Jan

33rd AGM and David Griffiths Trophy (16) John stood down as Field Trip organiser.
No nominations to take over. The David Griffiths Trophy was won by Tony Holmes.
Detailed results overleaf.
15 Feb
Photographic competition (16+1) Phil Bampton Trophy won by Val Rayner. Full list of
winners overleaf.
15 March “Explaining the Geology of Hampshire” – talk by Tony Cross, Curator of the Curtis
Museum, Alton (20)
20 March Fossil-collecting at Highcliffe
19 April
“Palaeobiology of Prehistoric Flying Reptiles: the giant Pterosaurs of the Cretaceous”
– talk by Dr Dave Martill, reader in palaeobiology at the School for Earth and
Environmental Sciences, Portsmouth University. (20)
24 April
Fossil-collecting at Eype – leader Tony Holmes
8 May
Society display at Bursledon Brickworks open day
17 May
“An Introduction to the Archaeology & Geology of the old French Indo- China,
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia” – talk by Anne Fereday. (20)
18-19 June International Kite Festival, Lordshill – Society Display and Sales
21 June
“China Clay and its Minerals” – talk by Jim Goulding (18?)
26 June
Eocene fossil collecting at Bracklesham
19 July
Practical evening – rock identification (13+1)
13 Aug
Wimborne show – display stand
14 Aug
Social evening – BBQ and Boules in Anita’s garden
16 Aug
Swap & Sale (16)
20-21 Aug Hobbies Fair at Netley Royal Victoria Country Park (Society display)
3 Sept
Society Show, Lyndhurst (Winners and Losers display) Table prices up to £20 (from
£15)
9-12 Sept Long weekend field trip to SW Wales, based at Hotel Miramar, Llanelli. (Nick, Gary,
Barry & Angie, Val & Cliff, John, Anita) Penarth Beach, Gower Peninsula, Pwll Du Bay,
Three Cliffs Bay, Cilifor Top, Dolaucothi Gold Mine, Rhandir Myn, Aberdulais Falls,
Marine Colliery, Cwm. (full report overleaf)
17 Sept
Rockwatch event (Society display & sales) Free sarnies provided!
20 Sept
“Aspects of Victorian Geology Books” – talk by Phil James (18+1)
18 Oct
“Marble and other decorative stones” – talk by Monica Price, Asst Curator of
Minerals, Oxford University Museum of Natural History (17)
5 Nov
GA Reunion, UCL (display)
15 Nov
“Sir Arthur Russell and his Minerals” – talk by Bob Symes OBE, former Keeper of
Minerals, British Museum of Natural History (16+2)
9 Dec
Christmas Dinner at the Vine
20 Dec
“Recenseo Annus” (17)
As a sad footnote to the year, on 1st March Honorary Life Member Roy Fielder passed away at the
age of 91. Roy and his wife Lily had been active members of the Society until 1994 when they
moved to Bromsgrove
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BEST SPECIMEN COMPETITION 2005
Best Fossil: Tony Holmes (Jurassic Plesiosaur bones from the Lias, “Secret South Coast Location!”)
Best Mineral: Nick Green (Fluorite, Falls Hill quarry, Ashover, Derbyshire)
Best Micro: Won jointly by Jim Goulding (Tyrolite, Dolyhir quarry, Wales) and
Gary Morse (Sphalerite, Falls Hill quarry, Ashover, Derbyshire)
Tony Holmes’ plesiosaur bones were judged best specimen overall
and won him the David Griffiths Trophy
==============

ANNUAL PHOTOGRAP HIC COMPETITION
(It was decided to drop the digital category this year)
A. Print: Phil James (Leioceras opalimum) Slide: John Thomas (Cave Bear Skull)
Bi: Print: John Thomas (Moonshill quarry) Slide: Val Rayner (Bedruthan Steps)
Bii: Print: Tied between Anita Wolfe (Hoodoos and Oxbow, Canada) and Val Rayner
Slide: Val Rayner (Rainbow Bridge, Utah)
C. Print: Phil James (Collecting trilobites) Slide: John Thomas (Collecting at
Watersaw Rake)
D. Print: Gary Morse (Big Pit Winding Gear, S Wales) Slide: None submitted
Val Rayner was awarded the Phil Bampton Trophy for her slide of the Rainbow Bridge
In the course of the year 5000 PR pos tcards were produced at a cost of £190.

GOLD DUST AND ASHES
SMFS Field Trip to South Wales, 9 - 12 September ‘05
(Nick Green, Gary Morse, Val & Cliff Rayner, Barry & Angie Pitt, Anita Wolfe)
Despite a depressing weather forecast, it was pleasantly warm and for the most part sunny as
we (Nick, Gary & Anita) headed for Wales to the accompaniment of the Test commentary.
Stopped off for a stroll along Penarth beach where we found a little strontianite, a few clear
quartz crystals, a latticework of calcite and loads of fossil stone and rose-tinted gypsum. A Country
& Western guitarist was warbling by the pier as we returned to the car and continued to Llanelli
where Val and Cliff were already ensconced in the blue-awninged Miramar Hotel. By the time we
went down to dinner the promised rain had finally arrived. Massive portions of gurnard fillets and
the occasional rattle of branch line trains.
Saturday morning was murky but dry. Drove across the Gower Peninsula to RV with Barry and
Angie Pitt at the West Cliff National Trust car park, but discovered via mobile that they had in fact
parked the other side of Pwll Du Bay and were already on their way down there. “From here it’s a
three-quarter hour walk” says the NT man with a smirk. It felt more like an hour and threequarters but we did get there eventually, along the cliffs and down a very steep and muddy path
through the trees to find Barry and Angie perched on a whale-back ridge of Carboniferous
limestone separating sand and sea from a few peacefully grazing cows. By now it was sweltering
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hot and the sunbathers and snorkellers looked a bit oddly at us with our boots and hammers .
Ignoring their stares we poked around in the shingle and were soon picking up calcite, aragonite,
some possible pyromorphite (Barry), fossil corals and a particularly nice specimen of wavellite
(Gary) with discs up to 1cm across.
Struggled back up the hill – at the top Val and Anita were rescued by Nick who brought the car
to meet them, what a gent! – then drove down a very skimpy lane to a fabulous viewpoint above
Three Cliffs Bay where Nick wanted to look for a burial mound. According to the map this was
going to involve another long hike so Val, Cliff and Anita opted out and enjoyed a relaxing time
watching horses canter through the surf while Nick and Gary sweated up and down the headland
but failed to locate the mound.
From there we moved on to Cilifor Top where Gary was the only one with sufficient energy left
to try and find a quarry allegedly once abundant in wavellite – but sadly it proved impossible to
check this out as the quarry’s been in-filled! Another over-generous meal at the Miramar (this
time it was giant sardines) and retired to watch (according to who you were) the Test Highlights or
Last Night of the Proms.
More overnight rain had cleared away by morning. We set off to find the Dolaucothi Gold Mine
– the only known Roman
gold mine in Britain. A pair
of red kites soared on the
thermals as we neared the
flanks
of
the
Black
Mountains. At Dolaucothi
we were issued with hard
hats and head torches and
embarked on an underground
tour
of the
Victorian
workings
(apparently the Victoria ns
had picked up where the
Romans left off 2000 years
previously). Afterwards we
got stuck into gold- panning
– Gary was convinced he
was going to make his
fortune until he realised
that all the little sparkly bits
at the bottom of his pan
were really just crus hed
Peruvian pyrite!
Moved on to the disused
Rhandir Myn where the sun
shone and a stream gurgled
cheerfully over the stones.
Spent a couple of hours
happily picking over the
extensive dumps, finding
plenty of galena, quartz
crystals, sphalerite, pyrite
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(fairly rotten) and an occasional hint of malachite – but alas no linarite. Back at the Miramar most
people opted for an early night. Karaoke reverberated across the street but failed to keep anyone
awake for long!
On Monday, our last day, Val and Cliff decided to do their own thing and went off to have a
look at Rhossilli Bay and Worms Head. We set out for Ebbw Vale but were distracted by the NT
signs to Aberdulais Falls where we spent an enjoyable hour among the industrial ruins. It was a
glorious morning, fresh and sun-drenched; dippers flirted up and down the river and a young mink
was practising his fishing skills.
Eventually we made it to the site of the old Marine Colliery at Cwm. “The dumps are absolutely
massive” Gary promised us – but on arrival there wasn’t a single one to be seen – everything had
been levelled and landscaped to accommodate a new by-pass! Never mind – plenty of ironstone
nodules were still to be found mixed in with the lumps of coal scattered across a vast plain of
flattened spoil; hard to crack but worth the effort as they sometimes concealed vugs of siderite
and clear quartz crystals – and Nick was rewarded with a perfect spray of the millerite for which
this location was formerly renowned.
Returned to the car just as Kevin Peterson achieved his first Test century – and eventually
reached home to the tumultuous cheers greeting confirmation of England’s historic Ashes victory.
AWOL
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2006
17 Jan

AGM (16) Best Specimens of 2005 and David Griffiths Trophy (for results see next
page)

15 Feb

Photographic Competition (16+1): the Phil Bampton Trophy for best overall
photograph was awarded to Anita Wolfe for her slide of “Recumbent Folds” in
North Devon.

19 March Fossil-collecting Highcliffe
21 March “Fakes & Forgeries” – talk by Gary in preparation for our display this year (16+1)
18 April

Phil’s talk had to be cancelled due to the projector breaking down! (14)

22 April

Visit to Booth Museum in Brighton followed by collecting below Seaford Head.

16 May

Talk by Phil James on his travels in China – re-scheduled from April

20 May

Field Trip to Moons Hill

17/18 June Kite Festival, Lordshill
20 June

“Ichthyosaur – the Fish Lizard of the Mesozoic” – talk by Darren Naish of
Portsmouth University (17)

18 July

Practical evening – curating Roy Fielder’s specimens which he left to the Society
(15+1)

12 Aug

Wimborne Show

15 Aug

Swap and Sale Night (13)
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19/20 Aug Hobbies Fair at Netley Royal Victoria Country Park
19 Sept

“Minerals in Fireworks” – talk by Gary Morse (18)

23 Sept

Society Show (“Fakes & Forgeries” plus a display by Dinosaur Isle Museum)

17 Oct

“Collecting in Australia” - Talk by Doreen Smith of Dorset GA (16+1)

21 Nov

Mike Brooke talk on Bulgaria (19+1)

8 Dec

Christmas Dinner at The Vine, Ower

19 Dec

“Recenseo Annus” (16+1)
There was no GA Reunion for 2006

BEST SPECIMEN
COMPETITION 2006
Best Mineral:
Jean-Paul Butcher
Best Fossil:
Tony Holmes
Best Micro:
Nick Green
Tony Holmes’ specimen was
judged best overall and he
was accordingly awarded the
David Griffiths Trophy
A visit to the Booth Museum in Brighton was followed by
collecting below Seaford Head
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2007
Chairman: Jim Goulding, Secretary: Gary Morse, Treasurer: Nick Green, Committee Members:
John Thomas, Barbara Thomas, Anita Wolfe
16 Jan
20/21 Jan
20 Feb
18 Mar
20 Mar
15 April
17 April
21 April
4-6 May
15 May
16/17 June
19 June
17 July
5 Aug
11 Aug
18-19 Aug
21 Aug
8 Sept
14-17 Sept
18 Sept
16 Oct
20 Nov
7 Dec
18 Dec

AGM (17) – David Griffiths Trophy for Best Specimen of 2006 won by Phil James
(for details and other winners, see below)
Field Trip “Discovering Fossils” at Charmouth/Osmington Mills with Roy Shepherd
Annual Photographic Competition (13+2): Phil Bampton Trophy won by John
Thomas (full list of winners shown opposite)
Eocene fossil collecting at Highcliffe
“History of Whales” – talk by Darren Naish of Portsmouth University (18)
Fossil collecting at Bracklesham
Cornish Minerals (Part 1) – talk by David Aubrey-Jones (21)
Field trip to Moon's Hill quarry
Lyme Regis Fossil Festival – Rising Seas (Society display)
Update on Mars Rover Project – talk by Jerry Workman (16+1)
Kite Festival, Lordshill – Society Display and sales
Talk – Isle of Wight Dinosaur Farm (taken over in the meantime and saved from
closing down so Nick organized a “Locations Quiz” instead) (15)
Practical evening – demo of fossil preparation techniques by Phil James and Tony
Holmes (21+1)
John’s “Rock” garden sale and BBQ
Wimborne Show – Society display
Hobbies Extravaganza, Royal Victoria Country Park – Society display and sales
Annual Swap and Sale Night (19+1)
Our Show – Lyndhurst
Long Weekend to Cornwall based at Liskeard (Nick, Jim, Gary, Angie & Barry, Janice
& Edward Sadler)
“The Great Ocean Road” – talk by John Thomas (13+1)
“Mineral Collecting in Arizona & Mexico” – talk by Bob Maurer (19+1)
“Exploring the Wonderland of Fluorescence” – UV evening with Gavin Malcolm
(18+3)
Christmas Dinner at the Vine, Ower, and an all-time high attendance of twentyseven.
“Recenseo Annus” (22)
FLAGS disbanded in the course of the year

BEST SPECIMEN COMPETITION 2007
Mineral: Quartz & fluor ite, Wheal Trelawney: Jean-Paul Butcher
Fossil: Holocystis elegans, Atherfield Point, Isle of Wight: Phil James
Micromount: Jim Goulding
The David Griffiths Trophy was awarded to Phil James
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PHOTO COMPETITION 2007
(Slides were dropped from the competition this year as with the advent of digital
photography very few entries are now received.
For category details see results for 2004)
Category A: Anita Wolfe (Desert Rose)
Category Bi: Jim Goulding (Freshwater Bay, Isle of Wight)
Category Bii: Anita Wolfe (Septarian nodule emerging from cliff, Moeraki, NZ)
Category C: Anita Wolfe (Phil & Chris at the B’mth Natural Science Society)
Category D: Anita Wolfe (Wick quarry)
The Phil Bampton Trophy went to John Thomas (Sea stacks off Great Ocean Road,
Victoria, Australia)
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2008
Chairman: Jim Goulding, Secretary: Gary Morse, Treasurer: Nick Green, Field Trip Organiser: Dave
Manvell; Committee Members: Barbara Thomas, Anita Wolfe
15 Jan

AGM (19) “Best Specimen” competition for David Griffiths Trophy won by Tony
Holmes’ magnificently-prepared Pterotrigonia from the Isle of Wight which also
took Best Fossil. Best Mineral went to John Fisher’s Quartz crystals with pyrite and
sphalerite from Carlogas Downs, Cornwall, and Best Micro to Jim Goulding’s
Holmbushite
19 Feb
Annual Photographic Competition (13+3) for the Phil Bampton Trophy which this
year went to Anita Wolfe. For full list of winners see below.
18 March “Elephants and their Fossil Relatives” – talk by Darren Naish of Portsmouth
University (17)
15 April
Nick’s Quiz Night (20)
27 April
Field trip to Smokejacks in conjunction with Kent Geologists’ Group
18 May
Field trip to Writhlington Geological Nature Reserve and visit to Radstock Museum
20 May
“Gold in the UK” – talk by Gary Morse (18)
14-15 June International Kite Festival, Lordshill – Society display and stand
17 June
Cornish Minerals (part 2) – talk by Dr David Aubrey-Jones of the Russell Society (20)
15 July
Practical evening: “Micromounting – Your collection in a shoe box”. Auction of
library books (16)
9 Aug
Dorset GA Fossil & Mineral Fair, Wimborne – Society display
16/17 Aug Hobbies Extravaganza, Royal Victoria Country Park – Society display and sales
19 Aug
Swap and sale evening (20)
6 Sept
Hampshire Mineral & Fossil Show (the Society’s own show), Lyndhurst Community
Centre
12-15 Sept Long weekend field trip to the St Agnes area of Cornwall (Nick, Anita, Gary, Barry
& Angie) (Janice and Edward had to cry off as their camper van broke down) (see
next page)
16 Sept
“Rhodochrosite at Durnford quarry” – talk and display by Chris Finch and Alistair
Napier (15)
27 Sept
Rockwatch at the Oceanographic Centre – Society display
21 Oct
“Minerals of Eire” – talk by John Pearce of the Sussex group
18 Nov
“A Tale of Two Islands” – talk by Phil James (16)
12 Dec
Christmas Dinner at The White Hart, Cadnam
16 Dec
“Recenseo Annus” by Gary Morse (15)

PHOTO COMPETITION WINNERS 2008
(for details of categories see 2004)
Category A: John Fisher (Calcite Curtain) jointly with Anita Wolfe (Bivalve, Chale Bay, Isle of Wight)
Category Bi: Anita Wolfe (Limestone pavement, Llantwit, South Wales)
Category Bii: Anita Wolfe (Recumbent Folds in the Madi Khola Valley, Nepal) *
Category C: Barry Pitt (Nick panning for gold in the River Dart)
Category D: Barry Pitt (South Caradon Mine, Cornwall)
* Winner of the Phil Bampton Trophy
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NOTES on CORNWALL, Sept ’08
Fri. 12th:
Bright sunshiny morning. Minor error of judgement (mine) led us to Becky Falls to storm of
protest from GPS lady – it’s very pretty and there’ll be a café there for sure says I. There wasn’t,
and they wanted £6.50 to park – please don’t hit me Gary as we did a quick U-turn! GPS lady
recovered from sulks and got her revenge by taking us down wiggly and increasingly narrow lanes
with grass down the middle but we eventually reached Merrivale just as it started to pour. In the
meantime we’d had a phone call from Janice & Edward to say that their camper van had broken
down and they were going home.
But we found Nick who had got very wet, had lunch, Barry & Angie turned up – went for a
wander round – quarry disused since our last visit and the pit is flooded. Nothing left worth
collecting but we climbed over a locked gate to have a look at the remai ns of the blacksmith’s
shop where they’d left a wonderful old drill sharpening machine. Carried on to St Agnes – lots of
new roads – found our very smart gite, Bolster Farm at Goonvrea – had tea and went to Miners
Arms at Mithian for dinner – very picturesque, small and crowded, food not bad but not as special
as the write-up would have you believe. Toured down-town St Agnes on way back to Goonvrea
and picked up a few groceries for breakfast.

Sat. 13th:
Breakfast - but NO BACON. Nick got much stick! Met up with Barry and Angie (they had opted
for camping) at Wheal Coates car park. Stunning views over to Chapel Porth – perfect sunshiny
morning. Short walk down to ruins, spent couple of hours trawling the dumps but didn’t find a lot.
Back to car for lunch, then down to Chapel Porth – NT car park so escaped £2.50 charge.
Walked steep cliff path up to “Giant’s Footprint” – a non-event but nice views. Then over to
Victory Inn and walked to Wheal Charlotte where we spent the afternoon – we found a bit more
there – Angie flew her kite. Home made spicy apple cake for tea.
Back to Bolster for showers and R&R before returning to Victory where we had an excellent
meal of mussels and weirdo beers (Betty Stogs (Skinners), Doom Bar (Sharp’s), Kiss Me Harder
(Skinners), Keltek's “Beheaded” [7.4 % ABV] to name but a few—Gary was highly- delighted!) They
also had some nice old mineral specimens on display but the staff hadn’t a clue about them.
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2009
20 Jan

17 Feb
20 Feb
8 March
17 March
21 April
19 May
23-24 May
6 June
16 June
20-21 June
12 July
21 July
8 Aug
18 Aug
5 Sept
11-14 Sept
16 Sept
20 Oct
14 Nov
17 Nov
11 Dec
15 Dec

AGM (16): Phil James took over as Chairman from Jim who wished to stand down;
Secretary Gary Morse, Treasurer Nick Green, Committee Members John Thomas,
Barbara Thomas, Anita Wolfe, Barry Pitt. The Best Specimen Competition for the
David Griffiths Trophy was won by John Fisher. Full results overleaf.
Annual Photographic Competition; The Phil Bampton Trophy went to Barry Pitt.
For full results, see overleaf.
Visit to the Palaeontology Department of the Natural History Museum.
Oxford Mineral & Fossil Show, Kidlington, Oxford. Could be combined with a visit to
the Oxford Museum.
“Geological Time” - talk by Phil James and Gary Morse (22)
Nick’s Quiz—No prizes for this, just a light-hearted team event (21)
“Darwin the Geologist”- talk by Phil James (19+1)
Lyme Regis Fossil Festival
Police Families’ Day at Netley - Society display
“A New Look at the Giant Pterosaurs” – talk by Darren Naish of Portsmouth
University (16)
International Kite Festival, Lordshill. Society display and stall.
Oxford Mineral and Fossil Show
Practical Evening – building cardboard crystals! (14)
Dorset GA Fossil & Mineral Fair, Wimborne. Society stand.
Annual Swap & Sale Evening Bring along your spare specimens, books, collectibles,
equipment – anything for sale, swap or even give away. (24)
OUR SHOW! Lyndhurst Community Centre, Lyndhurst, Hants.
Long Weekend Field Trip to Weardale (cancelled due to lack of support)
Talk on Copper by Gary Morse (18+1)
“Minerals of Cornwall – part 3” – talk by Dave Aubrey-Jones (18+1)
Sussex Mineral Show, 10.00-4.30, Clair Hall, Haywards Heath
Talk by Martin Munt on the Palaeontological Dept of the NHM (22+2)
Society Christmas Dinner, Mortimer Arms, Ower
Gary’s “Recenseo Annus” (18)

Mineral/Fossil of the Month for 2009
This idea had for some time been allowed to lapse but at the
request of members was now to be revived - specimens could be
from any source and not necessarily self-collected.
Feb: Fluorite/Trilobites
Nov: Hematite/Fossil Plants
Mar: Calcite/Belemnites
Dec: Pyrite/Corals & Sponges
Apr: Polished Eggs/Echinoids
May: Galena/Fossil Fish & teeth
June: Quartz/Ammonites
July: Gypsum/Crustaceans
Aug: Agate/Gastropods
Sep: Native Copper/Bivalves
Oct: Baryte/fossil Reptiles & Dinosaurs
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Police Families’
Day at Netley

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM—Tour of the Department of Palaeontology, Feb ’09

“Best Specimen” Competition for David Griffiths Trophy
Best Mineral and ultimately “Specimen of the Year” was won by John Fisher with a
stunning specimen of Golden Gypsum from South Crofty Mine in Cornwall. Best Fossil
was awarded to Phil James’ super bly-prepared Gryphaea group from the Oxford
Clay at Claydon Pike gravel pit near Lechlade, Gloucs, while Best Micro went to
Anita Wolfe’s Arsenopyrite from Wheal Kitty.
==========

ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION 2009
A: Phil James (Iridescent Ammonite)
Bi: Barry Pitt (Delabole quarry, Cornwall)
Bii: Anita Wolfe (Limestone cave formations in Barbados)
C: Anita Wolfe (“Old Timer” - Barry at Merrivale)
D: Anita Wolfe (Wheal Coates, Cornwall)
Anita’s Bii and C entries were joint winners of the Phil Bampton Trophy
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2010
COMMITTEE: Phil James (Chairman), Gary Morse (Secretary), Nick Green (Treasurer), Barry Pitt
(Field Trips), plus John Thomas, Barbara Thomas, Anita Wolfe
10 Jan

19 Jan
7 Feb
16 Feb
13 March
16 March
20 April
15 May
18 May
5 June
12 June

15 June
19/20 Jun
2-5 July
20 July
14 Aug
17 Aug
4 Sept

10-13 Sep
21 Sep
16 Oct
19 Oct
16 Nov
8 Dec
21 Dec

Fossil and pyrite nodule-collecting, Climping beach—but the freezing weather
conditions and treacherously icy roads prevented all but one brave soul (Leader:
Gary) from turning up.
AGM & Best Specimen competition (19+1) The David Griffiths Trophy was won by
Tony Holmes (full results overleaf)
Fossil-collecting, Highcliffe, with Adrian Smith
Photographic Competition (15) The winner of the Phil Bampton Trophy was Barry
Pitt with his striking shot of chevron folds on Orkney. (full results overleaf)
Wicklesham quarry, Faringdon + Cross Hands quarry, Oxon (John T, Anita, Rob
Rider, Phil James, Tony Holmes, Adrian Smith, John Fisher, Jill and, Hilda Sandeman)
Geology and fossils of Bracklesham – talk by David Bone (17+1)
30 Years’ Collecting with SMLS – talk by John Pearce (15+1)
Fossil-collecting at Bracklesham with David Bone (Anita Wolfe, John Thomas, Rob
Rider, Nick Green, John Fisher, Gary Morse & Sophie)
Christine Taylor talk on Hampshire Museums’ geology collection (18)
Netley Police Families’ Day - Society display and sales
Visit to Hampshire Museum Service at Chilcombe House, Winchester (Phil James,
John Thomas, Angie Pitt, John Fisher, Nick Green, Tony Holmes, Gary Morse, Jill
Sandeman, Hilda Sandeman)
Phil James talk on Munich – City, Show and Museum (19+3)
Kite Festival, Lordshill - Society display and sales
Devon weekend (inc. gold-panning) led by Dave Aubrey-Jones (see overleaf for
full report)
“Minerals – a Detective Story” – talk by Mike Brooke (16+1)
Wimborne Show—Society display and sales
Annual Swap & Sale Evening (18+1)
Society Show in the newly-refurbished Community
Centre at Lyndhurst. The Society’s display took the
form of a tribute to Jim Goulding who, after several
months of failing health, had to everyone’s great
sadness died in the New Year at the age of 86.
Proposed long w/e in N Yorkshire - cancelled due to
lack of support
“The Many Faces of Calcite - a most remarkable
mineral” talk by Gary Mors e (21+2)
“Blast from the Past” event – Dinosaur Isle Museum,
Sandown, IoW
Jim Goulding
Dorset Fossils and Locations – Phil James (17+3)
“Deep Time History of Felids” - talk by Dr Darren Naish (19)
Christmas Skittle Night, Old Ship Inn, Redbridge
“Recenseo Annus” by Gary Morse (12+2)
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Best Specimens of 2009
Fossil: Tony Holmes, crinoid, Baianocrinus gracilis, Down Cliff Sands, Eype Beach.
Micromount: Adrian Smith, gastropod, Skaptotion nitens, Barton Beds, Highcliffe.
Mineral: John Paul Butcher, fluorite & pyrite, Hingston Down quarry.

The David Griffiths Trophy was awarded to Tony Holmes
____________

Photographic Competition 2010
Category A: Anita Wolfe, crinoid, Baianocrinus Gracilis, Down Cliff Sands, Eype Beach.
Category Bi: Barry Pitt, chevron folds on Orkney.
Category Bii: John Thomas, Moeraki boulders, New Zealand
Category C: Anita Wolfe, “Tony having a fair old bash”
Category D: Barry Pitt, Wheal Basset, stamp house & chimney.
The Phil Bampton Trophy was won by Barry Pitt

JOINT SMFS/RUSSELL SOCIETY TRIP TO DEVON
JULY 2010
Friday 2nd July:
AM - Wheal Exmouth, Christow, Teign Valley

Leader: Dave Aubrey-Jones.

A total of eight members made the trip down to Devon for the first of our collecting trips of the weekend, we met at these widespread tips on either side of the road. The weather was kind to us and was
keeping warm and sunny as it had been for the week previously. The range of minerals from these dumps is
not extensive, but some interesting specimens were collected. Some small specimens of a pale pink
mimetite as well as massive galena, arsenopyrite, some good quartz crystals, barite and ruby red sphalerite.
Barry Pitt

PM - River Dart location

Leader: Mark Hanley

After a few hours collecting it was time to move off to the highlight of the day, GOLD PANNING, so it was
back in the cars for a short drive down to the river Dart. Here we met up with Mark Hanley, a very
knowledgeable and fascinating local gold collector who would be leading us for the afternoon. The
numbers now swelled to eleven members all eager to get their feet wet. Mark took us to a location along
the river and after a few trips back and forth with pans, sieves, pumps and sluices, we got down to the wet
but pleasant task of panning for the elusive gold. It can be said that everybody found some gold (but noone will be getting rich on their finds!) Also found were small deep red garnets, cassiterite (but no “wood
tin”), micaceous haematite and of course lead shot, albeit in small amounts; the largest gold specimen was
found by me, with the dendritic habit of the gold clearly to be seen. The afternoon flew by, but you can rest
assured I for one will be panning for gold again in the near future.
Barry Pitt

Saturday 3rd July:
AM - High Down quarry, Filleigh, North Devon

Leader: Tony Lee

High Down quarry is the type locality for the hydrated aluminium phosphate hydroxyfluoride mineral
wavellite, so it was a privilege to be granted access to this famous site. Eight members of the group met up
at the quarry with the field trip leader and after an introduction to the site and the mineralogy we made
the short walk into the heavily overgrown wooded area that it has become. Sadly for such An important
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mineralogical site it has been rather neglected and, as is all too common, has become the local rubbish
dump.
The quarry is in the Lower Carboniferous black, carbonaceous, cherty slates of the Coddon Hill Beds and
the wavellite occurs along the cleavage joints in the rock. There are only a few rock exposures now in the
quarry and these are extensively weathered. The quarry floor is very over- grown and covered with a
considerable depth of soil and leaf mould, but some small excavated pits exist within the area. Inspection
of the rocks around the exposures and removed from these pits revealed the characteristic radiating
broken spherules of wavellite and on a few specimens complete millimetre-sized hemispherical groups
covered with a heavy limonitic coating
Gary Morse

PM: - Ramsley Mine, South Zeal Leader:

Dave Aubrey-Jones

This mine operated from around 1858 to 1909 with a recorded output of 9788 tons of copper. The
extensive dumps spread down the hillside from the chimney above which has undergone some restoration
and repair. The main area of interest is the
steeply excavated part of the dumps that face
on to the road. Here the walls of the dump
material are coated with deposits of a
plumose grey evaporate mineral that has
derived from the decomposition of sulphide
minerals in the dump. It has always been
supposed that this is gypsum, but given the
high levels of arsenic in the dump there is
quite probably a lot of arsenolite in this
deposit as well.
It is still relatively easy to find good
specimens on the dumps and we found
primary and secondary copper sulphides,
arsenopyrite, pyrite and numerous blue and
green copper oxidation minerals to await later
identification. The small gemmy red garnets
are still quite abundant, but the prize of the
day was a 30 mm wide quartz pseudomorph
after scheelite for which the mine is famous.
This was just lying on the surface awaiting
collection. A thorough search of the area
revealed no other specimens but they are
obviously still there to be found.
Gary Morse
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After Dark: Red-a-Ven Mine, Meldon

Leader: Dave Aubrey-Jones

Every mineral collector should make the night time pilgrimage to Red-a-Ven mine at some point in their
collecting life, and this was the night for two of our members. The mine, on the banks of the Red-a-Ven
brook, was worked copper (chalcopyrite) in a skarn (metamorphosed limestone rich rock and siliceous
chert) that also caries some rarer minerals, one of these being the complex calcium tin silicate malayaite, a
tin analogue of titanite, which is a strongly fluorescent mineral. It is included in the Meldon aplite quarries
SSSI designation, so there should be no digging or disturbance of the dumps.
As the sun was slowly going down in the west behind us, we made our way up the track to the site of
the old mine dumps. We sat on the moor and watched the last of the sun’s rays disappear on a beautiful
evening with only the sound of the rushing water in the Red-a-Ven brook below us, and as darkness
descended we switched on the short-wave, ultra-violet lamps. Scanning the lamps over the ground
revealed a myriad of small bright greenish-yellow fluorescent specks winking on and off like fire flies as the
lamp passed over them. These were small pieces of rock that had tiny amounts of strongly fluorescent
malayaite on them. Moving around the dumps and the surrounding area it was evident that the mineral is
still prevalent here although small. Washed-out waste rock from the dump, probably being the cleanest,
was found to have a greater quantity, although still not very rich. It was also interesting to see how much
the flora of the area fluoresced with lichens and small plants giving a response to SW UV radiation. Time
passed quickly and before the midnight hour, lest we turned into pumpkins we made our pleasant, torch-lit
way back down to the car park, having ticked off another of the mineralogical pilgrimages from the list
Gary Morse

Sunday, 4th July:
Virtuous Lady Mine, Buckland Monachorum

Leader: Dave Aubrey-Jones

On a glorious sunny morning with blue skies over Dartmoor, we all headed for a rendezvous in the small
village of Buckland Monachorum. There was limited parking due to the church services, but we all
successfully met up and headed out of the village. We didn’t get far however. Just outside the village on a
tiny single track road with high hedges on each side we were forced to pause to allow natives to cross the
road. The natives in this case being a herd of cows! Eventually the cows completed their pedestrian
crossing, and we then met another native, a farmer in his car. He waited patiently for us all to pass, and I
don’t think he could quite believe the number of cars coming in the opposite direction on the tiny road!
After unloading, and checking our gear at the top of the hill, Barry discovered that he had left his cap
lamp at his campsite. Not to worry, as we had some spares. We then began the long descent to the river
valley. Near the bottom Gary proved his Boy Scout abilities by creating an excellent arrow sign on the track
out of twigs for the stragglers to follow.
Once we got to the river we soon set to work hunting on the old mine dumps, and the “plops” from the
fish jumping were joined by the sound of hammering. Occasionally someone would let out a cry of joy on
making a good find. At one point one of the party “found” some recent diggings apparently left by some
previous collectors, and started to enlarge the hole. After a few minutes Gary returned to have his three
bears moment!
Everyone seemed happy with the finds they made, which included some part “Ladies Slippers”, hollow
cubic epimorphs in quartz after pyrite, pyrite cubes in matrix, “cornflake” siderite, good quartz crystals
including polysynthetic quartz, amethyst, and some fluorite. By now there was thick cloud and rain was
threatening, so some began the long trek back up the hill to the cars.
The braver and fitter amongst us donned helmets and headed underground into the old mine. We
explored the passages till the water level deepened, and went into several of the old stopes. David’s new
LED cap lamp, a bicycle lamp, proved incredibly bright and very useful for the photo- graphs that were
taken. Although nothing was collected, it was wonderful to visit the old mine. When we came out it felt as
though we had entered the tropics, and we found it had started raining. As we ascended the hill the rain
gradually got heavier and heavier. We had planned a visit to one final site, but the time was now 3.30 and
we suddenly felt quite tired. With the rain discouraging us and the long drive home ahead, we decided to
call it a day and the weekend sadly ended.
Dave Aubrey-Jones
(From Russell Society Newsletter No.57, September 2010)
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2011
40th Anniversary year
PROGRAMME:
18 Jan:

AGM & Best Specimen Competition. David Griffiths Trophy won by Phil James
(again!) (18+1) Committee as before except that Phil took over as Treasurer from
Nick who wished to stand down.
15 Feb:
Photographic Competition (17) PB Trophy won by Gary Morse.
27 Feb:
Fossil-collecting at Highcliffe—Leader Adrian Smith
15 March: “Mother Nature’s Secrets” - talk by Barry Pitt (14)
19 March: Visit to Gosport Museum’s Geology Gallery
19 April
“Know your Fossils” - talk by Paddy Howe and Chris Andrew from Lyme Regis
(20+3)
29 Apr-1 May Lyme Regis Fossil Festival
15 May
Oxford Show and visit to University Museum of Natural History
17 May
ANNIVERSARY MEETING—A CELEBRATION WITH CAKE(s)! (20+4)
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4 June
12 June

Police Family Day at Netley—Society display
40th Anniversary Celebration BBQ at home of Founder member John Thomas (had
to be postponed due to bad weather)
18/19 June Kite Festival, Lordshill—Society display and sales (this event was later cancelled by
the organisers)
21 June
Fossils & Minerals of Arizona—talk by Colin Morley (20)
1-3 July
Joint long w/e field trip to Devon & N Cornwall with Russell Society Southern
Branch (did not in the end take place due to lack of interest)
19 July
Minerals—talk by Mike Brooke (in the event Mike had to cancel and Rick Turner
stepped in at very short notice to give an excellent talk on “Minerals of the
Mendips”) (16)
13 Aug
Wimborne Show—Society display and sales
16 Aug
Annual Swap and Sale Evening (21)
21 Aug
Re-scheduled BBQ at John’s (great evening, Caribbean weather, good turn-out!)
3 Sept
Society’s Show at Lyndhurst
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11 Sept
20 Sept
15 Oct
18 Oct
5 Nov
12 Nov
15 Nov
8 Dec
20 Dec

Field Trip to Aust Cliff
“Land of Ice, Fire and Water” - talk by Alan Holiday (19+5)
Visit to Kingston Lacy (Decorative Stone) joint with Dorset Group
“Tour of South Coast of the Isle of Wight” - Talk by Trevor Price from Dinosaur Isle
(11)
Festival of Geology, UCL
Sussex Mineral Show. Phil will have a fossil display table and will be giving a talk on
Mary Anning
“Devonian, the Age of Fishes” - talk by Peter Forey, ex NHM (11)
Christmas Skittles
“Recenseo Annus”—illustrated review of the year by Gary Morse
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

BEST SPECIMEN COMPETITION 2011
Fossil: Phil James, Cretaceous bivalve assemblage, Isle of Wight.
Micromount Barry Pitt, Gold from the River Dart.
Mine ral: Barry Pitt, fluorite on quartz, South Caradon mine.

The David Griffiths Trophy went to Phil James
************

PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION 2011
Category A: Phil James: Ammonite, Aeogoceras maculatum, Golden Cap.
Category Bi: Phil James: Hallaig waterfall, Isle of Raasay.
Category Bii: Tie between Barry Pitt (Columnar Basalt, Madeira) and Anita Wolfe (Rock Ripples,
Cyprus).
Category C: Anita Wolfe: “Goldfingers – Cold toes” - Barry panning in the Dart.
Category D: Gary Morse: Precipitation ponds at Mona mine, Parys Mountain, Anglesey.

The Phil Bampton Trophy was awarded to Gary Morse

RIP
The one sad piece of news in this otherwise celebratory year
was the death of former member Jean Hole, an eminent
collector and authority on fossil fish, who passed away on
28th March at the age of 85.
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Penn-Dylife Mine is set on a high plateau above the old Dylife Mine by the main road. In fine
weather, splendid views of the mountains of North Wales can be seen from there—if one can
spare a minute from the task of finding linarite and pyromorphite!
In another part of Britain, Cligga Head, in Cornwall, is spectacular. The Cligga Mine was last
worked extensively during World War Two for wolfram, and the old dumps can be rewarding.
Cassiterite, scorodite, wolfram, and copper and uranium minerals can be found a mid wonderful
views of Perranporth beach and the surrounding cliffs.
Although perhaps less rewarding for collecting, the old engine houses of the Botallack Mine,
built down the rugged cliffs of the area, are in a dramatic setting. Those superb towering cliffs and
foaming seas are so typical of the Cornish coastline. On a clear fine day the Scillies can be seen on
the horizon of a vast area that dwarfs all scale of shipping. A short distance from Botallack the
dumps of the Wheal Edward mine can produce micro-specimens of connellite, langite, torbernite,
autunite and other uranium secondaries. Do not, how-ever, collect any very heavy black or dark
grey, pitchy, minerals, for these may be uraninite or pitchblende—both highly radioactive
minerals.
No one could describe Cornwall’s China Clay region as beautiful, but it has a strange fascination
and atmosphere. The towering mounds of white kaolin rock debris produce a landscape that can
be seen for miles. Everything in the area is dirty white, and the white clay washings from the ships
in St Austell harbour turn the open sea milky. There is little wildlife to be seen, but the range of
minerals is extensive, including the quartz series (smoky, morion, amethys t), biotite mica,
gilbertite mica, cassiterite, libethenite, tourmaline and fluorite. Turquoise is also found in some
pits.
............cont’d overleaf
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Show time
Right from its first year, the Society has done its best to raise its public profile by putting on
displays at various community shows. Initially this meant that all through the 70’s they could be
seen at the Southampton Common Show, demons trating lapidary equipment and jewellerymaking and selling members’ work. In 1980 they began to receive an annual grant from the Arts
Council and as well as the Southampton Show in July were asked to put on displays at the
Southampton Festival of Art in November and the King Edward VI School Autumn Show which they
did for several years.
In 1981 they had joined FLAGS and thereafter regularly attended the GA Reunion, competing in
the FLAGS Challenge for which their displays took first prize on no less than four occasions. FLAGS
was finally disbanded in 2007.
By 1994 the Southampton Show gave way to the Southampton Balloon & Flower Festival in
which they participated until its demise ten years later. From 1989 to 1996 they also had a stand
at the Eastleigh Show. 1995 saw the Dorset GA’s first Fossil & Mineral Show at Wimborne at which
the Society have exhibited annually ever since. For a few years they also had a stand at the
Bursledon Brickworks open days, and there were occasional “one-offs” to attend such as the
millennium “Earth Alert” event in Brighton and the Lyme Regis Fossil Fest. In 2004 a Kite Festival
was initiated at Lordshill, and the Society’s annual stand in the Community tent has proved
popula r with both children and adults. There have been regular attendances at the autumn
Rockwatch event held at the Oceanographic Centre, and in recent years at the “Hobbies
Extravaganza” in the Royal Victoria Country Park and the Police Families’ Day at Netley.
1990 saw the first of the Society’s own
annual Mineral & Fossil Fairs which were
held in the Avenue Hall until 1998 after
which it closed for major refurbishment
and other premises had to be found. In
1999 the Show moved to the Eastpoint
Centre but this was found to be
unsatisfactory for a number of reasons,
and after three years it was moved again,
this time to the Lyndhurst Community
Centre where it has been held ever since
under the new name of the “Hampshire”
(rather than Southampton) Mineral &
Fossil Show.

The Show is a good opportunity for members to
offload some of their surplus specimens

The displays that have been put on over
the years have been many and various. A
new one is normally dreamed up each year for the Society’s own Show, and in the past this was
then carried over to the GA Reunion and sometimes to other events if “geologically-oriented”. For
community events it was more likely to be a simple display promoting the Society’s activities. The
following is a list of the themes:
1984
1987
1988
1989

(GA) Taff’s Well and Eocene sharks teeth of local origin
Three display cases featuring igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary rocks
(GA) “Minerals collected during the year” with one cabinet for each location
(GA) Display based on Cumbria Field Trip
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1990
1991

“Minerals & Their Uses” (FLAGS 3rd place)
Fossils of England (FLAGS 3rd place)

1992

Display based on the periodic table with mineral specimens representing the
elements (FLAGS 3rd place)
Minerals of Hampstead Farm quarry
Minerals of Writhlington Geological Nature Reserve (FLAGS 1st place)
Treasures of the Earth - Society Members’ Finds from the UK
Minerals & Man (FLAGS 1st place)
What’s in a Name? (FLAGS 1st place)
Fluorescence in the UK (FLAGS 1st place)
Geological Folklore (FLAGS 2nd place)
The Young Collector
A Day in the Field
SMFS in the Hampshire Basin
Silica in the United Kingdom
Fluorite in the UK
Winners and Losers
Fakes and Forgeries
Classic Collecting Sites of Southern England
Extreme Geology
Members’ Miscellany
Tribute to Jim Goulding
40 Years in the Field

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Val Craft (left) and Gill Goulding (right) visit the Society’s 40th Anniversary Display
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Showing the year of joining (where known) and whether single (S) or family (F) membership.
Upper case, bold entries indicate Members in 2011, the Society’s 40th Anniversary Year.
Abbott, Bernie 88S,
Apsey, Roger 98S,

Fielder, Roy and Lily 76F,
Fox, Simon 99,
FISHER, John 07F,
French, Alan 94F,
FRENNEAUX, Chris 11S,
Frear, Claire 09S,

Bailey, Esme 71
Baker, Sarah (child in 73) Baker, Janet 95S,
BAMPTON, Phil & Valerie 86F, Barnard, Mike
92F,
BARNET, Doug & Shirley + James & Peter 94F,
Bartlett, John 81S,
Baston, John 95S,
Batson, Aileen 80’s
Blake, Chris 92S,
Bond, Paul & Caroline 71 (Founders),
Bowen, Arthur 94F,
Bowell, Rob 03F,
Bradshaw, Timothy (mentioned 84S),
Brown, Alan + son Stuart 82F,
Bundy, John 81S,
Bravais, Emmanuel 96S,
Brightman, Ian 09S,
Bristow, Bob 90S,
Brooke, Mike 92S,
BUTCHER, Jean-Paul 02S,
Butcher, Mrs C (mentioned 74),

Gibbins, Graham + Andrew & Ben 90F,
Glasgow, John 02S,
Goffe, George & Jean 95F,
Goodall, Ray (mentioned 77),
Goulding, Jim & Gill 87F,
Greaves, Mr J 72,
GREEN, Nick 83S,
Griffiths, David 74,
Hamerton, Doreen 71 (Founder),
Hampton, Mark 00F,
HARRIS, Sue & Charley 10F,
Harrison, Mrs 72,
Haskell, Philip + son Michael 03F,
Hawkins, Albert (d.81),
Henderson, Neil 98S,
Higgins, Joe 96S,
Higham, Bertram 86F,
Hislop, Reg 88S,
Hobbs, Geraldine 93F,
Hole, Jean 92S + sons Richard & John,
Holmes, Mr K 71 (Founder),
HOLMES, Tony 90F,
Humphries, Chris 02S,

Carre, Bernard,
Christopher, William + son Edwin 83 F,
Clarke, Mrs J (mentioned 76),
Compton, Ruth & John 71F,
Craft, Valerie & Peter 87F,
Cross, Paul 90S,
Cooper, Andrew 98S,
Cowie, Mrs J, 71 (Founder),

Ip, Sai Keung 84S,
Jackson, John V 02S,
JAMES, Phil & Julie + son Simon 81F,
Jerrard, Reg 72,
Jones, John + son Andrew 93F,

Dawkins, Martin 71 (Founder) + sons Mark &
Clive,
De-Lara, David 93S,
DEVERELL, Geoff 82S,
Diaper, T (mentioned 76),
Downes, John 90F,
Drinkwater, Les & Sue 83F,
Duckworth, Mr (mentioned 76),
DYE, Ben 81S,
Dyke, Mr (mentioned 76),

King, Barry 02,
King, Shirley & Norman 81F,
KING, Stephen 06S,
Kirwan, Richard July ‘90,
La Luna, Lucienne 84S,
Lane, Rosemary 87S,
Lane, Mr & Mrs William J 71 (Founders),
Langham, Becky & Anita 99F,
Lansley, Griff & Vicky 98F,
Lee, Tony 90S,
Leon, Mr & Mrs 71,
Leonard, Neil-John 89S,
Lewis, Paul & sons 89F,
Lovesey, Neil & Frankie + Matthew & Pippa 91F,

Edmunds, Murray 91,
Edwards, Miss D (mentioned 76),
Edwards, Maureen & Michael 84F,
Epps, Don 71 (Founder),
Ethridge, Terry & Stella, 98F,
Evans, Jason 00S,
Ferris, Dave 92S,
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Mabey, Larry + Graham & Paul 92F,
MacArthur, Mr & Mrs G (mentioned 76),
MacDougall, Anne 96F,
McCulloch, Dave & Diana 97,
MANVELL, Dave 06S,
Martin, Gary & Lorraine + Claire 95F,
May, Miss 71S,
Middleton, Dave & Denise + Emily & George 93F,
Miller, Paul 84S,
Morant, Rod 78S,
MORSE, Gary & Janet + Gemma, Beverley &
Denise 89F,
Murray, Patrick 90S,

SANDEMAN, Hilda + daughter Jill 04F,
SCHOFIELD, Liam 00S,
Scott, A (mentioned 74),
Scott, Percy 93S,
Scrutton, Geoffrey & Christopher 97F,
Shaw, Miriam 87F,
Sherbourne, Martin 82S,
SMITH, Adrian 04S,
Sterckx, Alan 97S,
STONE, Lesley 10S,
Stoakley, Alyson 04,
Sykes, Mr P (mentioned 76),
Symes, Terrence 91F,

Nelmes, P (mentioned 74),
Nesbitt, David & Marion 98 F,
Nicklin, Christine & Roger + Michael & Jade 08F,
Northcott, Mr (mentioned 76),

Tee, Andrew & Dilys + Rebecca & Jackie 91F,
THOMAS, John 71S (Founder),
THOMAS, Barbara & Ron 76F,
Timbrell, George 09S,
Towlson, E (86?),
Tombson, Ed 85S Touzel, Terry & son 87F,
Turner, Rick 93F,
Turpin, David (mentioned 74),

O’NEILL, Kevin 87S,
Onslow, Gary + Ian, Jillian & Mark 92F,
Page, Antony 80S, (hon student member),
Pearce, Paul 89S,
Penfold, Mike 93F,
PIERSON, Roy 89S,
PITT, Barry & Angie 03F,
Pollard, Chris + son David 72,
Potts, Mr 71,
Prescott, Mr 71,
Rayner, Cliff & Val 02F,
Read, Andy 86S,
Rice, Helena 87S,
RIDER, Rob & Sandy F (mentioned ‘83),
Robbins, Steven 89S,
Robinson, Chris 00S,
Rousell, Michelle & Philip 99F,
Rozanski, Andrew 04S,
Russell-Goggs, Harry 90F,

Ventham, Sylvia 87S,
Vibert, Mrs 71 (Founder),
Viney, Mr & Mrs (mentioned 76),
Walke, Jeremy 05,
Wallage, Christopher 81S (Hon Mem),
Whitlock, Albert 81S, (mentioned 76),
Wiltshire, Andrew and Marilyn 81F,
Williams, Mr D 72,
WOLFE, Anita 94S,
Wood, Roger & Diana (mentioned 83F),
Woodford, Chris 97,
Zachariades, Nick 85S,
Zachariades, Peter 85S.
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